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 To intercept a target or object in the environment, visual information is 
used continuously throughout the task to regulate behaviour. Using 
locomotor pointing (moving to intercept a target in space with the foot) as an 
exemplar action, the current programme of research aims to explore the 
specifying sources of information in the optic array which regulate goal 
directed behaviour and online task adaption. An ecologically based, two-part 
programme of research using qualitative and quantitative research methods 
explores potential informational constraints and measures their influence on 
behaviour. Despite researchers’ awareness of the capacity to regulate gait as 
a function of visual information, the perceptual variables used by elite 
performers in sport to regulate these changes are not well understood. The 
first phase of the research programme explores the knowledge of elite sport 
coaches as a supplementary information source to complement empirical 
understanding by identifying perceptual variables of the optic array which 
may act as informational constraints to regulate locomotor pointing 
behaviours. In applied sport settings the second phase qualitatively 
measures the influence of the identified perceptual variables on behaviour. 
Based on the visual information available in the performance environment 
results support empirical understanding which emphasizes the role of 
perception-action coupling throughout the interceptive action in regulating 
behaviour. Research identifies vertical informational variables as potential 
informational constraints which regulate gait with implications for theoretical 
understanding of perception and action and practical representative design of 
learning and training scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
 
This chapter provides a brief outline of the programme of work and 
provides a context from which the research emerges. The background 
(section 1.1), context (section 1.2), purpose (section 1.3), and significance 
(section 1.4) of the research are highlighted to provide perspective to the 
area of investigation. Section 1.5 outlines the remaining chapters of the 




 The current programme of work aims to explore visual regulation of 
behaviour during interceptive actions. Movement patterns emerge based on 
a coupling between an individual and specific information sources of the 
perceptual environment (Gibson, 1979). Because multiple, task specific 
sources of information can regulate behaviour, a fundamental task of 
empirical research is to identify informational constraints which link the 
individual with the environment (Davids, Button and Bennett, 2008). The 
current programme of work uses an ecological dynamics approach to 
examine biological movement as complex, interactive systems, revealing 
how behaviour is coordinated and controlled through exchanges with 
perceptual information sources of the environment. 
 
1.1  Background 
Performance of interceptive actions in dynamic environments highlights 
an individual’s ability to regulate behaviour as a function of visual 
informational constraints of the optic array. Locomotor pointing, interception 
of a target on the floor with the foot, is a common activity in everyday life and 
an important task in sport. Examples include walking to place one’s foot on a 
kerb, or running to jump from a take-off board in athletics. It is an exemplar 
interceptive action which has been used in empirical research to explore the 
coupling between perception and action from which functional movement 
patterns emerge. Although the regulation of gait as a function of visual 
information has been well documented in previous research (e.g. Lee, 
Lishman and Thomson, 1982), the specific sources of information which 
facilitate this behaviour are still not well understood. Research in laboratories 
has revealed that participants are able to utilise multiple information sources 
to direct behaviour (Montagne and Laurent, 1994), although the implicit 
process by which these information sources are picked up is not known.  
 
Locomotor pointing movement models in sport, such as the run-up in 
cricket bowling, track and field horizontal jumping and gymnastic vaulting 
provide relevant task vehicles to enhance understanding of perception-action 
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coupling under rich ecological constraints (Davids, Renshaw and Glazier, 
2005b). It is the interacting task constraints and demanding temporal 
constraints on individuals which present interceptive actions in sport as a 
natural task vehicle to explore relationships between the performer and the 
environment. Since task constraints change the way in which locomotor 
pointing tasks are performed (Maraj, Allard and Elliott, 1998), research is 
required to enhance understanding of how sport specific constraints combine 
to shape completion of the run-up task. Consequently, there is a need to 
identify informational constraints within specific dynamic environments which 
regulate human behaviour to successfully intercept locomotor pointing 
targets. 
 
1.2  Context 
While empirical research highlights a coupling between the individual 
and environment in the regulation of behaviour, knowledge of specifying 
information sources responsible for regulating processes of perception and 
action are still required (Bootsma, Fayt, Zaal and Laurent, 1997), as well as 
empirical work to test the validity and functionality of such variables. Current 
lack of understanding of informational constraints which regulate locomotor 
pointing behaviour in task specific settings (Beek, Dessing, Peper and 
Bullock, 2003a) limits the capacity for principled design of learning and 
training environments (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000). Due to 
information being situation specific, based on perceptual objects in the 
performance environment, a key aim of empirical research is to identify 
informational constraints which to regulate behaviour in dynamic interceptive 
actions. The aim of this research programme is to increase understanding of 
visual informational constraints which may or may not guide behaviour during 
locomotor pointing tasks in performance environments representative of 
realistic sport settings, referred to as representative research environments. 
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1.3  Purposes 
The overarching aim of this thesis was to explore sources of perceptual 
information and their role in regulating behaviour in representative 
performance environments. Demanding temporal requirements and 
interacting constraints which regulate performance present locomotor 
pointing as a fundamental movement task, providing unique opportunities to 
explore processes of perception and action. Run-ups in sport present a 
representative task vehicle through which research may provide 
understanding to both researchers and practitioners. The research has 
theoretical implications for empirical understanding of perception-action 
coupling in dynamic environments, and practical implications for the design of 
training and learning settings. 
 
The specific aims of the research are: 
To explore extant research and knowledge to compile understanding of 
informational constraints which may regulate behaviour during interceptive 
actions.  
 
To conduct qualitative and quantitative analyses on specific sources of 
perceptual information to increase understanding of informational constraints 
which regulate behaviour during interceptive actions. 
 
1.4  Significance of research 
Run-ups provide the foundation upon which sport specific nested tasks 
are based. The term ‘nested’ in this thesis refers to a task which needs to be 
performed at the end of an approach run in sport, such as bowling a ball in 
cricket, jumping off a take-off board in athletics and vaulting in gymnastics. 
When required, run-ups form an integral, and often overlooked, component of 
performance and their successful execution is crucial for successful sport 
performance. Interacting task constraints and conflicting performance 
requirements contribute to the difficulty of performing run-ups and highlight 
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why even elite performers are still unable to master run-up performance. 
Practical findings will be useful to the coaches and athletes of the Athletics 
Australia national jumps program, based at the Queensland Academy of 
Sport, and the Cricket Australia Centre of Excellence. The involvement of 
both these organisations in the project, in the provision of knowledge and 
participants, has contributed to the evolution of the research and practical 
outcomes.  
 
1.5  Thesis outline 
To answer the identified research questions a two-phase programme of 
enquiry has been developed and applied. To increase understanding of 
informational constraints which facilitate behaviour in representative 
locomotor pointing tasks phase 1 (study 1 and 2) of the research programme 
qualitatively explores experiential knowledge of elite sport coaches for 
understanding. In combination with extant research, experiential knowledge 
of phase 1 identifies potential informational constraints of the performance 
environment, whose influence on behaviour in representative locomotor 
pointing tasks is investigated in phase 2 (study 3 and 4). 
 
Following a review of the current literature (chapter 2), study 1 (chapter 
3 + 4) sought to investigate the potential role of experiential as a 
complementary knowledge source to aid understanding of interceptive 
actions in sport. Because elite coaches’ knowledge is underpinned by 
different foundations to more traditionally developed models of empirical 
understanding, the programme of work explored how experiential knowledge 
of elite coaches could support and enhance research protocols and assist in 
the explanation of research findings. Chapter 4 summarises the integration of 
empirical knowledge of researchers with the experiential knowledge of elite 
coaches to enhance understanding of learning and performance in sport. 
Despite limitations in the use of experiential knowledge, examples in extant 
research suggest benefits to both researchers and coaches in sharing their 
understanding of skilled performance in sport. Study 2 (Chapter 5) explores 
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experiential knowledge of elite coaches to identify potential informational 
constraints which may regulate behaviour during locomotor pointing in sport. 
In combination with empirical research, study 2 aims to present specific optic 
variables for measurement in the second phase of the research. 
 
Using potential informational constraints identified by experiential 
knowledge of elite sport coaches, phase 2 (Chapter 6 and 7) of the research 
programme sought to manipulate perceptual variables of the environment to 
examine their role as informational constraints on locomotor pointing 
behaviour. In a cricket specific fast-bowling run-up task study 3 (Chapter 6) 
recorded gait variables during the entire run-up and nested task, to examine 
whether the presence of an umpire, acting as a vertical visual variable, might 
act as an informational constraint on gait regulation during cricket fast-
bowling performance. Study 4 (Chapter 7) explored the visual regulation 
strategies of athletes in a long jump training simulation. Observing run-ups at 
3 standard training distances (6-step, 10-step, and full run-up), gait regulation 
behaviours were recorded as the presence of a sport specific perceptual 
variable near the locomotor pointing target on the ground was manipulated.  
 
Finally, the results from this programme of research are evaluated and 
synthesised in Chapter 8. Key research, practical application and 
recommendations for sport performance research are explored and detailed. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The following review of the scientific literature introduces concepts from 
ecological dynamics to underpin the programme of research. The review 
presents locomotor pointing, and more specifically the run-up in sport, as a 
task vehicle through which to explore processes of perception and action 
which regulate behaviour.  
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Regulation of gait when approaching obstacles or intercepting targets 
on the floor is a fundamental movement task, known technically as locomotor 
pointing (Renshaw and Davids, 2006). Everyday examples which require the 
regulation step length to intercept a target include reaching the kerb of a 
sidewalk, stepping over a puddle, or walking to a door. Adaptations of 
behaviour are handled in different ways by individuals based on the task or 
environmental constraints present (Davids et al., 2008). For example, a long 
legged and short legged individual may use different solutions to walk to the 
same kerb, and a slippery surface may further change gait behaviour. 
Adaptations of gait are based on the informational constraints of the 
environment, most commonly picked up by vision (De Rugy, Taga, 
Montagne, Buekers and Laurent, 2002b). Because behaviour is driven by 
information of the environment, examination of specifying information 
responsible for regulating processes of perception and action is required 
(Bootsma et al., 1997). Multiple informational constraints are present in the 
environment to regulate behaviour, reinforcing the importance of detailed 
analyses of the optic array to understand performance. A variety of 
interwoven constraints regulate locomotor pointing performance which 
presents understanding the influence of relevant, task specific informational 
constraints as a complex challenge for researchers.  
 
2.1 Dynamic interceptive actions 
A common challenge in everyday life involves accurately moving a part 
of the body at the right time to intercept a moving or stationary object. These 
actions are continuously regulated by visual information of the performance 
environment (Fajen, 2005). Practical examples of interceptive actions in sport 
include catching fly balls (Oudejans, Michaels, Bakker and Dolné, 1996), 
batting in baseball (Ranganathan and Carlton, 2007), run-ups in long jump 
(Lee et al., 1982), and returning a serve in tennis (Goulet, Bard and Fleury, 
1989). In order to successfully intercept an object continuous perception of 
visual information is used throughout the task to regulate behaviour.  
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Movement models from sport provide classic examples of interceptive 
actions in dynamic environments (Davids, Button, Araújo, Renshaw and 
Hristovski, 2006b). Elite athletes demonstrate remarkable coordination and 
consistency in completing highly demanding interceptive actions under the 
influence of a variety of constraints. Consider the challenges for an elite long 
jumper. From 50 metres away they are required to regulate gait and 
accelerate to a velocity of nearly 11 meters per second, intercept a 20-
centimetre target located on the ground (without stepping over), and then 
perform a complicated jumping task nested at take-off requiring conversion of 
horizontal velocity to vertical thrust for maximum jumping distance. Empirical 
research of the long jump task highlights the reliance on information from the 
optic flow generated by performers to regulate gait and intercept the 
locomotor pointing target (Montagne, Glize, Cornus, Quanie and Laurent, 
2000b). Interacting task constraints and demanding temporal constraints on 
individuals present interceptive actions as a natural task vehicle to explore 
relationships between the performer and the environment (Glize and Laurent, 
1997; Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Interceptive 
actions in sport provide suitable task vehicles through which to explore 
processes of perception and action as they rely on prospective control for 
task completion under severe temporal and spatial demands (Davids et al., 
2005b). 
 
2.2 A theoretical framework to explore perception and action 
in dynamic interceptive actions: Ecological dynamics                                                      
Encompassing ecological psychology and dynamical systems theory, 
ecological dynamics proposes that behaviour is regulated by information 
flows of the environment (Gibson, 1979) and conceptualises the human body 
as a complex system composed of many interacting parts (Araújo, Davids 
and Hristovski, 2006). Ecological psychology explores the relations between 
perceptual information and actions in task specific situations (Beek, Jacobs, 
Daffertshofer and Huys, 2003b), and dynamical systems theory views 
organisms as ever-changing entities across different timescales, subject to 
informational constraints on behaviour. Integrated together, they provide a 
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comprehensive framework through which to explore interceptive actions, 
which are reliant on an individual’s interaction with information of the 
environment for successful task completion. 
 
2.2.1 Ecological psychology 
Ecological psychologists seek understanding of perceptual control of 
action in terms of relationships between information and movement. 
Ecological psychology proposes that behaviour is controlled by a coupling 
between an action and specific information picked up in optic flows generated 
by that action (Gibson, 1979). Referred to as perception-action coupling, a 
continuous relationship between the individual and environment regulates 
behaviour, with the variants in one affecting the processes of the other 
(Pijpers, Oudejans and Bakker, 2007). Movement and perception are co-
adapted to each other, neither having primacy during the organisation of 
goal-directed behaviours (Bootsma and van Wieringen, 1990). Every 
movement gives rise to a specific optic array in the surrounding energy flows, 
which facilitate behaviour in a cyclical and constant manner (Gibson, 1979; 
Kugler and Turvey, 1987; Turvey, 1990). Movements alter the type of 
information picked up, requiring individuals to act in order to perceive 
information, which is then used to regulate further action (Davids et al., 
2008). Because direct perception of information from the environment 
requires movement, the coupling of perception and action is described as an 
active process (Warren Jr, 1998) and occurs throughout performance of the 
skill (Montagne et al., 2000b).  
 
Gibson’s work on ecological psychology stresses the importance of 
relationships between the individual organism and the environment (Gibson, 
1979). A key objective of ecological psychology is to explain perception and 
action by analysing the information available in task specific situations, and 
exploring how perceptual information guides action in dynamic environments 
and how actions create information to support behaviours (Kelso, 1995; Beek 
et al., 2003b).  
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2.2.2 Dynamical systems 
A systems theory emphasises the need to consider things as a whole, 
rather than be examined piece by piece (Davids et al., 2008). Dynamical 
systems theory considers humans as complex neurobiological organisations 
comprising of many interacting parts, each of which is integrated and capable 
of affecting other components (Davids and Baker, 2007). Fundamental 
attributes exhibited by complex systems include a large number of 
independent and variable degrees of freedom, different levels existing within 
the system, the potential for nonlinearity of behaviour, capacity for stable and 
unstable patterned relationships, and the ability of subsystem components to 
limit or influence the behaviour of other subsystems (Kauffmann, 1993; 
Davids et al., 2008). Dynamical systems theory is used to explain rich 
patterns that emerge in complex environments, for example, weather 
systems (Millán, Kalauzi, Llerena, Sucoshañay and Piedra, 2009), traffic flow 
(Bando, Hasebe, Nakayama, Shibata and Sugiyama, 1995), animal colonies 
(Gavrilets, 1999), and the human brain (Freeman, 2007). In such systems 
stable patterns emerge from perceived dynamic chaos (Kauffmann, 1993). 
Considering entities as a whole, composed of many independent but 
interacting subsystems allows complex systems to be explored at multiple 
levels (Clarke and Crossland, 1985). Exploration of human behaviour as a 
complex system is relevant, as in the human mind or body, all parts of the 
biological system affect each other in intricate ways and exploring them 
individually often disrupts their usual interactions (Alford et al., 1993). In 
dynamical systems emphasis is placed on understanding how individual 
parts interact with one another to affect performance. 
 
Dynamical systems emphasise the influence of interacting constraints 
on performance and highlight the rich patterns that emerge through 
interaction in dynamic performance contexts (Edelman and Gally, 2001). A 
complex system description of behaviour in dynamic environments 
emphasises the role of many system degrees of freedom and levels. Analysis 
provides a multi-disciplinary framework for understanding the emergence of 
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functional behaviours of biological systems in specific performance contexts. 
Dynamical systems theory emphasises the influence of multiple constraints 
on behaviour and proposes a framework through which individual performers 
satisfy the multiple constraints upon them in dynamic environments (Davids, 
Araújo, Shuttleworth and Button, 2003a). Dynamical systems presents a 
viable framework through which complex interactions, influenced by multiple 
integrated constraints, can be explored in performance environments (Davids 
et al., 2006b). 
 
2.2.3 An integrated theoretical framework 
Ecological dynamics is an approach using concepts and tools of 
dynamical systems to understand behaviour, which emerges through 
couplings between an individual and the environment. Adaptive behaviour 
emerges from the interaction of individual constraints, based on the 
intentions of a particular task goal, influenced by the environment in which it 
occurs (Kelso, 1991; Araújo, Davids, Bennett, Button and Chapman, 2004; 
Davids, Araújo, Button and Renshaw, 2007). Ecological dynamics analyses 
individual behaviour based on interacting sub-systems through task 
constraints in a specific environment (Davids et al., 2008). Dynamical 
systems and ecological psychology portray biological movement as complex, 
interactive systems, revealing how behaviour is coordinated and controlled 
through exchanges with the environment (Davids et al., 2005b). The 
investigation of human movement systems provides meaningful theoretical 
insights into how behaviour is adapted to relevant constraints on action within 
complex environments.  
 
2.3 Vision for action 
Actions of performers are linked to properties of key information 
sources from the environment (Gibson, 1979). Regulation of behaviour 
depends on the continual coupling of movements to perceptual information 
variables throughout the task (Turvey and Shaw, 1999; Savelsbergh, van der 
Kamp, Oudejans and Scott, 2004; Montagne, 2005). Although perception is a 
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multi-sensory process, vision is the most trusted of the physiological senses. 
Humans typically place a large emphasis on visual perception when 
regulating behaviour within dynamic performance environments (Davids et 
al., 2008) and will rely on vision as an information source even when all the 
other sensory avenues are available (Williams, Davids and Williams, 1999; 
Davids, Bennett, Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2002). It is possible to 
perform specific tasks in environments with degraded levels of visual 
information present, such as in very low light (Oudejans, Michaels, Davids 
and Bakker, 1999; Berg and Mark, 2005). However, the most successful 
interceptions occur in highly textured and illuminated environments when 
binocular vision is provided (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000), 
highlighting vision as the primary information source during interceptive 
actions. 
 
Perceptual systems are sensitive to the structure of the environment 
and the reactions they elicit are based on sensory information. Perceptual 
interpretation of the flow of light provides details about the motion of objects 
travelling in the environment, the layout of surfaces, and our own motion 
(Williams et al., 1999). Light flows can be variant, changing, and invariant, 
constant, but it is the invariant sources which provide information for action. 
The individual moves through the environment causing changes in the optical 
array and the coupling between individual and environment occurs (Gibson, 
1979). The information from the relative motion of the performer and 
environmental objects and surfaces is directly perceived by the structure of 
the optic array. Optic flow regulates ongoing movement behaviour during 
interceptive actions in a cyclical perception-action coupling (Gibson, 1979; 
Michaels and Carello, 1981). Crucial to the co-ordination and control of 
movement patterns is the exploration of the environment to attune to key 
information that can then be used to guide actions (Mitchell, 2009). 
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2.3.1 Informational constraints 
Ecological psychology highlights the coupling between an individual and 
the environment for movement regulation (Turvey and Shaw, 1999). 
Performance of interceptive actions requires couplings between relevant 
individual movement system components and information sources of the 
environment to regulate behaviour (Warren, 2006). Due to the high levels of 
demand to satisfy interceptive actions in dynamic contexts quality information 
about the environment is required to support action (Withagen, 2004). 
Specific sources of information present within the environment, referred to as 
informational constraints, hold a tightly coupled relationship to action and are 
crucial in understanding performance of interceptive actions. Perception of 
relevant informational constraints about the environment enables actions to 
be selected and adapted to regulate behaviour. 
 
The human motor system has a high degree of adaptability as different 
components can be recombined in a variety of ways. The physical properties 
linking a participant to an environment can be specified by multiple sources, 
allowing for adaptability of actions in various environmental conditions 
(Laurent, Montagne and Durey, 1996). In order to build security and flexibility 
into the system it is unlikely that only one information source will be relied 
upon for perceptual guidance of movement. Instead, it has been argued that 
multiple informational constraints, which are task specific, might be used to 
guide interceptive actions (Tresilian, 1999). Empirical research has 
demonstrated that, in performing the same interceptive action, an individual 
may utilise different informational constraints to achieve similar performance 
outcomes (Jacobs, Michaels and Runeson, 2000). This flexibility in 
perception-action coupling is predicated on neurobiological degeneracy 
which highlights that task performance can rely on a diverse array of actions, 
dependent on task, environmental and individual constraints (Davids, 
Williams, Button and Court, 2001; Edelman and Gally, 2001). 
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An interesting issue concerns the information sources that humans use 
to co-ordinate performance of dynamic interceptive actions in sport (Beek et 
al., 2003a). Beek et al. (2003a, p.1512) argued: “The development of a 
satisfactory account of the control of interceptive actions requires accurate 
and reliable knowledge not only about the perceptual variables on which 
control is based but also the manner in which these perceptual variables 
support the control of movement”. To enhance understanding of coordination 
in dynamic interceptive actions, knowledge of the specifying information 
responsible for regulating processes of perception and action is required 
(Bootsma et al., 1997), as well as empirical work to test the validity and 
functionality of such variables. 
 
2.3.2 Specifying and non-specifying variables 
The use of perceptual information to regulate action is a fundamental 
underpinning of behaviour from an ecological dynamics perspective (Davids, 
2008). This is significant because not all perceptual variables present in the 
environment can be used to regulate actions in a functional manner. Indeed 
some of the perceptual variables present may not be useful or even distract 
performers in particular performance contexts. When a plethora of perceptual 
variables are confronted an individual will choose between them to guide 
perception and action (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000). Perceived 
information for action from surrounding energy flows (e.g., optic, acoustic, 
haptic) can be considered as specifying or non-specifying in nature (Michaels 
and Carello, 1981) and both types of information can be utilised to achieve 
task goals (Withagen, 2004). Where specifying variables support the 
perception of key environmental properties to guide the actions of performers 
(Gibson, 1979) non-specifying variables do not provide the same level of 
perceptual support, limiting performance (Withagen, 2004). An example of a 
specifying variable in locomotor pointing tasks could be the time-to-contact 
with a long jump board. Defined as the time remaining before an approaching 
individual makes contact with the take-off board specifying distance to the 
object, time-to-contact provides direct information regarding the task 
performance (Lee et al., 1982). A non-specifying variable example could 
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include a change in colour of invariant objects, providing information about 
the environment which may not necessarily be functional for the task being 
performed. In ecological psychology, an important research task is to identify 
the so-called specifying variables from the non-specifying variables to 
understand the key perceptual variables that regulate behaviour. Specifying 
variables provide more functional information to constrain performers’ action 
and therefore the acquisition of perceptual skill involves learning to pick up 
and use specifying variables rather than non-specifying variables to regulate 
behaviour (Araújo, Davids and Passos, 2007). During learning the ‘education 
of attention’, in which performers’ attention is directed to specifying variables 
in surrounding energy flows, is an effective method to improve performance 
of interceptive actions (Jacobs et al., 2000). Following the education of 
attention athletes will fine tune their behaviour to key information sources of 
the environment (Davids et al., 2005b). Reliance on specifying variables 
highlights the importance of accurate perceptual design of training 
environments to ensure action is coupled to perceptual information available 
in the competitive environment. In order to direct athletes’ perceptual 
attention, empirical identification and explanation of information sources as 
specifying or non-specifying within specific performance contexts is a crucial 
task for researchers to understand constraints coupling perception and action 
(De Rugy, Montagne, Buekers and Laurent, 2000).  
 
2.3.3 Constraints on behaviour 
In the exploration of complex neurobiological systems, constraints are 
the numerous variables that shape ongoing movements and outcome 
trajectories. The concept of constraints was proposed by Newell (1986) as 
boundaries or qualities that facilitate interactions of the components of a 
system. Complex systems exploit the constraints that surround them to allow 
patterns of behaviour to emerge. Different states of organisation emerge 
under constraints specific to the performance context and they will both 
enable and limit actions. A constraints based framework explores behaviour 
which emerges from the interactions between the individual and the 
environment (Davids et al., 2008) and a systems-oriented perspective 
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suggests how numerous constraints might act on a given system at the same 
time. In the investigation of performance behaviours in dynamic 
environments it is necessary to identify key constraints which guide action. 
To facilitate classification constraints are identified as organismic (or 
individual), task, and environmental in nature (Newell, 1986).  
 
Individual constraints refer to each performer’s characteristics. In 
humans these can include biological, physical and mental aspects. Biological 
factors include genes, muscle fibre types, and level of maturation. Physical 
attributes include height, weight, age, physique, disabilities, co-ordination, 
and fitness level. Mental aspects include cognitive skill, dealing with stress, 
confidence, and the ability to concentrate. Because of the variety of unique, 
interwoven characteristics that are involved, individuals will handle specific 
scenarios through their own adaptations and by different means (Davids et 
al., 2008). For example, in the regulation of gait prior to stepping over a 
puddle long legged and short legged individuals may use different task 
solutions based on their individual physical attributes. Unique organismic 
constraints will influence behaviour and provide individual specific pathways 
to achieve similar performance outcomes. 
 
Task constraints are specific to performance contexts and based on 
goal outcomes. Example task constraints include rules associated with the 
task, such as sport specific rulebooks, spatial boundaries, task requirements, 
height, weight, and size of objects or tools that can be used. Task constraints 
also include the context in which the skill is being performed (Davids et al., 
2008). In long-jump competitions a ‘no-result’ is called if the athlete places 
any part of their foot over the locomotor pointing target. This sport specific 
rule is an example of a task constraint which effects behaviour. 
 
Environmental constraints are global, external factors which are 
physical in nature. They include the location, including the size of the area 
and surfaces involved, the weather conditions, which include not only sun, 
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rain, wind or snow, but also ambient light, temperature, gravity, and altitude. 
In dynamic sport contexts environmental constraints are highly relevant. For 
example, the Olympic record long jump was set in 1968 at Mexico City at an 
altitude of 2240m and still stands 45 years later. The thinner air at altitude 
combined with a wind reading +2.0 m/s (the maximal allowable limit) is 
believed to have contributed to the unsurpassed performance.  
 
When considering a complex system, such as human behaviour, a 
constraints based approach highlights the interaction between task, 
individual, and environmental constraints at many levels. Human behaviour 
emerges in specific settings based on multiple, interacting constraints which 
are limited or shaped by perception and action (Barker, 1968). Constraints 
are specific to the interaction between individual, task and the environment, 
resulting in regulated behaviour outcomes which change over time. Because 
certain constraints lead to information sources regulating behaviour in 
specific performance contexts, a constraints based framework explores 
behaviour which emerges from the interactions between the individual and 
the environment (Davids et al., 2008).  
 
2.3.4 Neurobiological degeneracy 
Complex systems self-organise under goal directed contraints to enable 
functional movement patterns to emerge (Schöllhorn, 2003). The large 
number of degrees of freedom in neurobiological systems allow variability in 
behaviour and encourages adaptation to the constraints of the task (Davids, 
Bennett and Newell, 2006a). Performance of dynamic interceptive tasks in 
information-rich environments has highlighted the human capacity to utilise a 
variety of informational constraints and visual strategies to regulate behaviour 
(Montagne and Laurent, 1994; van der Kamp, Savelsbergh and Smeets, 
1997). Predicated on the inherent degeneracy of neurobiological systems 
(Edelman and Gally, 2001; Mason, 2010), the ability to use multiple sources 
of information builds resilience into the system and facilitates adaptability in 
performance of interceptive actions under various task and environmental 
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constraints. This adaptability has specific relevance when performance is 
required in dynamic and unpredictable environmental situations (Montagne, 
Laurent, Durey and Bootsma, 1999; Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000). 
For example, in a variety of severely degraded (via darkness) optical 
information conditions, gait regulation for locomotor pointing performance 
was maintained (Berg and Mark, 2005). The ability to use multiple 
informational constraints to elicit different information about current and 
required behaviour facilitated functional behaviour in variable environments 
(Montagne, Buekers, Camachon, De Rugy and Laurent, 2003; Berg and 
Mark, 2005)  
 
Complex neurobiological systems can utilise various movement 
outcomes to achieve the same task goals (Edelman and Gally, 2001). 
Neurobiological degeneracy argues against the concept of one optimal 
movement pattern being functional to achieve task specific outcomes. 
Instead, individual, adaptive movement patterns are utilised to deal with 
dynamic environments. Small changes in co-ordination based on ongoing 
regulation of behaviour are evident even within skills and scenarios 
considered highly repeatable, such as walking (Bartlett, Wheat and Robins, 
2007) or catching (Oudejans et al., 1999). Based on perception of the 
environment and individual constraints neurobiological degeneracy refers to 
the ability of structurally different information to achieve the same or different 
movement outcomes to achieve the same task goals (Edelman and Gally, 
2001; Chow, Davids, Button and Koh, 2008). 
 
Due to the individual nature of perception and action, variability in the 
performance of specific tasks is to be expected, and can lead to the 
emergence of different patterns of co-ordination. Intra-individual variability 
has been shown to be present in dynamic skills such as table tennis 
(Bootsma and van Wieringen, 1990), and static skills such as shooting 
(Scholz, Schöner and Latash, 2000), in fact elite athletes appear unable to 
produce invariant movement patterns even after years of practice (Davids, 
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Glazier, Araújo and Bartlett, 2003b). When considering table tennis and 
shooting, higher levels of movement variability are located in the proximal 
joints, the shoulder and elbow, and lower amounts of variability at the distal 
joint, the wrist (Bootsma and van Wieringen, 1990). This proximal to distal 
relationship coincides with variability of movement decreasing as time-to-
contact decreases. The higher level of variability at movement initiation 
allows adaption of behaviour, honing movement specificity closer to the event 
occurrence. This reduction in variability as the event approached led to the 
concept of funnel like control (Davids, Handford and Williams, 1994), a 
progressive increase in accuracy as the as the act unfolds (Bootsma and 
Peper, 1992). This funnel like control is also present in larger scales of 
analysis in interceptive actions, for example the run-up to a target on the 
floor, with footfall variability decreasing as the target approaches (e.g. Lee et 
al., 1982; Glize and Laurent, 1997). 
 
2.3.5 Information for learning 
In a learning or expertise context, constraints act as boundaries that 
influence the way in which a learner seeks to acquire a stable state of 
coordination. The interaction of different constraints is important in allowing 
the learner to effectively search for stable movement patterns which are 
present among possibilities of behaviour (Davids, Chow and Shuttleworth, 
2005a). Because different constraints can lead to different information 
sources being used in various performance scenarios, the interaction of 
individual, task, and environmental constraints which result in the emergence 
of different states of co-ordination can be optimised with experience. In the 
investigation of expertise in sport, it is important to identify the range of 
constraints involved in the acquisition of expertise in specific actions. Due to 
the constant changing of constraints within skill based behaviour both the 
effect of the constraints on behaviour, and the behaviour based on the 
constraints are not permanent (Guerin and Kunkle, 2004). Because the 
effects of various constraints on each individual are dynamic, interacting, and 
changing over time, this has important implications for the design of learning 
practices and environments. 
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How participants learn to select or tune into the different sources of 
information in the environment is still not understood, and a challenge for 
future research is to discover the principles operating in the perceptual 
process when selecting possible information sources from the environment 
(Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000; De Rugy, Montagne, Buekers and 
Laurent, 2001; Beek et al., 2003a; Savelsbergh et al., 2004). Despite this 
lack of understanding, a proposed learning design to explain processes of 
information-movement couplings exists. Three distinct phases of information-
movement coupling exist; freezing, freeing, and exploiting (Figure 2-1: 
Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000), with each phase representing an 
individual’s relationship with environmental information. Freezing, a fixed link 
between one action and one information source, freeing highlighting multiple 
fixed links between perception and action, and exploiting representing 
flexibility in behaviour based on information sources of the environment. 
Within a certain set of constraints freezing highlights a coupling between 
information and movement. With repetition the strength of this coupling 
increases, however, under changing constraints this perception-action 
coupling can break down as alternative information-movement couplings are 
not available. Practice under different constraints leads to freeing of 
information-movement couplings. Freeing represents a variety of information 
sources within the environment regulating behaviour so if one is not available 
another can be used to ensure the action does not break down as it did in the 
freezing phase. Exploiting represents skilled performance and is highlighted 
by the ability to use multiple information sources for multiple actions. Within 
the exploiting phase a source of information can be used for multiple actions, 
and multiple sources of information can be used to regulate the same action. 
For example in a locomotor pointing task time-to-contact from multiple 
perceptual variables could be used to regulate gait in different ways to 
intercept the target based on the constraints of the task (Savelsbergh and 
van der Kamp, 2000). 
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Figure 2-1: The stages of learning - Reproduced from Savelsbergh and Van 
der Kamp (2000).  
 Where ‘In’ represents information sources and M represents movement 
patterns. (A - Freezing) Coupling between one information source and one 
movement pattern. (B - Freeing) Multiple couplings develop between specific 
information sources and specific movement patterns. (C - Exploiting) Information 
used for different actions and different perceptual information for different movement 
patterns 
 
In the run-up of a cricket delivery an original coupling could exist 
between the time-to-interception of the crease (target line) and the regulation 
of gait. In the freezing phase, if the crease was removed from this scenario 
the participant would no longer be able to regulate gait accurately as this 
individual source determines movement patterns. The second phase, freeing, 
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would link specific gait patterns to multiple information sources such as the 
line of the crease, the stumps, the umpire, and the batsman. Each source of 
information would produce a different adjustment of gait depending on the 
source utilised. In this situation, the run-up would not breakdown if the crease 
was removed, however it may result in a different, less effective gait 
regulation to the target. The final stage of development, exploiting, is where 
the multiple sources of information can be utilised with different movement 
patterns to achieve the desired result. In this skilled performance the 
participant could regulate gait through a variety of movement patterns based 
on numerous information sources available in the environment. The final 
stage of development facilitates adaptability of performance under the 
influence of multiple constraints providing resilience in the system allowing 
stable performance across varied environments. 
 
The use information of the environment to regulate behaviour is one 
discriminator of elite and novice performers (Glize and Laurent, 1997). The 
ability to attune to the multiple information sources represents an expert level 
of development (Scott, 2000) and the ability to adapt to different 
environmental constraints is a key differentiation of experts from novices. The 
development of adaptable information-movement couplings can be used to 
partly explain why this difference exists (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 
2000).  
 
2.4 Locomotor pointing – A task vehicle to explore perception-
action coupling 
Locomotor pointing is organisation of gait in the approach to position a 
foot on a visible target. It has been widely used to investigate visually-guided 
behaviour in accordance with spatial constraints in the environment (De Rugy 
et al., 2001). In investigating the underlying control of human movement 
locomotor pointing has been an important movement model as evidence 
shows that it is governed by a continuously operating perception-action 
coupling (Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). This 
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continuous control has been shown in virtual reality (Buekers, Montagne, De 
Rugy and Laurent, 1999), laboratory-based (Matthis and Fajen, 2013), and 
scenarios representative of sport settings (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
During the approach to a target on the floor participants continually make 
assessments on their current positioning and desired positioning, and the 
perceived difference between the two, adapting gait throughout the approach 
to minimise this disparity (Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 
2004). Small gait adjustments throughout the locomotor pointing task, are 
associated with controlled, systematic, behaviour and have implications for 
the performance of tasks nested at the completion of the locomotor pointing 
task (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006). Because velocity is a major contributor to 
sport specific run-ups (e.g. Bradshaw and Le Rossignol, 2004), smaller, 
controlled adjustments throughout the task, as opposed to larger, more 
abrupt adjustments, allow velocity to be maintained and focus placed on 
nested task performance. For example, in a gymnastics vault approach small 
alterations throughout the run-up allows acceleration to occur smoothly 
throughout the task and focus to be placed on the vaulting task nested at the 
end of the run-up. 
 
It is clear that vision plays a crucial role in the recognition of landmarks 
and the control of steering, which are integral to the navigation process of 
locomotor pointing (Patla, 1997). During locomotion time-to-contact 
information is obtained continuously from objects in the environment to 
regulate gait adaptations (Scott, Li and Davids, 1997; Williams et al., 1999). 
Based on multiple sources of information, participants have different ways of 
accessing relevant physical properties of the environment and controlling 
actions that link the participant to the environment. The ability to use multiple 
sources of information allows specific actions, such as locomotor pointing 
(De Rugy et al., 2000; De Rugy et al., 2001) to be performed under various 
environmental conditions (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000), even when 
perceptual information is provided intermittently (Laurent and Thomson, 
1988), or limited (Berg and Mark, 2005). For example, in a cricket bowling 
scenario the participant may be able obtain the time-to-contact information 
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required to complete the run-up accurately from multiple sources, such as the 
line of the crease on the ground, the umpire, the stumps, the batsman, the 
varying shades of grass, or the netting (in a training scenario). During 
different executions of the bowling task, these informational constraints may 
or may not be in place, if for example the crease lines were worn away, the 
positioning of the umpire changed, or even absent in training settings. To 
understand locomotor pointing behaviour identification and description of the 
information that specifies action-relevant properties of the environment is 
required (Fajen, Riley and Turvey, 2009). 
 
2.4.1 Informational constraints on performance of locomotor pointing 
tasks 
Actions are based on the direct perception of information from the 
environment (Gibson, 1979; Kugler and Turvey, 1987). Two different types of 
information, spatial (referring to variations over space) and temporal 
(referring to variations over time), may be used to guide behaviour in 
locomotor pointing tasks (De Rugy, Montagne, Buekers and Laurent, 2002a). 
Empirical research presents examples of behaviour which suggest that 
spatial and temporal informational constraints may regulate behaviour. For 
example, when participants are able to walk to previewed targets without 
vision, perceived distance (spatial information) may control gait. In this 
example, angular elevation of the target was noted as the most important 
spatial constraint of egocentric distance (distance of an individual to a 
specific target in space) (Philbeck and Loomis, 1997; Farrell and Thomson, 
1999). In representative research settings multiple authors highlight the role 
of varied sources of information from the environment which specify the time 
remaining to contact (temporal information) in the regulation of gait in 
locomotor pointing tasks (Lee et al., 1982; De Rugy et al., 2001). In the optic 
flow time-to-contact is directly specified by the inverse dilation of a single 
optical parameters and time-to-contact can be perceived without specific 
knowledge of distance and velocity (Lee et al., 1982). Complicating 
understanding of the nature of information obtained from optical variables, 
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spatial and temporal information can be determined from the same 
informational constraints.  
 
In the search for specificity of information sources which regulate gait in 
locomotor pointing tasks, target height relative to the ground was 
manipulated to dissociate temporal and spatial information sources (De Rugy 
et al., 2002a). The manipulation of target height changed spatial information 
whilst keeping temporal information consistent to measure its effect on 
behaviour. Coherence of behaviour in all experimental conditions highlighted 
that time-to-contact information is used to adapt the participants gait to 
satisfy locomotor pointing tasks. The use of temporal information, instead of 
spatial information, to guide actions indicates the importance of optical flow in 
any guided locomotor task as temporal information directly reflects the 
participant’s movement towards a target (Lee et al., 1982; Laurent, Paul and 
Cavallo, 1988; De Rugy et al., 2002a).  
 
Empirical research highlights the role of visual input and the recognition 
of landmarks to guide gait regulation in the interception of locomotor pointing 
targets (Patla, 1997). Because locomotor pointing tasks contain demanding 
temporal constraints, an approaching object’s time-to-contact must be 
accurately perceived in order to intercept the target on the floor (Lee, 1976). 
A stationary element provides accurate data for interception of a target 
(Berthelon and Mestre, 1990; Berthelon, Mestre and Peruch, 1991; Berthelon 
and Mestre, 1993). For example, time-to-contact information from targets on 
the floor regulate behaviour in virtual reality (De Rugy et al., 2002a), 
laboratory (Matthis and Fajen, 2013) and representative (Lee et al., 1982; 
Glize and Laurent, 1997) settings. Symmetrical expansions of an 
approaching object and information on the changing width angle provides 
information to guide behaviour and regulate gait, highlighting that, when 
available, more than one variable is used to intercept a locomotor pointing 
target (Figure 2-2: De Rugy et al., 2001). Even though one variable can 
provide sufficient information to complete the locomotor pointing task, the use 
of multiple variables enables the system to implement a security principle in 
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its interaction with the environment. When two variables specifying time-to-
contact information are in conflict, the variable indicating the shortest time-to-
contact is relied upon by the participant (De Rugy et al., 2001). In an 
ecological context, based on evolutionary traits, responding early is 
preferable to responding late (Rushton and Wann, 1999). The optic array 
available from the environment may influence not only the positioning of foot 
placements, but also timing (Lee, 1976), and propulsive forces necessary for 
accurate stride patterning in gait (Lee et al., 1982). 
 
 
Figure 2-2:  Symmetrical expansions of an approaching object - 
Reproduced from De Rugy et al., (2001). 
 For a subject moving toward a target on the floor, two alternative variables 
specify the time remaining before the subject’s eyes pass over the target. The first is 
the angle between the vertical and the eye-target direction (α) and the second is the 
angle sustained by the target’s width at the point of observation (β).  
 
2.4.2 Tau 
The most closely studied invariant in the informational array is the optic 
variable Tau (Lee, 1976; Warren, Young and Lee, 1986). Tau is the optical 
information specified on the retina about the remaining time-to-contact 
between the point of observation and an approaching point. When a 
participant moves towards a solid object, such as a vaulting table in 
gymnastics, the contours of the object form a visual angle. The optic flow is 
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perceived by the rate of expansion of the created angle between the 
participant and the object, and is based upon the observer’s velocity and 
position at any given time (Lee, 1976). Because interceptive actions require 
participants to satisfy demanding temporal constraints an approaching 
object’s time-to-contact must be accurately perceived. Lee (1976) 
demonstrated that time-to-contact is optically specified by the inverse of the 
rate of dilation of the retinal image between the observer and object (Lee et 
al., 1982).  
 
Despite initial enthusiasm for the role of the Tau hypothesis to concisely 
explain the regulation of gait in locomotor pointing skills (Warren et al., 1986; 
Savelsbergh, Whiting and Bootsma, 1991), additional research suggested it 
was oversimplified in its account of complex interactions. Although time-to-
contact information gleaned from Tau can support behaviour, empirical 
research highlights that it is not the solitary source of information relied upon 
in interceptive actions (Tresilian, 1999). Research exploring informational 
constraints during interceptive actions has highlighted multiple, task specific, 
visual variables which may regulate behaviour. For example, behaviour 
during interceptive actions changed based on the availability of a variety of 
informational constraints. For example, performance under monocular and 
binocular viewing conditions (van der Kamp et al., 1997), changing object 
size and approach speeds (Fajen and Devaney, 2006), and required body 
movements (Michaels, Zeinstra and Oudejans, 2001) changed behaviour 
based on informational constraints present. To account for dynamic 
locomotor pointing behaviour no single strategy or information source 
regulates behaviour. Multiple informational constraints are present in the 
environment which regulate behaviour, reinforcing the importance of detailed 
analyses of the optic array (Laurent et al., 1988; Patla, Robinson, Samways 
and Armstrong, 1989). Empirical research identifying informational 
constraints which regulate behaviour is the initial phase of behaviour 
exploration in task specific environments. 
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2.4.3 Modelling locomotor behaviour 
Following description of phenomena which support task specific 
behaviour, predictive modelling represents the highest understanding of 
human performance. Based on optical specification of required adaptation, a 
visually controlled dynamical system model of human locomotor pointing has 
been proposed (Figure 2-3: De Rugy et al., 2002b). This model operates 
under the perception-action method of control, continuously linking visual 
information of the environment to regulation of step length.  
 
Combining visual control behaviours (Lee et al., 1982; Montagne, 
Fraisse, Ripoll and Laurent, 2000a) with motor components based on 
locomotion adaptation (Taga, 1998), the model has inherent flexibility for 
behaviour to emerge from multiple constraints acting on the system. Using an 
ecological underpinning highlighting a tight coupling between perception and 
action, the model suggests that the system is continually evaluating 
information of the environment to update behaviour. A key optical variable to 
achieve this specifies the time remaining before the participant intersects the 
eye-foot axis with the target at footfall, named time-to-foot (Figure 2-3). This 
measurement is continuous, with current behaviour obtained through the 
difference between time-to-foot of current and previous footfalls. Because the 
optical variable can be defined for a given point, and the angle θ is formed by 
the vertical and eye target, information occurring outside the retina must be 
involved. The angle α involves the eye-foot axis and in the case where the 
feet are not visible eye-foot axis may be perceived by proprioceptive 




Figure 2-3: TTF information deduced using trigonometry - Reproduced from 
De Rugy et al., (2002b) 
 At a constant velocity the time remaining before the subject reaches the 
target with current eye–foot axis is given by TTF = -A/A. Differentiation of B with 
respect to time and rearranging the terms leads to TTF = (-tanθ – ά tan α )-1. 
 
The key premise of this model: that regulation is continuous and based 
on perception of current and required behaviour (De Rugy et al., 2002b) has 
been supported in practical locomotor pointing research (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2004). However, despite this support, application to dynamic 
interceptive actions is more complicated. The inherent complexities of 
dynamic interceptive actions, based on context-dependent, task-specific 
variations of behaviour, shaped by multiple informational constraints, present 
an intricate challenge for experimenters aiming to model behaviour. Given 
the potentially large number of stimulus variables that could provide 
information to regulate gait, including the inclusion and exclusion of 
appropriate information sources, the problem of how to integrate variables to 
accurately guide actions into a single model is apparent. 
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For example, the modelling proposed by De Rugy et al. (2002b) only 
uses information on the ground to predict locomotor pointing behaviour. 
Whilst the locomotor pointing target on the ground has been shown to 
regulate gait in representative locomotor pointing tasks (Glize and Laurent, 
1997; Maraj, 1999), limitations exist in empirical understanding of information 
which regulates gait in addition to the locomotor pointing target on the 
ground. The use of a vertical object as a reference point, instead of those in 
the direction of motion, has been proposed as a potential informational 
constraint which may regulate locomotor behaviour (De Rugy et al., 2002a). 
This is especially relevant as in representative locomotor pointing tasks, 
which begin from extended distances, gait regulation patterns prior to the 
target on the ground being visible are present (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
The use of the vertical reference provides a stable object at a constant 
velocity is justified as when visual constraints are not available, similar 
information to guide behaviour can be obtained through the vestibular system 
(De Rugy et al., 2002b).  
 
Understanding of interceptive actions which has emerged from 
empirical research highlights the variety of phenomena which contribute to 
performance behaviour (Kelso and Tuller, 1984; De Rugy et al., 2001; 
Renshaw and Davids, 2006). In order to accurately model complex human 
actions detailed descriptions of all constraints acting on the individual are 
required to predict behaviour. Current inability to identify informational 
constraints which regulate gait and guide behaviour in dynamical 
environments is a limitation of current research. Understanding the role and 
relevance of a variety of interwoven informational constraints, which may or 
may not affect performance under various task constraints is a complex 
challenge for researchers. For example, isolating the effect of individual 
informational constraints in dynamic environments, in which behaviour is 
shaped by integrated individual, task and environmental performance 
constraints, presents a major challenge for researchers in understanding 
locomotor pointing behaviours (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Understanding 
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of informational constraints which regulate goal-directed behaviours in 
complex performance environments is still lacking (Beek et al., 2003a). A 
challenge for researchers concerns the selection of perceptual variables for 
investigation and measurement, which is a non-trivial issue. Typically this 
process has been based solely on previous empirical work, with experimental 
designs which may, or may not, be representative of the performance 
environment (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
 
2.5 Representative design 
Movement is studied as an emergent property of the continuous 
interactions of a biological movement system and the environment (Newell, 
1986; Davids et al., 2003a). The interaction of individual, task, and 
environmental constraints results in the emergence of different states of co-
ordination and changes to constraints might change observed behaviour 
(Davids et al., 2008; Dicks, Davids and Button, 2009). Ecological 
understanding of performance has implications for the design of research 
environments as specificity of constraints is required for generalisation of 
results to individuals and environments beyond the bounds of the specific 
experiment. Representative experimental design refers to the design of task 
constraints so that they reflect settings to which results are applied (Araújo et 
al., 2007). Representative design is achieved when experimental task 
constraints precisley reflect the constraints of a particular performance 
environment to stimulate relevant perceptual and action processes (Davids, 
2008).  
 
The conceptual framework of ecological psychology (Gibson, 1979) and 
representative task design (Brunswik, 1956) suggests that a shortcoming of 
many research studies in sport science is a failure to accurately sample the 
perceptual variables of performance environments in which skilled athletes 
operate (Dicks et al., 2009). Experimental representative design requires 
understanding of behaviour within the environment (Wolf, 2005). Relevant 
informational constraints which regulate behaviour should be available within 
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representative experimental design to allow a visual search of the 
environment to produce relevant, reliable information to support action 
(Araújo et al., 2007). Relevant informational constraints must be available 
within the methodological design for individuals to couple to their actions in 
the performance environment and regulate behaviour (Pinder, Davids, 
Renshaw and Araújo, 2011). However, current lack of understanding of the 
effects of the informational constraints which regulate locomotor pointing 
behaviours (Beek et al., 2003a) limits the capacity for principled design of 
learning and training environments (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000). 
Information is specific to objects in the performance environment so a key 
question within this area of research is which informational constraints are 
used to regulate behaviour in each sample environment? 
 
2.6 Run-ups in sport 
The run-up in sport is a locomotor pointing task which needs to be 
performed successfully (i.e. at requisite approach velocity, accuracy of 
steering, and relevant body positions at the target) in order complete a task 
nested at the end of the approach to a target (Hay, 1988). Examples include 
running up in cricket fast-bowling whilst getting into a position to deliver the 
ball, the approach in gymnastics whilst organising to place the hands on the 
vault table surface, and the approach phase for horizontal jumps in athletics 
which require body orientation to transfer horizontal velocity to vertical thrust. 
Successful execution of the sport specific task is highly dependent on the 
performance of the run-up phase (Hay, 1988; Linthorne, 2007). The run-up 
encompasses a number of specific interwoven task constraints, including: 
running from an extended approach distance, a high running velocity, 
accuracy in placing a foot on the take-off target area (e.g., the bowling crease 
or take-off board), and body orientation requirements for nested task 
completion. For example, the average run-up of an elite male cricket fast 
bowler is 30 metres in distance, at a running velocity of 6 metres per second 
(Glazier, Paradisis and Cooper, 2000), whilst regulating footfall to a virtual 
target (Renshaw and Davids, 2006) and orientating the body into position to 
performance of the bowling task nested at the end of the approach (Renshaw 
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and Davids, 2004). A dynamic and variable performance environment and 
the combination of interacting task constraints present the run-up in sport as 
a natural task vehicle to explore processes of perception and action (Glize 
and Laurent, 1997; Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
through which adaptive behaviour can be explored (Davids et al., 2002; 
Davids et al., 2006b).  
 
Locomotor pointing performance has been examined in a variety of 
sports including athletics, specifically the long jump (Lee et al., 1982; Hay 
and Koh, 1988; Glize and Laurent, 1997; Scott et al., 1997; Montagne et al., 
2000b) and triple jump (Maraj et al., 1998), cricket bowling (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2006), and gymnastics vaulting (Bradshaw, 2004). Until the 1980’s 
athletic events involving approach phases were thought to use stereotyped 
foot placements to approach the target. To intercept the locomotor pointing 
target (take-off board) athletes reproduced previously practiced step patterns 
from a set distance in order to achieve the fast and accurate take-off required 
(Lundin and Berg, 1993). However, original research into run-ups in sport 
demonstrated variability in foot placement, suggesting the notion of a 
stereotyped run-up to be false, and instead visual regulation responsible for 
guiding run-up behaviour (Lee et al., 1982). 
 
In long jump run-ups, as an athlete progresses toward the locomotor 
pointing target stride length gradually increased as a function of increasing 
velocity down the runway. However, comparing footfall positioning between 
trials demonstrated variation in footfall positioning between steps in relation 
to the target. Distribution of footfall variability by individuals of all skill levels 
consisted of two phases; an acceleration phase, highlighted by the build-up 
of velocity with large footfall variability, followed by a ‘zeroing-in’ phase, 
highlighted by decreased stride frequency and decreased variability in foot 
placement accuracy in preparation to jump (Figure 2-4: Lee et al., 1982; Hay 
and Koh, 1988; Berg, Wade and Greer, 1994). The variability of footfall 
positioning increases in the first phase of the run-up and then decreases in 
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the second phase suggesting the use of visual control (Hay and Koh, 1988; 
Berg et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1997). The start of the ‘zeroing-in phase’ was 
referred to as the onset of visual control, and was shown to occur at 
consistent point 5 steps from the locomotor pointing target (Lee et al., 1982; 
Hay and Koh, 1988).  
 
Figure 2-4: Mean standard deviation of toe-to-board distance in the long jump 
approach for novice male, elite female, elite male long jumpers.  
 Data from Lee (1982), Hay (1988) and Berg (1994). Reproduced from Berg 
(1994). Support phase represents step number form the take-off board, where L = 
last and J = jump. 
 
Despite formative research implying a predominately stereotyped run-
up (e.g. Lee et al., 1982; Hay, 1988; Berg et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1997), 
inconsistencies in the point of visual control onset emerged in the literature, 
varying between 6 metres and 12.5 metres from the take-off target (e.g. Lee 
et al., 1982; Glize and Laurent, 1997; Maraj, 1999). Trial-by-trial analysis 
methods suggested that, instead of a consistent point of visual control onset, 
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the step number at which regulation is initiated is linked to the amount of 
adjustment required (Montagne et al., 2000b). The greater the amount of 
error accrued, the earlier the point of visual control onset needs to begin from 
the target.  
 
More recently a prospective control strategy in approach runs, with 
changes in foot placement being made throughout the entire run-up, has 
been proposed (Renshaw and Davids, 2006). Empirical research examining 
the every step of the entire run-up demonstrated the onset of visual control 
occurred multiple times throughout the run-up, making gait adjustments only 
when needed and for as long as necessary, whenever the athlete perceived 
that their accrued error required reduction (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
These results are consistent with insights from ecological psychology which 
propose that a coupling emerges between an individual’s actions and 
information from the environment to facilitate behaviour throughout task 
performance. If current and required behaviour are optically available, 
regulation will be continuously based on the perception of the difference 
between them (Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004) allowing 
gait regulation throughout the approach to a target (Bradshaw and Sparrow, 
2001).  
 
Kinematic and kinetic analyses demonstrated that the vertical 
component of impulse, applied during the stance phase, is the single varying 
gait characteristic adjusted by the body to regulate footfall position (Lee et al., 
1982). Step length adjustment is achieved through stride height, creating a 
coupling between the locomotor control of vertical impulse and the visual 
information available. Similarity between novice and experts stride patterns 
suggests visual influence on gait adjustment is a natural process instead of 
through an acquired skill (Berg et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1997). However, as 
the task of intercepting objects has an evolutionary basis this skill can be 
fine-tuned through learning and development (Scott et al., 1997). Lower 
footfall regulation evident in elite athletes highlights this (Berg et al., 1994). 
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2.6.1 Nested tasks 
Gait regulation during run-ups in sport form only one part of a larger 
movement sequence, and therefore they must be considered in relation to 
the other requirements of the specific task (Schmolinsky, 1978). Task 
constraints nested at the end of the run-up phase influence gait regulation 
and locomotor pointing behaviour (Davids et al., 2002). A task nested at the 
end of a run-up constrains foot placement in the approach to a target with the 
nature of the nested tasks changing visual regulation strategies (Renshaw 
and Davids, 2006). In a straightforward example, footfall regulation 
approaching a target differs when required to run over or stop on a target. 
Referred to as ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ impacts respectively (Bradshaw and Sparrow, 
2002) results suggest gait patterns emerge as a function of the task at the 
end of the run-up. 
 
Sport specific nested actions include jumping in track and field, vaulting 
in gymnastics, or bowling in cricket. Nested task demands of these actions 
requires the performer to arrive at a designated target area with different 
degrees of requisite accuracy and displacement velocity (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2006) which result in changes gait regulation strategies (Bradshaw 
and Sparrow, 2001). When task constraints within a nested situation 
increase, such as decreasing the width of the board in a long jump scenario, 
increasing the difficulty of the vault in gymnastics, approach velocity and step 
length have been shown to decrease (Bradshaw and Sparrow, 2001). 
Understanding the influence of nested tasks on locomotor pointing 
behaviours is important from both a theoretical and practical viewpoint 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2006). 
 
Nested task constraints lead to small but important variations in visual 
regulation strategies (Renshaw and Davids, 2006), requiring empirical 
research to understand information coupled to action in the regulation of gait. 
Nested task constraints increase the potentially large number of stimulus 
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variables that could provide information to regulate gait, complicating further 
attempts to model locomotor pointing behaviour (e.g. De Rugy et al., 2002b). 
A greater description of phenomena which support task specific behaviour is 
required before an appropriate single model of gait regulation in dynamic 
settings is possible. 
 
To influence coaching practices understanding of constraints requires 
representative movement models. To exemplify, due to workload limitations 
to reduce the potential for overuse injuries, athletes rarely practice full 
distance run-ups with complete nested tasks in training (Jacoby, 2009). 
Instead, simplified nested tasks are adopted to reduce wear and tear on the 
athlete’s body (Dennis, Farhart, Goumas and Orchard, 2003). However, it 
has been reported that practical solutions, such as running through the target 
area without jumping requires less than half the amount of visual regulation 
than run-ups with a nested long jumping task. In line with research which 
highlights nested task simplification changes gait regulation behaviour (e.g. 
Bradshaw and Sparrow, 2001), the absence of a requisite nested task 
constraints might limit the value of practising run-ups and reduces transfer of 
training to competitive settings (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006).  
 
2.6.2 Speed-accuracy trade-off 
The goal of striking the target on the floor with precision and velocity is 
a major task constraint on the performer (Scott et al., 1997). When 
approaching a target at maximal velocity, a decline in velocity due to the 
spatial constraint of the target would be expected as part of a speed-
accuracy trade-off (Bradshaw and Sparrow, 2000). Although whole body foot 
targeting is fundamentally different to the single limb manual aiming tasks of 
the upper body, in which the speed-accuracy trade-off was originally 
demonstrated (Fitts, 1954), a speed-accuracy trade-off has still been shown 
to exist, through decreased approach velocity and shortened step lengths, 
when approaching target types with greater accuracy requirements 
(Bradshaw and Sparrow, 2000). The length of the target has been shown to 
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have a significant effect on the amount of speed-accuracy trade-off required, 
with targets longer than 30 centimetres imposing no significant constraint on 
approach velocity in walking tasks (Drury and Woolley, 1995) and 57 
centimetres in running tasks. During the running task when the participant 
was asked to stop on the target the constraining length was shown to be 43 
centimetres (Bradshaw and Sparrow, 2000). These results suggest a direct 
link between the velocity of the athlete and the constraining length of the 
target at which the speed-accuracy trade-off affects the task of locomotor 
pointing. 
 
2.7 Key run-up sports  
Three key sports that rely heavily on run-ups for successful 
performance are track and field, gymnastics and cricket. Each sports 
practices, research, and methods tend to be determined by subjective 
evidence based on tradition (Williams and Hodges, 2005). Despite the run-up 
task being common across sports the individual, task, and environmental 
constraints vary between them. For example, the nested tasks, rules 
associated with the sport, and the context in which the task is completed. A 
brief background of the specific constraints of each of the three sports 
involved, track and field, gymnastics, and cricket, will be discussed 
separately. 
 
2.7.1 Track and field 
Track and field incorporates 2 types of jumps, horizontal jumps, 
including the long and triple jump, and vertical jumps, which include high 
jump and pole vault. The terms refer to the direction in which the task is 
measured and ultimately the direction in which the athletes velocity needs to 
travel. These events have a run-up prior to completion of a task, and all rely 
heavily on the run-up phase for task success (Hay and Koh, 1988). Due to 
different tasks nested at the completion of each events run-up, approach 
velocity, final footfall accuracy and body positioning at take-off varies for each 
task. The approach run is of most importance to horizontal jump events. The 
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greater the transfer of velocity from the runway to take-off the better the 
result will be. World class jumpers have elite level sprinting skills, shown by 
their 100 metre times which are similar to track runners (Schmolinsky, 1978). 
Due to the importance of run-up velocity many elite sprinters, such as 
Olympic 100m gold medalists Carl Lewis and Marion Jones, are able to 
succeed in long jump events due to their maximum sprinting velocity.  
 
Horizontal jumps take place on a runway at least 40 metres long. The 
jumper is required to take-off prior of the far edge of the take-off board, which 
measures 20 cm wide and is level with the ground. Placing any part of the 
foot beyond the board results in a foul jump, at which no result is recorded. 
Jumps are measured from the far edge of the board to the nearest 
impression made in the pit by any part of the jumper’s body. Rules in the 
triple jump are identical to those of the long jump, however jumpers perform 
three movements, taking off in the hop phase, landing on the take-off leg, 
then taking one step onto the other foot, then jumping. In competition each 
jumper receives 3 jumps, with the top 8 competitors then receiving three 
more attempts. Two markers are allowed to be placed on the runway to guide 
the athletes during competition (I.A.A.F., 2008). The combination of a high 
running velocity, accuracy at take-off, body posture, and the limited number 
of jumps creates a difficult combination for elite athletes (Paish, 1976; Lundin 
and Berg, 1993). 
 
The preliminary phase of the run-up has been noted to vary significantly 
between individuals. It has been suggested that the start of any jump must 
focus on consistency, with the establishment of a starting pattern. This 
starting pattern may involve a walk or jog onto a check mark, or beginning 
from a stationary position, with the decision left to the individual athlete. A 
stationary start is recommended to novice athletes for consistency reasons 




Gymnastics is tremendously demanding on the musculoskeletal system 
with strength and power relative to bodyweight a key performance factor. 
This has a significant impact on the sport as gymnasts, particularly females, 
receive the majority of training during childhood (Sands, Caine and Borms, 
2003). Gymnastics has a high rate of injury, with an increase in injury rates 
directly proportional with performance abilities (Marshall, Covassin, Dick, 
Nassar and Agel, 2007). The high rate of injury occurrence, including 
catastrophic injuries, means injury is perhaps the most serious problem 
facing contemporary gymnasts (Sands, 2000a). Due to these concerns a 
large portion of research literature deals with injury and the effect of training 
volume on children (Hecht and Burton, 2009). 
 
Running is an important prerequisite for developing the momentum 
required in the vaulting and tumbling skills involved in gymnastics 
performance (Sands, 2000b). Mechanics of the vault indicate that a high 
velocity run is advantageous to vaulting. Gymnasts require sufficient 
momentum to be transferred into the springboard to generate the high and 
long flight time synonymous with successful jumps. Because gymnastics 
emphasises some unusual body shapes, velocity must be combined with the 
ability to move into these shapes (Sands et al., 2003), suggesting control at 
high speeds is essential (Sands, 1984). Running velocity in gymnastics is 
constrained by the run-up distance of 25 metres (Gymnastique, 2009), 
theoretically preventing gymnasts from reaching their absolute maximum 
running speed. The issue of acceleration becomes extremely important within 
gymnastics as the athlete usually takes between 11 and 15 steps during the 
run-up (Sands and Cheetham, 1986). Multiple studies have shown a 
relationship between maximum running velocity achieved on the runway and 
vault score (Sands and Cheetham, 1986; Sands and McNeal, 1995). The 
ability to control this running velocity to ensure a successful completion of the 
complicated nested tasks involved. 
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Vault type is shown to significantly affect the run-up velocity of the 
athlete (Sands, 2000b). There are three vault types which are commonly 
used; the front handspring, the Tsukahara and the Yurchenko. The front 
handspring involves landing on the springboard with two feet then flipping 
forward a full rotation, placing the hands on the vault table for extra height as 
they reach it. The Tsukahara also involves a two footed take-off from the 
springboard, with a quarter turn of the body being made prior to contacting 
the vaulting table. The Yurchenko involves a round-off entry onto the take-off 
board, a cartwheel culminating in 2 feet on the springboard facing the 
opposite way to the direction of motion, then a back handspring onto the 
vault table. At the end of the run-up a gymnast must transition from running 
steps into a feet together position, known as a hurdle, for handspring and 
Tsukahara vaults, or a hop, followed by hand placement in the floor for a 
Yurchenko vault. Analysis of the hurdle has revealed during this transition 
gymnasts decrease their horizontal velocity, whilst increasing their vertical 
component velocity. Horizontal velocity and downward vertical velocity at 
board contact have been shown to positively correlate with vault score 
(Takei, 1990). Due to the nature of the task the Yurchenko vaults have a 
lower velocity than both the handspring and Tsukahara vaults which 
suggests a reduced run-up importance (Sands, 2000b). During individual 
gymnasts complete two vaults, each from a different family. Males will vault 
twice, with the highest score of the two vaults counting, whilst female 
gymnasts vault twice with each vault scored and the two scores averaged. In 
team events each gymnast receives only one vault (Gymnastique, 2009). 
 
2.7.3 Cricket 
Research of techniques involved in the successful execution of relevant 
cricketing skills increases in line with the profile of cricket as an international 
sport. The skill of fast-bowling has received specific attention, originally due 
to the high injury rates (Elliott, Baker and Foster, 1993; Engstrom et al., 1997; 
Glazier et al., 2000; Portus, Mason, Elliott, Pfitzner and Done, 2004), but 
more recently the kinematic (Hanley, Lloyd and Bissas, 2005; Loram et al., 
2005; Salter, Sinclair and Portus, 2007) and physical attributes (Pyne, 
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Duthie, Saunders, Peterson and Portus, 2006; Duffield, Carney and 
Karppinen, 2009) of fast bowlers have been examined to identify features 
associated with high ball release speed, a key factor in performance. A 
positive correlation between run-up velocity and ball release velocity has 
been shown to exist (Glazier et al., 2000; Hanley et al., 2005; Salter et al., 
2007; Duffield et al., 2009), with kinematic analysis suggesting that the run-
up contributes 16 % of the ball velocity (Glazier et al., 2000). More 
specifically run-up distance has been shown to correlate with final 5 metre 
run-up velocity and ball velocity, however overall run-up velocity and distance 
has been shown to be not significant when considering ball velocity (Hanley 
et al., 2005; Loram et al., 2005). Intuitively faster run-up speeds are 
associated with faster ball velocities, however, when considering the nested 
task constraint, bowlers tend to focus on the achievement of rhythm over 
velocity in the run-up to enable the successful link between the run-up and 
delivery stride (Renshaw and Davids, 2006).  
 
When bowling in cricket, the front foot of the participant must land with 
some part of the foot, whether grounded or raised, behind the popping 
crease. Failure to do this results in a no-ball, which gives the opposition an 
extra run and requires the delivery to be completed again. In the shortest 
form of the game, Twenty20 cricket, the penalties are increased with the 
delivery following a no-ball being nominated a free hit, during which the 
batsman can only be dismissed in the circumstances that apply for a no-ball, 
which is severely limited (I.C.C., 2002). This rule shapes the limitations of the 
bowler in cricket, as their delivery must take place behind the line of the 
crease, otherwise penalties will occur. 
 
Previous analysis of cricket run-ups has shown that adaptive visual 
control occurs throughout the entire run-up (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). De 
Rugy et al.’s (2002b) locomotor pointing model proposes that regulation is 
continuous and based on perception of current and required behaviour. One 
hypothesis for the early onset of step regulation in cricket, at times up to 
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twenty metres from the target, may be due to the availability of a three–
dimensional vertical reference point, the umpire, as specifying informational 
constraints on action within the immediate vicinity of the take-off (bound) area 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2004). This is also an important practical point since 
much bowling practice occurs in cricket nets, often with and without the 
presence of an umpire and the stumps. 
 
2.8 Experiential knowledge as a complementary knowledge 
source 
Under the influence of a variety of interwoven task, individual and 
environmental constraints behaviour emerges through couplings between an 
individual and the environment (Davids, 2008). Locomotor pointing is 
influenced by a variety of interacting constraints with behaviour adapted to 
relevant constraints on action within complex and dynamic environments. 
Performance of locomotor pointing tasks in information-rich and visually 
impoverished environments has highlighted the human capacity to utilise a 
variety of informational constraints and visual strategies to regulate behaviour 
(Berg and Mark, 2005; Renshaw and Davids, 2006). To create an accurate, 
flexible model of locomotor pointing behaviour understanding of potentially 
contributing performance constraints is required. However, with a plethora of 
constraints affecting locomotor pointing behaviour in the empirical literature, 
a valid concern for researchers is the selection of variables for analysis.  
 
A prominent method for identifying informational constraints in research 
on interceptive actions has relied on mathematical modelling supported by 
empirical testing (e.g. De Rugy et al., 2002b; Jacobs and Michaels, 2006). 
Limitations in mathematically modelling the prospective control of interceptive 
actions are due to the inherent complexity of dynamic coordination tasks and 
the large number of perceptual variables that might be used to regulate 
performance. Mathematical modelling of behaviour in interceptive actions 
may therefore require individual-specific, context-dependent variations in 
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their calculations to accommodate simultaneous interactions of multiple 
information sources, which is an enormously challenging endeavour.  
 
When considering practical applications, the rationalised, scientific 
method can fail to adequately represent the complexity of the interactions 
between variables and the unpredictability present in practical performance 
settings (Côté, Salmela and Russell, 1995a; Cushion, Armour and Jones, 
2003). For example, some theoretical models generated from empirical 
research have been criticised for reductionism: their simplistic representation 
of what are actually complex interactions, where relationships and 
associations are noted without generating an understanding of the complexity 
that lies between them (Lyle, 2002; Jones, Armour and Potrac, 2004). One 
method to mitigate the complexity of identifying informational constraints 
which may guide performance of dynamic interceptive actions is predicated 
on expert practitioner knowledge of performance behaviours (Beek et al., 
2003a). 
 
As empirical research on the ‘art of coaching’ in sport evolves, 
increased awareness of the value of elite coaches’ experiential knowledge by 
scientific researchers has emerged (Lyle, 2002). Moving beyond descriptive 
reporting of what coaches do (Gilbert and Trudel, 2004), the use of coaches’ 
experiential knowledge in empirical work has evolved to complement and 
underpin scientific research (e.g. Williams and Kendall, 2007) and provide 
information on tasks in which empirical research is lacking (e.g. Eccles, Ward 
and Woodman, 2009). The integration of knowledge from science and 
practical experience has been identified as an important development in 
narrowing the gap between theory and practice (Haag, 1994).  
 
The origins and developmental pathways of coaches’ and scientists’ 
knowledge structures are fundamentally different. Experiential knowledge 
and skills development is a key ingredient of successful coaches and their 
approach to training and teaching (Lyle, 2002). Coaches’ knowledge is 
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domain specific and developed in a practical context (Côté, Salmela, Trudel, 
Baria and Russell, 1995c). On the other hand, the empirical base of empirical 
knowledge is underpinned by rationalised, experimental methodologies which 
direct understanding and development. Scientific knowledge is discipline 
specific and developed through theoretical advancement. The combination of 
these different knowledge sources has the potential to enrich understanding 
of athlete performance and learning. Despite the reduction of knowledge to 
simply ‘experiential’ or ‘empirical’ in nature is oversimplified, this distinction is 
useful in highlighted the different pathway through which understanding is 
developed.  
 
The practices by which coaches develop and train athletes tend to be 
based on subjective experiences and successful historical precedence 
(Williams and Hodges, 2005). The two most important sources of an 
individual coach’s approach to athlete learning and development are 
personal experiences and the experiences of other successful coaches 
(Cushion et al., 2003). Experience as a key ingredient of successful coaching 
is supported in the scientific literature since through exposure to interactions 
of different environmental and individual constraints, the methods of coaching 
are refined (Cushion and Jones, 2001). Gaining experience is more 
complicated than simply spending time in the field. It is the process of 
reflection and deeper analysis accompanying these experiences which 
creates value in the experiential knowledge developed by coaches over 
extended periods of time (Gilbert and Trudel, 2005). Coaches’ experiences in 
practical settings have input from a variety of sources and influence from 
various social and socio-cultural constraints, providing diversity in 
information, understanding, and thinking. These experiences shape the 
approaches of individual coaches to learning and understanding athletic 
performance in a sport discipline (Cushion et al., 2003). Experiential 
knowledge is developed through unique and individualised experiences, 
periods of reflection, and practical applications, as practitioners harness the 
underlying complexity of performance and learning environments (Jones and 
Wallace, 2005). This is a key reason for experiential knowledge to be sought 
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in research, as it provides a type of understanding which the rationalistic 
methods of empirical research might not be able to pick up, given the 
propensity for group data analyses. The different properties and origins of 
empirical and experiential knowledge sources have the potential to provide a 
rich, integrative, and more detailed explanation of sport performance, leading 
to higher quality information on athlete development, as well as enhancing 
theoretical development of performance and learning.  
 
However, one potential reason why coaches’ experiential knowledge 
has not been utilised more in research, is because it is considered by some 
to have emanated from personal experiences which are highly individual and 
subjective (Lyle, 2002). The limitation of interpreting and understanding 
information arising from personal experiences provides a rationale for 
sourcing the majority of knowledge of human performance from scientific 
experimentation and empirical research (Thomas, Nelson and Silverman, 
2005; Davids et al., 2008). In addition, exploration of the individualised nature 
of coaches knowledge tends to shed light in variations in experiences, rather 
than central tendencies of behaviour which can be transferred across 
contexts. 
 
In examining experiential knowledge, the framing of coaches’ 
knowledge around theoretical concepts provided the basis of empirical work 
(Gilbert and Trudel, 1999). A conceptual framework can be used to elucidate 
results and focus discussion due to the dynamic nature, broad content, and 
multi-disciplinary information which emerges when mining coaches’ 
experiential knowledge (Gilbert and Trudel, 1999; Christensen, 2009). For 
example, Eccles and colleagues (2009) used the conceptual framework of 
constraints (Davids et al., 2008) to identify and describe the relationship 
between a variety of factors which contribute to performance in competitive 
performance environments. A good example of the use of experiential 
knowledge to direct research into sport specific performance variables exists 
in analyses of attacker-defender interactions in one on one sub-phases of 
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team sports such as basketball and rugby union, undertaken by Araújo et al. 
(2004) and Passos and colleagues (2008a). Experiential knowledge of 
coaches, gained through document analysis, was used in the design of 
empirical studies for investigating key variables involved in decision making 
for action in one-on-one sub-phases of team sports. By combining 
experiential knowledge and empirical experimentation, relative velocity, a 
variable capturing the difference between the running velocity of the attacker 
and the running velocity of the nearest defender, was shown to be key in 
decision making for action by the attacking player. This outcome provided 
practical benefits in decision making training, and theoretical benefits in 
understanding the role of variability and stability within task performance 
(Passos, Araújo, Davids and Shuttleworth, 2008b).  
 
2.9 Summary 
Ecological psychology proposes that behaviour is controlled by a 
coupling between an action and the specific information picked up in the 
information flows that are generated by that action (Gibson, 1979). In 
investigating the underlying controls of human movement and the perception 
and action coupling, locomotor pointing has been an important movement 
model as evidence shows that it is governed by a continuously operating 
perception-action coupling (Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 
2004). The combination of a high running velocity, accuracy at take-off, and 
body posture requirements, creates a challenging range of task constraints 
for elite athletes to manage (Paish, 1976; Lundin and Berg, 1993) and an 
exciting representative context in which to test locomotor pointing strategies. 
 
Previous research has highlighted the crucial role that vision plays in 
the recognition of landmarks and the control of steering, which are integral to 
the locomotor pointing process (Patla, 1997). The actual mechanisms and 
optical information used in this process are still unclear, but it is understood 
that during locomotion, time-to-contact information is obtained continuously 
from perceptual constraints present in the environment (Scott et al., 1997; 
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Williams et al., 1999). Understanding of gait regulation in locomotor pointing 
is complicated by interacting constraints which shape behaviour and the 
selection of constraints for measurement from a rich environment presents 
challenges for researchers. Experiential knowledge of elite coaches has been 
proposed as a complimentary knowledge source to aid the identification of 








CHAPTER 3: HOW ELITE COACHES’ EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE 
MIGHT ENHANCE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON SPORT PERFORMANCE 
 
The literature review explored current empirical research of perception 
and action in locomotor pointing tasks. Although the role of perceptual 
information in regulating behaviour was highlighted, limitations in the 
identification of specific informational constraints which facilitate this 
interaction were noted. The use of complimentary knowledge is proposed to 
address empirical limitations. The following chapter explores the role of elite 
coach knowledge as a potential source of information to complement 
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In sport science much research has been aimed at developing empirical 
knowledge of performance and practice. Although this body of work has led 
to significant advances in understanding, one source of information that has 
been under-represented is the analysis of experiential knowledge of high 
level athletes and coaches. Using the run-up task in sport as an exemplar, 
the programme of work was interested in understanding the relationship 
between the experiential knowledge of elite coaches and empirical research 
findings to ascertain how a combination of these knowledge sources might 
enrich understanding of sport performance. For this purpose, 15 interviews 
were conducted with elite coaches from 3 sports, track and field, gymnastics, 
and cricket. The qualitative data showed elite coaches intuitively expressed 
ideas consistent with recent scientific research in their design of training and 
learning programs. Key ideas expressed included perception-action coupling, 
the effects of interacting constraints on performance, and an approach to 
practice which was consistent with insights from nonlinear pedagogy. The 
data revealed how experiential knowledge of elite coaches might be used to 
support and enhance empirical research processes. Specific examples 
include providing direction for future research, assisting in the representative 
design of empirical research, and highlighting limitations of some empirical 
research protocols and findings. The coaches’ comments suggested a need 
for more systematic and sustained efforts to explore how experiential 




Much current understanding of performance in sport stems from 
theoretical knowledge derived from a number of scientific research methods 
(Bishop, 2008). Even though many empirical studies aim for designs which 
are representative of sport performance and learning contexts, the desire for 
scientific rigour, or limitations placed by data collection methodologies, 
sometimes require experimental research to take place under artificial or 
laboratory task constraints. Examples include a laboratory set-up to allow 
manipulation of the amount of light in the environment (Berg and Mark, 
2005), artificially simulated conditions to allow analysis of gait (Bradshaw, 
2004), or a combination of environmental and task constraint manipulations, 
such as walking on a treadmill towards a projected image on a video screen 
(De Rugy et al., 2000). In research studies, sport scientists attempt to 
generalise the results of their work to the ecological constraints under which 
individual athletes function (Araújo et al., 2007). Since the nature of the 
constraints designed in an experiment can directly influence the observed 
performance of participants (Dicks et al., 2009), their effects need to be 
understood when making assumptions from the data. Because limitations 
exist on the extent to which results of such studies can be extrapolated to 
performance settings, supplementary sources of data to support empirical 
research findings must be sought.  
 
In seeking explanations of athlete performance, one source of 
information rarely explored is experiential knowledge of elite coaches and 
athletes. Elite coaches’ knowledge is based on practice and performance 
experiences at various levels of competition spanning many years (Coyle, 
2009). Despite sports scientists and elite coaches often holding common 
perceptions on the importance of applied research to enhance athletic 
performance (Williams and Kendall, 2007), research tends to be dominated 
by empirical sport scientists. Some research has highlighted the complexity 
of coaches’ knowledge structures (Jones, Armour and Potrac, 2003), skills of 
the elite coach (Saury and Durand, 1998), and the developmental pathway of 
elite coaches (Schinke, Bloom and Salmela, 1995), however, empirical 
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research which utilises experiential knowledge to support or enhance 
empirical research protocols or understand scientific results is lacking. Some 
previous work has sought coaches’ views on scientific support (Partington 
and Orlick, 1987), documented their attitudes or behaviour towards training 
programs (Reaburn, 2009), or presented their views on specific performance 
issues, such as regulating run-ups in track and field (Alford et al., 1993), but 
these examples are limited. They form a small part of the knowledge base 
that exists within the coaching community at elite levels of sport (Lyle, 2002), 
especially in coaches responsible for the employment of applied sport 
scientists (Partington and Orlick, 1987). 
 
It is not clear why sport science has neglected the knowledge of elite 
coaches as potential information sources to enhance theoretical 
understanding of athletic performance and training. Possible reasons could 
include the view that elite coaches’ knowledge may not be formalised in 
theoretical concepts, may be considered subjective, and may be over-reliant 
on an individual’s past history and the specific coaching methods they 
experienced as a performer (Lyle, 2002). However, coaches’ experiential 
knowledge, gained through day-to-day immersion within specific performance 
contexts, might be useful to scientists as it is based on extensive experience 
(Coyle, 2009) and an intuitive understanding of the influence of performance 
task constraints on athlete behaviours.  
 
An interesting issue concerns the similarities between practical 
knowledge gained in sport performance and training contexts, and 
knowledge gained from controlled research experiments. Due to the large 
amount of practical experimentation that coaches undertake in the training of 
athletes, this type of experiential knowledge might be intuitively based on 
theory, although not formalised as conceptual knowledge from research 
studies. For example, the understanding of skill acquisition processes that 
elite coaches possess exists despite them not necessarily being aware of key 
theoretical ideas, vocabulary, and the implications that their knowledge has 
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for scientific research. Elite coaches’ technical vocabulary might sometimes 
be representative of a lack of formal science training, but does not 
necessarily reflect a lack of theoretical ideas being intuitively understood or 
applied. Elite coaches typically have an uneven exposure to sport science 
through the content of coaching syllabuses completed (Cushion et al., 2003), 
and the career backgrounds from which they may originate: athlete, physical 
education teacher, or engineer, for example. Due to variations in access to 
these empirical knowledge sources, and the intermittent application of them, 
the recency of their empirical knowledge of learning and performance may 
also be a potential issue.  
 
By analysing coaches’ experiential knowledge of the run-up task across 
three different sports as an exemplar, the programme of research sought 
insights on how experiential knowledge could act as an important source of 
evidence to aid understanding of sport performance. By analysing 
experiential knowledge and its relationship with scientific theory, 
understanding of how it could support and enhance research protocols and 
assist in the explanation of research findings was sought. 
 
3.3 Methodology to access experiential knowledge 
To gain insights into experiential knowledge, qualitative data were 
gathered from fifteen elite level coaches in 3 sport disciplines which rely on 
the run-up for performance outcomes: track and field jumps (n=5), 
gymnastics vaulting and tumbling (n=5), and cricket fast-bowling (n=5). The 
coaches were currently, or had been, professionally involved at the 
international level and their credentials included running international and 
national coaching curriculums, national team and institute training programs, 
and coaching Olympic and world cup champions and medallists.  
 
All interviews were conducted by the PhD candidate, who had 
experience as a sports science service provider at a national level in all 3 
sports. Experience in dealing with elite coaches and athletes, and an 
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understanding of the colloquial language of each sport, helped to establish a 
rapport with the interviewees and assisted in the interpretation of results 
(Patton, 2002). The context of the investigation was explained as an 
investigation of run-ups in sport, with no mention of scientific approaches or 
current theories to ensure that responses were not biased from the outset. 
The discussions with participants sought to establish their experiential 
knowledge regarding the run-up in their specific sport discipline through a 4 
section interview. Section 1 probed the perceived importance of the run-up 
and key contributors to run-up performance success. Section 2 investigated 
current coaching practices, including learning philosophies, teaching 
strategies, and the design of practice environments. Section 3 looked at run-
up specific knowledge, detailing successful approaches to the run-up and the 
key coaching tools used to guide athlete development. Section 4 examined 
sport specific details of the run-up relative to the coaches’ background and 
the context in which the run-up was placed. The interview was concluded 
with a broad summary question on the factors involved in successful and 
unsuccessful run-up performance as well as an offer for interviewees to add 
any additional information they felt had been left out during the interview. 
Throughout the interview open-ended questions and elaboration probes were 
used to explore the experiential knowledge of the coaches. The 
conversational nature of the interviews allowed a semi-structured interview 
approach with variation in the ordering of questions depending on the 
responses of the participants (Charmaz, 2006). Interview length allowed full 
exploration of the issues concerned and was between 30 and 70 minutes in 
duration. Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim by the lead PhD 
candidate. Ethical approval was gained by an institutional ethics review 
committee prior to the commencement of the interview process. 
 
Sentence-by-sentence open coding was performed by the main 
researcher to draw out raw data themes, in the form of quotations, from each 
coach (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). The quotations of elite coaches formed 
the units of data which were used for analysis. Coding was used to select, 
separate, and categorise themes which were constructed from the qualitative 
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data (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). Categories and sub-categories were 
created that captured the essence of the ideas or concepts discussed, with 
each quotation placed in a category or sub-category to which it best fit 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998). To ensure trustworthiness of the data, after initial 
thematic organisation by the PhD candidate, the first supervisor re-read the 
raw data to check and verify the correct categorisation of themes and ensure 
data was perceived within the correct context (Côté, Salmela, Baria and 
Russell, 1993). A triangulation consensus between the first two researchers 
and the second supervisor, who was not involved in the initial analysis of 
data, was completed to ensure that the placement of raw data into general 
themes and higher order categories was correct (Wolcott, 1994).  
 
3.4 The run-up in sport 
The run-up provides the foundation of performance in specific sports 
which culminate in nested actions, such as jumping in track and field, vaulting 
in gymnastics, or bowling in cricket. Despite the run-up being a common sub-
phase across the three sports, the nature of the task nested at the end of the 
approach phase influences performance of the run-up (Bradshaw and 
Sparrow, 2002), and the successful execution of these tasks is highly 
dependent on the performance of the run-up phase (Hay, 1988). Despite the 
regulation of step length when approaching surfaces and targets being a 
fundamental action in everyday life (Renshaw and Davids, 2004), and being 
highly practised in sport specific training, there have been numerous 
examples in elite sport when athletes have had problems landing within 
designated target areas, often with disastrous performance results. This error 
rate, combined with its interceptive nature, has made the run-up an important 
movement model for investigating processes of perception and action in 
sport (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). The run-up lends itself to explanation 
with a systems-oriented theory which proposes that action is predicated on 
the pick-up of specific information sources from the performance environment 
(Gibson, 1979). Also, the complex balance between stability and variability 
that exists within the run-up task has intrigued researchers and frustrated 
coaches in equal measure. This awareness of the challenging nature of 
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regulating performance of run-ups in sport was summarised by one track and 
field coach from the current cohort: 
“In horizontal jumping there is a component of the repeatable model 
that is important, but there is also the variable thing, and the variable part, for 
me, is still the part I still haven’t come to terms with, and my jumpers still 
haven’t come to terms with, and to me, nationally we haven’t come to terms 
with as to how we are going to address this problem.” (Track and field coach 
2) 
 
The interest from sport scientists and coaches in the run-up task makes 
it a useful exemplar for examining common threads between experiential 
knowledge of coaches and empirical knowledge of sport scientists to 
enhance understanding of sport performance. 
 
3.5 Experiential knowledge in the support and enrichment of 
empirical research 
Elite coaches intuitively expressed ideas consistent with recent 
empirical knowledge in the design of training programs with athletes. A 
striking observation of the data was that there were numerous quotes which 
centred on the importance of the athlete-environment relationship. The focus 
of the coaches on the athlete-environment relationship reflected the athletes’ 
reliance on the environment for perceptual information to guide their actions, 
and the use of actions to reveal information of the environment, in line with 
the constraints-led view of skill acquisition (Davids et al., 2003a).  
 
Coaches’ intuitive understanding of the relevance of the athlete-
environment interaction was clearly in line with recent theoretical advances in 
knowledge of perception-action coupling (Renshaw and Davids, 2004), the 
effects of task and environmental constraints on performance (Davids et al., 
2008), and a nonlinear pedagogical approach (Chow et al., 2009). Through 
exploration of coaches’ experiential knowledge, each of these issues will be 
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discussed with reference to experimental research and scientific 
understanding. 
 
3.5.1 Perception-action coupling in the run-up 
A continuous perception-action coupling during human locomotor 
pointing (i.e. running to place a foot on a target) has been demonstrated by 
athletes making adjustments to their foot positioning as and when needed 
throughout the entire run-up (Renshaw and Davids, 2006). It was observed 
that gait adjustments were based on the perception of the athletes’ current 
versus requisite positioning of the foot in relation to the target (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2004). Experiential knowledge showed awareness of the athletes’ 
perception of perceived versus ideal location of footfall placement, as 
explained succinctly by one gymnastics coach during a discussion on 
experience: 
“Halfway through the vault you can notice that your footing is wrong, ten 
metres out you can say, it’s no good. You can detect it, you just know in your 
mind.” (Gymnastics coach 4) 
 
Coaches noted the ability to perceive the difference between current 
and ideal footfall positioning as part of the skill set of elite athletes, which 
evolves through practice and experience. The following quote from a track 
and field coach summarises experiential awareness of athletes’ continual 
adjustment of step length to deal with their perception of current positioning:  
“They know how to slightly adjust their run-up by the feel of their body 
positions and those sort of things. They know they will be short of the board, 
they know before they get there, whereas an untrained or developing athlete 
doesn’t have that same concept or feeling.” (Track and field coach 1) 
 
The ability to make continual performance adjustments gains 
importance in competitions when athletes are faced with changing 
environmental constraints, such as different venues, surfaces, and weather 
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conditions. One example arose during a discussion on run-up length when a 
gymnastics coach highlighted the importance of gait adjustments due to 
environmental constraints: 
“In different competitions you mark your run-up completely differently 
because your running changes. In a foreign gym because the table changes, 
the surface changes, and the spring from the floor changes it makes your 
running different.” (Gymnastics coach 3) 
 
Experimental research has suggested that the visual system is 
responsible for the continuous evaluation of the state of the movement 
system and in the adjustment of gait to reach the desired target (De Rugy et 
al., 2002b). Experiential knowledge of elite coaches shows agreement about 
the role that vision plays in the adjustments made by athletes during their 
run-up, as shown by the following comment by a track and field coach: 
“So there will be a visual cue. In horizontal jumps athletes are very 
capable of making minor adjustments through visual cues prior to 6 or 7 
strides (from the board). That will happen, and happens, naturally.” (Track 
and field coach 3) 
 
This comment reflects an intuitive understanding that the use of 
perceptual information to drive action is a fundamental underpinning of skill 
acquisition and performance. For example, previous laboratory experiments 
have shown that a continuously visible target on the floor can be used to 
regulate gait (De Rugy et al., 2000). This finding concurs with coaches’ 
experiential knowledge who noted the sighting of the target to be influential in 
run-up tasks, especially in the long jump. The following insight is provided by 
a track and field coach discussing vision: 
“All horizontal jumpers will sight the board. You have to be able to sight 
the board as you are approaching; you have to be able to use those visual 
cues.” (Track and field coach 4)  
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Experimental data have indicated that because adjustments in the run-
up occur throughout the task, prior to the target on the floor being visible 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2004), additional environmental information can be 
used to regulate gait. This observation coincides with experimental findings 
which show that when available, multiple variables can be used to constrain 
locomotion (De Rugy et al., 2001). Experiential knowledge reveals that, 
despite coaches being aware of athletes using sight of the take-off board to 
regulate gait, they also encourage performers to be open to other sources of 
environmental information that are available to guide their actions. A 
gymnastics coach highlights this point when discussing vision: 
“When you run, you see the board, but you don’t see much of the board 
because it is such a long way, (instead) you see the vaulting table.” 
(Gymnastics coach 4) 
 
Current empirical evidence suggests future research regarding visual 
control strategies during locomotor pointing tasks needs to examine possible 
perceptual variables that might guide visual regulation during the entire run-
up (Renshaw and Davids, 2006). Experiential knowledge of elite coaches 
and athletes may be able to assist in the identification of perceptual variables 
which might regulate action in the run up. A good example of this possibility 
emerged from the sample of cricket coaches where a number of individuals 
suggested that the positioning of the umpire was of key importance during 
the run-up when discussing training set-ups: 
“A lot of the athletes I have been involved with use feel of the umpire (‘s 
position). It’s like a feel and a vision, a sort of depth perception.” (Cricket 
coach 5) 
 
The idea that the positioning of the umpire might be a key perceptual 
variable to regulate gait during the run-up fits with current scientific research 
suggesting that a vertical reference point might provide a stable object at a 
constant velocity from which to gauge the distance to a target (De Rugy et 
al., 2000). The close proximity of this vertical reference point to the take-off 
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area suggests it may play a role as an important perceptual variable to 
regulate gait in the approach phase and warrants empirical investigation in 
the future to evaluate this proposition.  
 
The coach’s identification of several sources of information which 
regulate the control of the run-up is very perceptive since not all perceptual 
variables present in the environment can be used to regulate actions in a 
functional manner. Many of the perceptual variables present may be 
irrelevant or even distract performers in particular performance contexts. To 
understand the key perceptual variables that need to be included in learning 
design for athletes and experimental settings for researchers, an important 
task is to distinguish the specifying variables, the ones which affect 
performance, from the non-specifying variables, the ones which do not affect 
performance. Typically, this process has been based solely on data from 
previous empirical work through experimental designs which may, or may 
not, be representative of the performance environment. The coaches’ 
comments suggest experiential knowledge of elite coaches can be 
instrumental as part of the identification of potential specifying variables for 
analysis by empirical research. This information demonstrates how a 
complementary relationship between experiential and empirical knowledge 
may provide a stronger base for understanding performance and learning of 
athletes. 
 
3.5.2 Task and environmental constraints 
The accurate replication of representative sporting scenarios in 
scientific research has been identified as a limitation of empirical research by 
both coaches, in their uptake of research results (Williams and Kendall, 
2007), and researchers, who seek representative scenarios in which to 
measure performance variables (Dicks et al., 2009). Both coaches and 
researchers agree that more research based in natural performance settings 
is needed (Williams and Kendall, 2007). The conceptual framework of 
ecological psychology (Gibson, 1979) and representative task design 
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(Brunswik, 1956) suggests that a shortcoming of many research studies in 
sport science is a failure to accurately sample the perceptual variables of 
performance environments in which skilled athletes operate (Dicks et al., 
2009). Experiential knowledge demonstrates coaches have a sound 
awareness that athletes perform differently under various task, individual, 
and environmental constraints, and that these constraints interact with one 
another. Coaches revealed they were intuitively aware of, not only the 
different categories of constraints that shape run-up performance, but also 
their interactions with one another. The following cricket coach comment 
demonstrated the awareness of a task constraint (rhythm), an environmental 
constraint (a wet surface), and an individual constraint (fatigue) and their 
interactions with one another: 
“It’s just a matter of getting your rhythm on that particular day. You will 
bowl on fields where the run-up is flat but its been raining the previous week 
and the run-ups are very soggy and a bit soft, and at the end of a day, the 
last session is hard because your hammies are a bit tired, your quads are 
tired, and your ass is tired” (Cricket coach 2) 
 
The varieties of constraints present during competition were noted in 
the experiential knowledge. Coaches’ opinions on the use of training versus 
competition settings for practice, and the challenge of accurately reflecting 
the specific constraints of performance competition in training highlighted 
this, as the following track and field coach quote demonstrates: 
“There is a change in performance from training to competition. 
Although we try to replicate competition in training both physically and in the 
mind, in the end it is still a training jump which they have done over and over 
again.” (Track and field coach 2) 
 
Experiential knowledge concerning the differences between training and 
competition task constraints is important to sport scientists who often attempt 
to transpose their training-based performance analyses to competition. The 
following anecdote by a track and field coach reflected this: 
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“One long jumper, when he perfected his take-off on the board prior to 
competition, would move his run-up back 2 foot lengths as soon as the 
competition started, because he knew that the adrenaline pumping would 
push him over the board. Now I wouldn’t recommend that for everyone, but it 
worked perfectly for him.” (Track and field coach 4) 
 
Experiential knowledge of the constraints of competition environments, 
combined with the scientific knowledge of aspects of competition which lead 
to specific behaviours, such as emotional constraints on athletes and social 
constraints created by crowds (Zajonc, 1965), demonstrates the limitations of 
extending results beyond the context in which the data were collected. Future 
research should be shaped by awareness of environmental constraints and 
their effects on task performance. The concept of the environment in which 
the athlete performs is a constant issue for coaches as they seek to improve 
training methods, whilst conforming to workload and specificity issues. Their 
expertise could be sought by sport scientists to enhance the representative 
design of experimental task constraints. Empirical sport science might benefit 
from reflecting this understanding as the experimental design in empirical 
studies of performance and training might be improved. With contributions 
from experimental and experiential knowledge, a more complete 
understanding of the constraints influencing athletes in empirical research 
studies of sport behaviour could provide a richer understanding of 
performance. 
 
3.5.3 Nonlinear pedagogy 
Nonlinear pedagogy involves the application of the concepts and tools 
of nonlinear dynamics to athlete learning processes and athletic performance 
(Chow et al., 2009). In this approach the athlete is viewed as exemplifying a 
nonlinear dynamical movement system, exhibiting typical characteristics such 
as an openness to surrounding information flows, capacity for transition, and 
capacity for self-organisation, allowing the emergence of creative and 
adaptive behaviours (Davids et al., 2006a). Nonlinear pedagogy involves the 
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manipulation of key constraints, which are personal, task, and environmental 
in nature, to facilitate the emergence of functional movement patterns within 
the athlete. The process of manipulation consists of, but is not limited to, the 
inclusion, exclusion, or modification of key variables in the performance and 
learning environment. For example, implementing a long-term strength 
training programme or changing the level of fatigue of the athlete prior to 
vaulting in a gymnastics training session demonstrates manipulation of 
personal constraints. Adjusting the size of the board, and therefore the 
accuracy required, or limiting the length of the run up within a long jump 
training session are examples of task constraint manipulation. Practicing 
cricket bowling on different grounds with unique environmental features such 
as slopes or wind conditions are examples of manipulations of environmental 
constraints. Constraints manipulation facilitates the emergence of functional 
movement patterns and decision-making behaviours (Chow et al., 2009). 
 
Nonlinear pedagogy promotes the creation of realistic learning 
experiences for individual athletes, presenting opportunities to search for 
unique performance solutions in diverse and authentic performance contexts 
(Light, 2004; Davids et al., 2005a). Distinct from more traditional approaches 
to coaching, which favour the provision of detailed verbal instructions and 
prescriptive explanations, nonlinear pedagogy facilitates athletes in finding 
their own performance solutions to satisfy unique constraints impinging on 
them. Instead of changing athlete behaviour through instructions, the coach 
becomes a facilitator, responsible for designing training and learning tasks to 
instigate functional changes in athlete behaviour. This approach was well 
summed up by a track and field coach when discussing coaching 
philosophies: 
“We often don’t give the athletes the skills to self learn, you need to 
develop that independence, and they have to learn to self correct. A coach 
shouldn’t give too much input, they should let the athlete control themselves” 
(Track and field coach 3) 
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This approach reflects elite coaches’ awareness of the importance of 
task constraints in learning design. Their intuitive understanding, which is 
harmonious with principles of nonlinear pedagogy, focuses on specific 
performance-relevant perceptual variables when adapting key aspects of 
practice tasks. In cricket it was noted that when performing run-up 
intervention programs, the artificial ‘netted’ training environment created 
difficulties for the athletes and as a result coaches preferred to move to an 
‘open wicket’ practice task design. This setting was believed to better 
represent perceptual variables and environmental constraints of a match. 
The following quote highlights the intuitive awareness of these perceptual 
variables: 
“I find when dealing with no-ball problems an open centre wicket 
scenario works better than the netted environment. There are no distractions 
and you can focus on specific (match based) stuff.” (Cricket coach 1) 
 
The individual constraints of the athlete are an important consideration 
within nonlinear pedagogy. These constraints refer to the unique physical, 
physiological, cognitive, and emotional characteristics of the individual 
learners and place a large emphasis on how an athlete solves performance 
problems (Davids et al., 2005a). Each coach stressed the importance of 
individuality within the learning set-up and understood that individuals 
respond differently to various constraints faced. This was neatly summarised 
by one gymnastics coach when discussing athlete learning: 
“You will never make all the girls have the same muscles and the same 
speed. In their running every girl is different, every body is different” 
(Gymnastics coach 1) 
 
The concept of individuality extends beyond learning, to athletes 
achieving the goal of the current task. The concept of individual constraints 
implies a shift away from the assumption that there is a ‘one size fits all’ 
optimal movement pattern towards which all athletes are working. Instead, a 
more individualised approach, which encourages the emergence of unique 
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performance solutions in order to achieve desired task goals is promoted. 
When discussing what makes an ideal run-up, this shift in philosophy was 
highlighted by an elite cricket coach:  
“I think we have moved our thought process, which has been of an ideal 
model, to a more individual type action” (Cricket coach 5) 
 
Performers have the potential to solve specific movement problems with 
a variety of methods, and if encouraged to, they will naturally seek out a 
solution which suits their individual constraints and the outcome required. 
The self-discovery process of searching for functional performance solutions 
during training creates an adaptable athlete better able to handle the 
unpredictable settings of performance environments (Davids et al., 2008).  
 
Despite awareness of individual expression, and the existence of 
individual solutions to specific tasks within both experiential and experimental 
knowledge, many researchers still favour analysing group mean data in an 
attempt to generalise findings to wider populations. For example, presenting 
group mean data to look at gait properties at different walking speeds 
(Jordan and Newell, 2008) has the potential to mask individual, intrinsic 
dynamics, which are especially important in the acquisition of skill (Kelso, 
1991; Chow et al., 2008). Whilst this type of group analysis may have a place 
in scientific research, the role of individuality needs to be understood and 
given the emphasis it deserves to ensure scientific understanding of sport 
performance moves forward. This is especially significant in experimental 
studies with elite athletes, as by their very nature these participants have 
individually defining characteristics which separate them from both the 
general population and other athletes. The different perspective of elite 
coaches can highlight potential limitations of scientific research design and 
empirical findings, highlighting areas of improvement within empirical 
research and scientific analysis. 
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3.6 CONCLUSION 
Elite coaches’ experiential knowledge may play a useful role in 
enhancing understanding of sports performance. Discussions with elite 
coaches noted how their experience-based intuitions often complemented 
the empirical knowledge reported in research studies. In particular, an 
important observation to emerge reflected the athlete-environment 
relationship as the key focus for performance analysis. These insights 
suggest the value in accessing and integrating coaches’ knowledge with 
current scientific research to support understanding of human performance. 
Whilst experiential knowledge will never act as a surrogate for empirical 
knowledge gained from rigorous experimentation, it can clearly complement 
empirical knowledge to enrich understanding of sport performance. It can 
enrich understanding of athlete performance by providing direction for future 
research, assist in the design of empirical research, and highlight limitations 
of current research protocols and findings. Although there have been some 
isolated attempts to access coaches’ experiential knowledge in the past, the 
results from the current chapter suggest the need for more long term, 
systematic, and sustained efforts to mine the rich data source captured in the 
practical expertise of elite coaches and athletes.  
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CHAPTER 4: INTEGRATION OF EXPERIENTIAL AND EMPIRICAL 
KNOWLEDGE CAN PROVIDE RICH AND UNIQUE INSIGHTS INTO 
ATHLETE BEHAVIOURS IN SPORT PERFORMANCE 
 
To enhance understanding of learning and performance in sport, the 
following chapter summaries the potential benefits of integrating empirical 
knowledge of researchers with experiential knowledge of elite coaches. To 
develop understanding of athlete learning and skilled performance benefits of 





This chapter is based on the following peer reviewed article: 
Greenwood, D., Davids, K., & Renshaw, I. (2012). How Elite Coaches’ 
Experiential Knowledge Might Enhance Empirical Research on Sport 
Performance: A Response to Commentary. International Journal of Sport 
Science and Coaching, 7(2), 427-429. 
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It has been argued that the integration of empirical knowledge of 
scientific researchers with the experiential knowledge of elite sport coaches 
and athletes has the potential to enrich understanding of learning and 
performance in sport (Greenwood, Davids and Renshaw, 2012a). However, it 
has also been argued that this approach has limitations (Wulf, 2012). 
Experiential knowledge is not a substitute for rigorous scientific research and 
should not be considered in isolation. It is gained through rigorous reflective 
practice and should be used collaboratively with scientific theory to enhance 
understanding of learning and performance. Although it is generally 
acknowledged that coaches’ knowledge is useful in providing new ideas for 
research studies (Wulf, 2012), and acts as a useful resource when sparse 
research on a topic of study exists (Eccles et al., 2009), it is proposed that 
the collaboration of empirical and experiential knowledge sources provides 
greater potential to extend understanding of sport scientists when compared 
to mono-disciplinary knowledge considered separately.  
 
Coaches and athletes are the main beneficiaries of the outcomes of a 
variety of applied sport science research (Williams and Kendall, 2007). 
Examples from the literature across a variety of disciplines can be found 
where integrating empirical and experiential knowledge sources have the 
goal of developing coaching practices. One such example regards a 
kinematic analysis of training drills employed by triple jump coaches (Wilson, 
Simpson and Hamill, 2009). This research chapter analysed conditioning 
drills, developed by the coaching fraternity, and compared their movement 
patterns to those of competitive performance. Analysis revealed dynamic 
drills, those begun from a moving start, better replicated competitive 
movement patterns than static drills, begun from a standing start. This 
investigation informed coaching practice and reinforced the importance of the 
theoretical concept of task specificity in training and learning scenarios 
(Araújo et al., 2004). 
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Uncovering research which incorporates experiential knowledge of elite 
coaches to progress understanding of scientific theory is harder to find. An 
exception is a qualitative exploration of elite coach and athlete knowledge to 
describe the nature of activities which allow adaptation to the constraints of 
competition (Eccles et al., 2009). This chapter identified constraints of 
performance and their variation between different competitive environments. 
Through accessing experiential knowledge it was demonstrated that elite 
athletes tended to explore the identified constraints of competition through 
specific activities designed to gather information. Previous research based 
solely on empirical knowledge has described adaptations required for expert 
performance (e.g. Vicente, 2000). However, incorporating experiential 
knowledge facilitated identification of the specific constraints which shaped 
athlete behaviours in competition as well as the preparations which experts 
undertook to adapt to them. Experiential knowledge, in line with empirical 
research, also highlighted how small changes to constraints between 
competitions can have a significant impact on preparation and task 
performance (Eccles et al., 2009). Within this chapter experiential knowledge 
was analysed and integrated into a theoretical framework which allowed it to 
be effectively combined with extant data from scientific research. These 
examples demonstrate the benefits of combining empirical knowledge of 
researchers with experiential knowledge of elite coaches to enhance both 
scientific understanding and coaching practices. The combination of 
knowledge sources benefits the mutual goals of researchers and coaches 
and can lead to greater understanding of the learning process and task 
performance in sport. 
 
Identified coaches’ observations, specifically on the significant role of 
visual perceptual information to regulate action, may be shared by others 
outside of elite sport (Wulf, 2012). Despite this shared understanding, explicit 
verification of the information is important to maintain the rigour of the 
scientific process. Methodically detailing coaching knowledge allows 
separation of unverified assumptions of ‘coaching lore’ from empirically-
based findings. This is an important and non-trivial task. Interestingly, in the 
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analysis of the long jump run-up of 3 elite athletes by Lee, Lishman, and 
Thomson (1982), referred to in Wulf’s commentary, all athletes in the sample 
reported a strong belief in a stereotyped run-up approach, which could be 
standardized with extensive practice. This belief provided a strong rationale 
for investigating the run-up, in addition to the theoretical question of verifying 
whether gait could be visually regulated during the approach. Since empirical 
research has yet to comprehensively verify the specifying visual information 
sources which regulate gait in sport performance contexts, explicit 
identification of the role of visual information in the task of locomotor pointing 
by elite coaches can still provide important implications to guide future 
research in this area. Using the methods of previous research, which 
combines empirical and experiential knowledge (e.g. Greenwood et al., 
2012a), sport science researchers may be able to harness experiential 
knowledge to identify constraints and detail how athletes might adapt to 
them. Empirical research does provide some intuition on the subject (e.g. see 
Renshaw and Davids, 2006), however, combining explicit experiential 
knowledge, which is based on thousands of practice trial repetitions across 
varying training set-ups and competitive performance environments (rather 
than the comparatively small sample sizes of the majority of research studies 
in the area), may be able to provide a richer understanding of athletes’ 
learning processes and skilled performance. 
 
Individual differences do influence the way in which athletes make 
adaptations to task and environmental constraints during goal directed 
activity (Davids et al., 2008). Although it is correct to highlight the potential 
limitations that exist for scientific research if individual differences are over 
emphasised (Wulf, 2012), it is important that the nature of variations within 
and between individuals is understood. Individual adaptations, emerging from 
varying task and environmental constraints, do not elicit random behaviour, 
instead they stimulate subtle variations in goal-directed activity even in elite 
athletes (Newell, Liu and Mayer-Kress, 2001; Schöllhorn, Mayer-Kress, 
Newell and Michelbrink, 2009). Indeed, individual movement adaptations to 
satisfy the unique set of interacting (task, organismic and environmental) 
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constraints acting on each performer has been proposed as an important 
principle of motor learning (Newell et al., 2001; Davids et al., 2008). This 
unique individualised adaptation process needs to be better understood 
within sport science and performance analysis (Davids et al., 2007). For 
example, in a study examining the free throw in basketball it was 
demonstrated that at all skill levels, athletes were unable to identically repeat 
their movements patterns from shot to shot. Despite this variance, kinematic 
variables such as increased wrist flexion were correlated with improved 
performance (Button, MacLeod, Sanders and Coleman, 2003). Since the 
variation within and between individuals does not have to be large, 
movement models which promote efficient mechanics to increase 
performance and reduce injury potential still apply. However, the movement 
pattern kinematics of each individual athlete must be interpreted within the 
context of the ecological constraints from which they emerge.  
 
To summarise, this chapter promotes the integration of empirical 
knowledge of researchers with the experiential knowledge of elite coaches to 
enhance understanding of learning and performance in sport. This 
commentary correctly highlighted limitations in the use of experiential 
knowledge. However, with appropriate methodological approaches, 
underpinned by scientific theory, examples in extant research point to the 
significant benefits to both researchers and coaches in sharing their 






CHAPTER 5: EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE OF EXPERT COACHES 
CAN HELP IDENTIFY INFORMATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON 
PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC INTERCEPTIVE ACTIONS 
 
Chapter 2 highlighted limitations in empirical research to identify 
informational constraints which regulate behaviour in locomotor pointing 
tasks. Chapter 3 and 4 presented experiential knowledge of elite sport 
coaches as a potential source of knowledge to support empirical limitations. 
The following chapter qualitatively explores elite coach knowledge to identify 
visual reference points from the performance environment which may act as 





This chapter is based on the following peer reviewed article: 
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knowledge of expert coaches can identify informational constraints on 




Coordination of dynamic interceptive movements is predicated on 
cyclical relations between an individual’s actions and information sources 
from the performance environment. To identify dynamic informational 
constraints, which are interwoven with individual and task constraints, 
coaches’ experiential knowledge provides a complementary source to 
support empirical understanding of performance in sport. In this chapter, 15 
expert coaches from 3 sports (track and field, gymnastics and cricket) 
participated in a semi-structured interview process to identify potential 
informational constraints which they perceived to regulate action during run-
up performance. Expert coaches’ experiential knowledge revealed multiple 
information sources which may constrain performance adaptations in such 
locomotor pointing tasks. In addition to the locomotor pointing target, 
coaches’ knowledge highlighted two other key informational constraints: 
vertical reference points located near the locomotor pointing target and a 
check mark located prior to the locomotor pointing target. The current 
research highlights opportunities for broadening understanding of perception 
and action coupling processes, and the identified information sources warrant 
further empirical investigation as potential constraints on athletic 
performance. Integration of experiential knowledge of expert coaches with 
theoretically-driven, empirical knowledge represents a promising avenue to 




Performance of dynamic interceptive tasks in information-rich 
environments has highlighted the human capacity to utilise a variety of 
informational constraints and visual strategies to facilitate behaviour 
(Montagne and Laurent, 1994; van der Kamp et al., 1997). Predicated on the 
inherent degeneracy of neurobiological systems (Edelman and Gally, 2001; 
Mason, 2010), the ability to use multiple sources of information builds 
resilience into the system and facilitates adaptability in performance of 
interceptive actions under various task and environmental constraints 
(Montagne et al., 1999; Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000; Montagne, 
Buekers, de Rugy, Camachon and Laurent, 2002). To develop a satisfactory 
understanding of behaviour, knowledge of information sources that athletes 
use to co-ordinate performance of dynamic interceptive actions needs to be 
developed and verified in research (Beek et al., 2003a). Understanding the 
role and relevance of a variety of interwoven informational constraints, which 
may or may not affect performance under various task constraints is a 
complex challenge for researchers. For example, the integrated nature of the 
performance constraints which shape locomotor pointing behaviours, 
including the presence and type of nested tasks required at the end of the 
run-up (such as jumping, vaulting or bowling a ball), highlights the challenge 
of isolating the effect of individual informational constraints in dynamic 
environments (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Understanding of informational 
constraints which regulate goal-directed behaviours in complex performance 
environments is still lacking (Beek et al., 2003a) and a major challenge 
concerns the identification of informational constraints to investigate 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
 
Until now, understanding of interceptive actions has tended to emerge 
from experimental investigations focused on modelling behaviour (e.g. De 
Rugy et al., 2002b; Jacobs and Michaels, 2006). In order to accurately model 
complex human actions, detailed descriptions of the phenomena which 
contribute to performance behaviours are required. Predictive modelling 
represents the highest understanding of human performance, but an 
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important first step to understanding informational constraints which regulate 
behaviour is a description of phenomena to support an explanation of 
performance. One method to mitigate the complexity of identifying 
informational constraints which may guide performance of dynamic 
interceptive actions is predicated on expert practitioner knowledge of 
performance behaviours (Beek et al., 2003a), previously proposed as a 
complimentary knowledge source for experimental research (Greenwood et 
al., 2012a).  
 
Honed by years of experience and reflection expert sport coaches have 
an extensive foundation of declarative (knowing) and procedural (doing) 
knowledge which is highly specialised (Nash and Collins, 2006). Through 
exploration, this knowledge source presents opportunities to enhance 
understanding of performance across domains (Williams and Ericsson, 
2005). Expert coaches’ ability to consciously elucidate knowledge is a 
function of their expertise (Williams and Davids, 1995), and is an important 
characteristic when considering its potential role as a complementary 
knowledge source. For example, experiential knowledge of expert sport 
coaches has previously been used in empirical research to provide rich 
descriptions of novel topics in which limited experimental information is 
available (e.g. Eccles et al., 2009). Elite coaches not only have to understand 
the influence and interaction of task, environmental and individual constraints 
on performance but harness the underlying complexity in representative 
performance and learning environments to teach and guide behaviour 
(Cushion and Jones, 2001). Expert coaches are perceptively attuned and 
calibrated to relevant informational constraints and as a result their 
knowledge has been used to inform the design of representative tasks in 
empirical research settings (e.g. Ericsson and Smith, 1991), guide programs 
of scientific research (e.g. Williams and Kendall, 2007), and more recently, 
when combined with empirical research, enhance understanding of human 
performance (Greenwood et al., 2012a). Experiential knowledge should not 
be considered a substitute for rigorous empirical research (Greenwood, 
Davids and Renshaw, 2012b), rather in line with the aim of the current paper, 
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it could be used to complement empirical understanding of perception-action 
coupling through expert identification of potential informational constraints. 
Reduction of knowledge as either simply ‘experiential’ or ‘empirical’ in nature 
is clearly oversimplified, but the distinction is useful in highlighting important 
differences in the origins and development of knowledge structures of 
researchers and coaches (Jones et al., 2003).  
 
5.2.1 Locomotor pointing as a task vehicle 
Locomotor pointing is the movement towards, and interception of, a 
target in space and exemplifies how dynamic interceptive actions emerge 
from a prospective control strategy, based on temporal information from the 
optic flow, rather than on feed forward planning of movements (Montagne et 
al., 2000b; De Rugy et al., 2002a; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Within 
empirical research locomotor pointing has become an important movement 
model for investigating processes of perception-action coupling during sport 
performance (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). The process of perception-action 
coupling highlights that movements and perception variables adapt to each 
other, neither having primacy during goal-directed behaviour (Bootsma and 
van Wieringen, 1990). For example, in cricket fast-bowling, during the 
approach to a target (crease lines) on the floor, participants continually 
assess their current positioning and desired positioning, and the perceived 
differences between them, modulating gait parameters such as step length 
and velocity in order to minimise this disparity (Renshaw and Davids, 2004).  
 
The ability to adjust step length and regulate gait as a function of visual 
informational constraints during locomotor pointing has been documented in 
previous research (Lee et al., 1982). However, the sources of information 
which facilitate this dynamic interaction of an individual and a performance 
environment are still not well understood. Whilst research in laboratories has 
revealed that participants are able to utilise multiple information sources to 
direct behaviour (Montagne and Laurent, 1994), the implicit process by which 
these information sources are picked up is not known. When trying to explore 
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this research question in performance of dynamic sports-related tasks the 
lack of authentic performance environments in which the data are collected 
presents a limitation to the identification of information sources which 
regulate perception and action coupling (Davids et al., 2008). Locomotor 
pointing movement models in sport, such as the run-up in cricket bowling, 
track and field horizontal jumping and gymnastic vaulting provide relevant 
task vehicles to enhance understanding of perception-action coupling under 
rich ecological constraints (Davids et al., 2005b). Differing tasks nested at the 
end of a run up, such as a horizontal jump for distance in track and field, a 
tumbling vault in gymnastics, and a bowling delivery in cricket, constrain gait 
patterns which skilled athletes use to complete the task (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2006). Since task constraints change the way in which locomotor 
pointing tasks are performed (Maraj et al., 1998), research is needed to 
enhance understanding of how sport specific constraints combine to shape 
completion of the run-up task. 
 
The current chapter aimed to examine whether experiential knowledge 
of elite coaches, revealed during extended interviews, could aid identification 
of potential informational constraints which regulate perception-action 




Purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002) was used in the selection and 
recruitment of expert coaching participants from high performance sport 
programmes that rely on the run-up for performance outcomes. Fifteen 
expert level coaches (14 male, 1 female) from track and field jumps (n=5), 
gymnastics vaulting and tumbling (n=5), and cricket fast-bowling (n=5) 
participated in the qualitative inquiry. In line with previous studies involving 
expert coaches each participant was required to have a minimum of 10 years 
coaching experience (Côté, Salmela and Russell, 1995b). All coaches had 
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worked, or were currently working, with elite level athletes at Olympic and/or 
international level and had the highest coaching qualification in their country. 
 
5.3.2 Research design 
All Interviews were conducted by the PhD candidate, who had 
experience as a sports science service provider at a national level in all 3 
sports. This experience helped establish a rapport with the interviewees and 
assisted in the interpretation of results (Patton, 2002). At the beginning of the 
interview participants were informed that the aim of the chapter was to 
investigate the run-up in sport. Due to the expert coaching sample involved, a 
semi-structured interview methodology which utilised open-ended questions 
was adopted to explore and elicit expert knowledge (Charmaz, 2006). 
Informational constraints purposefully formed only part of the interview 
process so as not to direct participants or bias results. Additional interview 
content included the identification of multiple, interacting individual, task and 
environmental constraints, which differ across each sport. Additionally, 
limitations of current understanding and the amount of focus and current 
coaching strategies to address athlete limitations were discussed, often 
through the exemplification of experiences. Although there was a similar 
structure to the progression of interviews, content was sport specific and the 
ordering of questions varied depending on participant responses. Issues 
discussed included the perceived importance of the run-up, contributors to 
success, current coaching practices, and run-up specific knowledge. 
Interviews lasted between 30 and 70 minutes each (M = 44 min), with 14 
interviews conducted face-to-face in an environment chosen by the 
participant, and one interview conducted via internet telephony. Interviews 
were recorded and transcribed verbatim by the PhD candidate. Ethical 
approval was gained by an institutional ethics review committee prior to the 
commencement of the interview process. 
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5.3.3 Data analysis 
Through knowledge of expert coaches, data analysis aimed to identify 
informational constraints which might be used to regulate functional 
performance of dynamic interceptive tasks. From the unstructured data 
emerging from the interview process, sentence-by-sentence open coding 
was performed by the PhD candidate to draw out raw data themes from each 
coach to form the units of data for analysis (Côté et al., 1995b). Coding was 
used to select, separate, and categorise potential informational constraints 
from the qualitative data (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996) using the NVIVO 
software package (version 8, QRS, Australia). Categories were temporary as 
they evolved, merged, and changed as the analysis progressed (Côté et al., 
1995b). To ensure trustworthiness of the data, after initial organisation by the 
PhD candidate, the first supervisor re-read the raw data to check and verify 
the correct categorisation and ensure data was perceived within the correct 
context. A triangulation consensus between the first researchers and the 
second supervisor, who was not involved in the initial analysis of data, was 
completed to ensure that the placement of raw data into categories was 
correct (Côté et al., 1993). To ensure correct interpretation of raw data by the 
researchers, categorised data was returned to the interview participants for 
approval of understanding and to verify results. Coaches agreed with the 
influence of the informational constraints identified and reiterated the implicit, 
rather than explicit, nature of informational constraints (Beek, 2000). When 
vertical reference points were highlighted, coaches suggested some 
additional examples which may also function as informational constraints, 
including the wind sock in track and field, located prior to the locomotor 
pointing target, and the batsman in cricket, located beyond the locomotor 
pointing target. Perhaps unsurprisingly these elite level coaches were 
particularly interested in the detailed comments of coaches’ from other sports 
over their own. 
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5.4 Results  
The current chapter aimed to identify potential informational constraints 
on performance in locomotor pointing tasks. Experiential knowledge of elite 
coaches identified the role of the locomotor pointing target, visual focus of 
attention, and potential informational constraints throughout the run-up. In 
line with the current literature each concept is described by two raw coach 
quotations (e.g. Eccles et al., 2009). 
 
Whilst the locomotor pointing target on the ground (e.g., the take-off 
board in the long jump or the bowling crease lines in cricket) was mentioned 
by coaches across all 3 sports as important for visual perception, none of the 
participants highlighted it as a key focus of attention. The following coach 
quotations indicate that, although the target is important to guiding behaviour 
during the locomotor pointing task, it should not be considered the sole focus 
of visual attention. One key reason for this finding is the negative effect that 
‘looking down’ at the take-off area has on body position. Each nested task 
requires athletes to be in an upright position for successful execution and 
dropping the head to focus the eyes on the target has negative impacts on 
shoulder and back positioning. Coaches suggested that there was no need to 
directly focus visual attention on the locomotor pointing target: 
“You have your peripheral vision so you can actually see the board as 
you are coming in. But when you come in you must have a nice tall position, 
you don’t want your head down looking at the board… so I prefer to run in 
and use your peripheral vision.” (Track and field coach 1) 
 
“When you are close to the horse, (in the) last 2 steps, you won’t see 
the board, so if you put your head down to see the board you will miss the 
take-off. So you must see the board peripherally, just run and catch the board 
with your feet.” (Gymnastics Coach 1) 
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Coaches emphasised a distal focus of attention based on performance 
of the nested task constraints. Limited instructions regarding focus of 
attention were preferred over specific directions for the athletes. Coaches 
generally avoided using explicit instructions to direct attention due to concern 
of potential interference with the natural processes which couple perception 
and action in athletes during practice performance:  
 
 “They all look at something when they are running into bowl, but it’s 
often very different. You are looking in that particular area, but whether you 
are looking at the batsmen’s feet, the batsman’s pads, halfway up the 
stumps, or the bottom of middle stump. I find it really hard, because 
sometimes you just don’t really think about it, you just do it. It’s when you are 
bowling badly that you start thinking about it.” (Cricket coach 2) 
 
“They are looking down there towards the pit. But their focus is to 
concentrate on the movement, on the feeling of the movement, on the 
sensations of the rhythm of the run-up, this is what is the key, it has to be 
automatic.” (Track and field coach 5) 
 
In line with empirical research (e.g. Renshaw and Davids, 2004), 
experiential knowledge of coaches suggested that informational constraints 
are present, and dynamic, throughout the run-up, before the target on the 
floor became visible. These exemplar quotations from a track and field and 
gymnastics coach demonstrate limitations of relying solely on the locomotor 
pointing target, especially in the early phase of the run-up: 
 “When you start your run-up 30 or 40 metres back you don’t see the 
board. You would need binoculars to see the board, you don’t know where 
the board is. Yes, it’s somewhere close to the pit, but that’s it, you don’t really 
see the board.” (Track and field coach 5) 
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“I think we have a widening view, we watch many things. You can’t just 
look at the board at the start (of the run-up) it is too easy to miss.” 
(Gymnastics coach 5) 
 
Expert coaches believed that multiple informational constraints 
contributed to visual perception throughout the locomotor pointing task. The 
following quotes highlight the reliance of athletes on peripheral vision to 
regulate performance of sport specific locomotor pointing tasks: 
“You are using a lot of different things during your run-up, you are using 
your target at the other end, you are using the stumps at one end, you are 
using the umpire, you are using the lines on the ground.” (Cricket coach 5) 
 
“We encourage an open peripheral view in long jump and triple jump, 
with the idea that you keep an open vision of the pit. In high jump, once again 
you need to have an open vision through the run-up. In the run-up itself we 
are trying to see everything. To make sure they have an idea of where 
everything lies in front of them, where the run-up path is.” (Track and field 
coach 3) 
 
In addition to the locomotor pointing target, two potential informational 
constraints were mentioned across all three sports as potential contributors 
to perception and action coupling in locomotor pointing: Vertical reference 
points near the point of take-off, and a check mark positioned approximately 
halfway through the run-up. A vertical reference point refers to a source of 
information in an upright plane which may be used to regulate gait during the 
run up. Examples include the location of the judges and chevrons in track 
and field, the vault table in gymnastics and the umpire and stumps in cricket 
bowling. The following quotes from track and field and cricket coaches 
provide examples of experiential awareness of the role that vertical reference 
points play in affecting athlete perception: 
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“One of the things that makes a significant difference to the run-up is 
whether there is an umpire in place. The umpire provides part of the depth 
perception of the bowlers as to where they need to land their feet. So one 
thing we do try and do in training now is make sure there is always an umpire 
in place whenever they bowl as it gives the bowlers better perceptions. 
Putting the stumps in as well, that can make a difference too. It helps them 
get a feel for the run-up.” (Cricket coach 4)  
 
“We now use a set-up with a couple of chairs and we try to put some 
clutter around the board. In competition there are probably 2 or 3 officials 
standing alongside of the pit and 3 or 4 seated next to the take-off area, plus 
one standing either side of the board. So we can’t clutter it up as well as we 
would like to. But I think that that is one of the big changes from training to 
competition that affects the athletes.” (Track and field coach 2)  
 
Coaches also highlighted the use of a check mark as a potentially 
useful informational constraint. A check mark is represented as a line on the 
ground or small marker placed perpendicular to the direction of the run-up in 
a location part way through the run-up. It acts as a task and individual 
specific target which defines a standard position in the run-up that the athlete 
needs to accurately intercept. Despite examples of the important role of 
check marks for regulating gait during the approach phase exist in all 3 
sports, coaches noted it was not employed by all athletes. Quotations from a 
gymnastics and cricket coach highlight this: 
“We have different marks for different people. We have one for the start, 
one for the running stage and one at take-off. The second one is for running 
power, if you miss it you miss the final target. It moves for different skills and 
springboard distances” (Gymnastics coach 3) 
 
“Some people have a marker half way through the run-up which is 
placed for when they hit their optimum rhythm… It is used to reflect a 
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consistent point that they are happy with to know that they are in rhythm.” 
(Cricket coach 5) 
 
To summarise the main findings, expert coaches’ experiential 
knowledge provided insights into the role of multiple informational constraints 
which are considered to regulate perception and action coupling throughout 
the entire run-up. These results highlight the role that experiential knowledge 
might play in complementing empirical research to increase understanding of 
dynamic interceptive actions. 
 
5.5 Discussion  
While empirical research has long highlighted the circular relationship 
between perception and action in locomotor pointing tasks, understanding of 
informational constraints which facilitate performance in dynamic 
environments is not well developed. Combining experiential knowledge of 
expert coaches with current experimental research can evolve understanding 
of the control mechanisms and informational constraints used to regulate 
behavior.  
 
In line with empirical research, experiential knowledge of expert 
coaches noted that each athlete’s visual regulation in locomotor pointing was 
continuous and occurred throughout the entire task (Renshaw and Davids, 
2004). Coaches described athlete’s visual regulation from very early in the 
approach and highlighted the limitation of relying on the locomotor pointing 
target (e.g. the take-off board, popping crease line or spring board) as the 
sole source of perceptual information to guide behaviour. Even though the 
locomotor pointing target does act as an informational constraint from both 
empirical (Glize and Laurent, 1997) and current experiential data 
perspectives, coaches from all three sports suggested the target was not the 
only informational constraint, in fact, they actively encouraged athletes not to 
visually focus on it. Two additional potential informational constraints were 
identified by experiential knowledge as facilitating perception and action 
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coupling in locomotor pointing tasks. The first is a vertical reference point 
located close to the locomotor pointing target, and the second is a check 
mark, located on the ground part way through the run-up. The identification of 
multiple sources of visual information to guide locomotor pointing behaviour 
complements current mathematical modelling of prospective control of 
interceptive actions (Beek et al., 2003a). 
 
In line with suggestions emerging from experimental research 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2004) elite sport coaches identified the role of a 
vertical reference point within the proximity of the locomotor pointing target 
as a significant informational constraint in run-up tasks. The role of vertically-
oriented references as informational constraints align with empirical research 
suggesting that stable temporal objects provide time-to-contact information 
which facilitate gait adjustments in locomotor pointing (De Rugy et al., 
2002a). Although this relationship has previously been applied to the 
locomotor pointing target within the functional axis of movement (De Rugy et 
al., 2001), the temporal information which directs behaviour in this manner 
can be related to any functional axis and has been shown to be valid when 
the target is not on the floor (De Rugy et al., 2002a). Experiential knowledge 
of these coaches suggests that, not only are they aware of the role of vertical 
references in regulating perception and action coupling, but they also utilise 
this understanding in the design of learning and training tasks. The inclusion 
of relevant informational constraints during training is vital for effective 
learning as representative learning design allows information and movement 
couplings to emerge and visual perception to improve (Savelsbergh and van 
der Kamp, 2000; Pinder et al., 2011). 
 
A check mark located on the ground is assumed to be used in the same 
way as the locomotor pointing target. Previous theoretical (De Rugy et al., 
2002b) and applied (Glize and Laurent, 1997) work has demonstrated that 
markings on the ground can be used to facilitate gait adjustments in 
locomotor pointing tasks. Coaches highlighted the potential of a check mark 
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as an important informational constraint which athletes might use to regulate 
their actions. However, they reflected that it was not utilised by all athletes 
and no data currently exists on their usage during elite sports performance, 
an issue to be addressed in further research. Elite coaches suggested 
limitations in directing visual focus toward markings on the ground to guide 
locomotor pointing behavior due to the negative effect that ‘looking down’ to 
sight the marker has on the athletes upright body posture, which is critical for 
maximum velocity running and completion of current sport specific nested 
tasks. 
 
Coaches highlighted the role of peripheral vision in picking up 
information from informational constraints in dynamic sporting environments. 
Ecological psychology theory suggests that instead of deliberate attention, 
the mechanism of attunement to informational constraints of the environment 
is implicit (Gibson, 1979) and a distal focus of attention based on 
performance of the nested task is recommended. Perhaps the mechanism of 
attunement to the two identified informational constraints, vertical references 
and a check mark, are different in nature. The use of a check mark might 
seem to require, or at least encourage a more explicit focus of attention, 
whereas the use of a range of stable and reliably present vertical reference 
points around the target might not need to be explicit in order to function 
effectively. Developing understanding of how participants implicitly attune to 
different sources of information in the environment is still not understood. A 
challenge for future research is to understand how performers select the 
informational constraints which they couple to their actions for successful 
task completion (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000; De Rugy et al., 
2001). Gaining greater understanding of the influence of informational 
constraints on performance, once athletes become attuned to them, would 
enhance understanding of the methods by which athletes select information 
sources to guide behaviours. This type of research has previously been used 
in decision making research to guide training principles (Raab, 2003). 
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The current results could be translated into experimental research 
through investigation of the role of the identified informational constraints on 
gait regulation. For example, this aim could be achieved by manipulation of 
the presence, or absence, of the umpire in cricket bowling, wind sock in track 
and field horizontal jumps, and check mark in gymnastics vaulting. Also of 
interest would be the alteration of the positioning of these informational 
constraints relative to the target area to examine the influence on locomotor 
pointing strategies. These manipulations have interesting theoretical 
implications as well as practical applications to the representative design of 
learning and training programs (Pinder et al., 2011). Locomotor pointing 
research on the triple jump has shown that skilled performers display a more 
stable gait pattern during the run-up than non-skilled counterparts (Maraj et 
al., 1998), suggesting more functional use of informational variables can be 
learned. Targeted manipulation of key informational constraints in training 
and learning settings may strengthen perception-action couplings to enhance 
locomotor pointing performance. Comparisons between the effects of these 
informational constraints on both elite and novice participants, and the way 
athletes deal with these changes would also be of interest.  
 
In summary, experiential knowledge of expert coaches contributed to 
understanding of task complexity and the role of interacting constraints in 
locomotor pointing as an exemplar interceptive action. Data from the current 
chapter suggested how experiential knowledge can complement empirical 
understanding of performance behaviours which centre on the performer-
environment relationship. Experiential knowledge identified the potential role 
that vertically-oriented reference points and check marks in the performance 
environment may play as informational constraints which regulate perception 
and action coupling during locomotor pointing in sport. Combining 
experiential knowledge with extant empirical understanding suggests that the 
role of vertical references in locomotor pointing tasks provides an ideal task 
vehicle for investigating informational constraints which facilitate perception 
and action coupling. To complement the current findings, exploration of 
informational constraints could take place in applied, in-situ training and 
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performance settings to ensure research has both theoretical and applied 
outcomes. Through the distinction between, and utilisation of, these 
complementary knowledge sources, the current chapter highlights 
opportunities for broader comprehension of perception and action coupling to 
sport pedagogists and sport scientists through the combination of practically-
driven, experiential knowledge of expert coaches with theoretically-driven, 
empirical knowledge of researchers.  
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CHAPTER 6: A VERTICAL INFORMATIONAL CONSTRAINT ON 
REGULATION OF GAIT IN THE RUN-UP DURING CRICKET FAST-
BOWLING 
 
In chapter 5 integration of experiential knowledge of elite sport coaches 
and empirical knowledge of researchers identified vertical references in the 
performance environment as a potential source of information which 
regulates behaviour in locomotor pointing tasks. The following chapter uses 
the presence of an umpire in a cricket fast-bowling task to explore the role of 
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The current chapter investigated the role of visual information in 
regulating behaviour during locomotor pointing performance in sport. Despite 
researchers’ awareness of the capacity to regulate gait as a function of visual 
information, the perceptual variables used by performers to regulate these 
changes are not well understood. Through contributions from experiential 
knowledge of elite coaches and theoretical understanding from previous 
empirical research, the presence of an umpire, acting as a vertical 
informational constraint, was manipulated to investigate effects on gait 
regulation during the run-up in 4 elite developmental cricket fast bowlers. 
Lower values of the standard deviation of heel-to-crease distance, lower foot 
flight time, and increased maximum running velocity were observed in the 
umpire condition when compared to a no-umpire condition. Results 
suggested that the presence of an umpire does act as an informational 
constraint, allowing elite developmental athletes to functionally regulate gait 
during cricket fast-bowling. Presentation of a potential informational 
constraint which facilitates gait regulation prior to a target on the ground 
being visible offers a mechanism to explain the ongoing perception-action 





 Despite formative empirical research on locomotor pointing in the long 
jump implying a predominately stereotyped run-up (Lee et al., 1982; Hay, 
1988; Berg et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1997), small inconsistencies in stride 
length described as ‘unavoidable’ (Scott et al., 1997) emerged in a number of 
later studies (e.g. Lee et al., 1982; Glize and Laurent, 1997; Maraj, 1999). 
Later, application of trial-by-trial analysis methods demonstrated that onset of 
visual regulation, the use of visual information to intercept a target on the 
floor, was not consistent, nor only restricted to the final phase of the run-up 
as originally proposed. Instead, visual regulation was based on the amount of 
accumulated error of foot placement perceived during performance 
(Montagne et al., 2000b), suggesting that vision was more prominent in 
facilitating gait regulation behaviours than previously proposed. Research 
demonstrated that the onset of a visual control strategy occurs multiple times 
throughout the run-up, whenever the athlete perceived that accrued error in 
footfall placement required reduction (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). 
Theoretically, these results are consistent with insights from ecological 
psychology which propose that a coupling emerges between an individual’s 
actions and information from the environment to facilitate behaviour 
throughout task performance. This viewpoint highlights that movement and 
perception of regulating variables are co-adapted to each other during 
performance, with neither having primacy during the organisation of goal-
directed behaviours (Bootsma and van Wieringen, 1990). Every movement 
gives rise to a specific optic array in the surrounding energy flows, which can 
facilitate behaviour in a cyclical and constant manner (Gibson, 1979). 
Founded on evidence that athletes make continuous adjustments to gait 
based on informational constraints from the performance environment 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2006), a key question remains: what informational 
constraints are being used to facilitate athlete behaviours during locomotor 
pointing tasks? 
  
 In laboratory-based walking tasks a consistent observation has been 
that humans use visual information from the walking surface to intercept 
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targets or avoid obstacles (e.g. De Rugy et al., 2000; Patla and Greig, 2006). 
For example, while navigating complex terrain in artificial environments, the 
presence of visual information on the floor at least 2 steps prior to a target 
seems to facilitate centre of mass alterations to maintain efficiency of walking 
mechanics (Matthis and Fajen, 2013). In fact, in previous work, the presence 
and absence, spatial location (De Rugy et al., 2002a) and configuration 
(Patla, Tomescu and Ishac, 2004) of a target on the floor have highlighted its 
role as an informational constraint which facilitates gait behaviours. However, 
empirical understanding of visual control of gait emerging from laboratory 
settings is typically predicated on performance over short distances, at low 
speeds, and in highly stable performance environments. For example, 
Matthis and Fajen (2013) required participants to walk slowly (0.6 m.s-1) over 
a short distance (3.6m) avoiding simulated obstacles projected on the floor. 
Far less is known about the control of foot placement in dynamic 
environments, for example during performance of a 25 metre run-up in 
cricket fast bowling, where locomotor pointing accuracy and maximum 
running velocity (6.5 m.s-1) positively correlate with performance outcomes 
(Glazier et al., 2000; Duffield et al., 2009). The key theoretical issue concerns 
whether visual control strategies during locomotor pointing tasks are 
functionally adapted according to different task constraints such as distance 
to target and locomotion velocity. 
 
 Analyses of locomotor pointing track and field horizontal jumps 
demonstrated that the presence of a target on the floor (e.g., a take-off 
board) can facilitate gait regulation in the final phase of the run-up (Maraj, 
1999). However, in these dynamic environments data from a number of 
studies suggested that visual regulation of gait occurs throughout a 
locomotor pointing task, at distances prior to the target on the floor being 
visible (Glize and Laurent, 1997; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Evidence 
reported for gait adjustment throughout the run-up implies that, to support 
performance adaptability in dynamic sport environments, a number of 
perceptual variables may potentially be used to guide behaviour throughout 
the task (De Rugy et al., 2001; Davids et al., 2006b). Research suggests that 
athletes can harness inherent neurobiological flexibility to exploit a variety of 
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informational constraints to regulate behaviour (Savelsbergh and van der 
Kamp, 2000) and, despite the fact that locomotor pointing behaviours can be 
directed by a single object, a flow of additional information can result in more 
functional regulation of behaviour (Warren, Kay, Zosh, Duchon and Sahuc, 
2001).  
 
 A major challenge is to identify informational constraints which might 
regulate successful locomotor pointing behaviour during interceptive actions 
(Beek et al., 2003a). Previous attempts to understand which perceptual 
variables might have the potential to regulate gait during run-up performance 
in sport have been undertaken from a qualitative perspective, targeting the 
experiential knowledge of elite sport coaches (Greenwood, Davids and 
Renshaw, 2013). Coaching expertise, based on extensive levels of 
experiential knowledge in applied sport settings, provides a complementary 
information source to increase understanding of task complexity and the role 
of interacting constraints in locomotor pointing (Greenwood et al., 2012a). 
For example, elite cricket coaches suggested that the position of an umpire, 
located near the locomotor pointing target area, has the potential to act as a 
vertically oriented informational constraint to guide gait regulation of bowlers 
towards the bowling crease (Greenwood et al., 2013). This expert opinion is 
harmonious with theoretical modelling of locomotor pointing behaviours 
proposing that perception of a stable (vertical) object positioned adjacent to a 
target can provide time-to-contact information for interception (Berthelon et 
al., 1991; De Rugy et al., 2002a; Beek et al., 2003a). It was concluded that 
time-to-contact information, which remained unaffected by variations in target 
positioning, may be a preferred informational constraint used to regulate gait 
during locomotor pointing performance (De Rugy et al., 2002a). Because it 
supports flexibility in behaviour under a variety of task and environmental 
constraints, it has been proposed that a vertical frame of reference (instead 
of direction of motion or any other directional information) provides access to 
time-to-contact information. Indeed, even when the horizon is not visible, 
vertical frame of reference information can constrain locomotor pointing 
behaviours continuously through the vestibular system (De Rugy et al., 
2000). This combination of experiential and empirical knowledge has 
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implications for understanding how run-ups are controlled during sport 
performance. For instance, these ideas can be tested by manipulating the 
presence of vertical information gained from the positioning of an umpire 
during a cricket bowling task. Due to the length of the run-up (approximately 
25 metres) in cricket fast bowling the crease lines on the ground that athletes 
need to intercept with their feet are not visible throughout the task. This 
extended run-up length is one reason elite coaches suggested the adjacency 
of an umpire to the bowling crease might provide a potential vertical 
informational constraint to regulate run-up behaviours in this locomotor 
pointing task.  
 
 Through manipulation of an informational constraint, identified by 
empirical research and elite experiential knowledge, the role of visual 
information in gait regulation during the cricket run-up was explored in the 
study described in this chapter. Utilising a methodology which recorded gait 
variables during the entire run-up it was hypothesised that the presence of 
the umpire would act as a vertical informational constraint to support the 
even distribution of gait adjustments throughout the entire cricket fast-bowling 
run-up task. These results would be evident through observation of smaller 
standard deviations of foot placement values in the final phase of the run-up 
with vertical impulse data, specifically lower foot flight times, reflecting how 
gait adjustments were organised (Lee et al., 1982). Additionally, in line with 
the findings of a study on walking by Matthis and Fajen (2013), it was 
expected that run-up velocity would be lower in the absence of vertical 
informational constraints to support emergent gait behaviours. The 
expectation is that, when key informational constraints are removed from the 
environment, task performance would not tend to fail, but rather the 
availability of additional perceptual information sources would support the 





  To achieve the desired aims of the current chapter a sample of highly 
skilled cricketers was required. In line with sample sizes of specialised 
athletes in previous locomotor pointing research, (e.g., Lee et al., 1982 
(N=3), Glize and Laurent, 1997 (N=5), Bradshaw, 2004 (N=5)), 4 elite 
development athletes (Mean age = 18.1 ± 0.4 years) participated in the 
current research. Participants were members of elite state and national junior 
squads (Under 17 and Under 19 years), defined as fast bowlers by a 
nationally-accredited Level 2 cricket coach. Athletes had extensive task 
experience as part of the elite junior development pathway (Mean duration as 
development squad member = 4.3 ± 1.2 years). All participants were right 
handed. 
 
6.3.2 Design and procedure 
  All participants were naïve to the aims of the study and were asked to 
bowl as they would in a competitive cricket match. A total of 144 fast-bowling 
run-ups were analysed during performance on the main pitch of a first-class 
cricket ground during the experiment. Bowling in pairs, participants bowled a 
total of 36 balls each, completing their deliveries in ‘overs’ of six consecutive 
balls replicating competitive performance conditions. Presented as condition 
blocks counterbalanced across participants, athletes bowled 3 overs in a 
vertical informational constraint condition (with an umpire present) and 3 
overs in a no-vertical informational constraint condition (without the presence 
of an umpire standing by the stumps). In the vertical informational condition 
the umpire was located in a ‘standard’ stationary position 4 metres directly 
behind the stumps at the bowling crease end consistent with competitive 
performance conditions. Ethical approval was gained by an institutional 
ethics review committee prior to commencement. Data on foot placement, 
foot flight time, foot contact time, and running velocity were collected during 
each trial. An overview of the experimental set-up can be found in Figure 6-1. 
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All participants volunteered to take part in this research and understood that 











   25Hz Camera (Step Positioning)  
   High Speed Camera (Flight Time/Contact Time) 
   Umpire (Vertical informational constraint)  
   Velocity Laser 
   Calibrated area 
   Origin point 
   Wicketkeeper 
 
Figure 6-1: Overview of data collection set-up 
 
6.3.3 Data collection procedures 
  The run-up area was calibrated prior to testing using a rectangle 
calibration rig (2m width x 30m length) marked at 50-centimetre intervals. 
Opposed to previous sport-based locomotor pointing studies, prior calibration 
of the testing area eliminated the presence of a black and white marked strip 
Direction of Run-up 
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(e.g. Lee et al., 1982; Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006) or spherical markers 
(Scott et al., 1997; Renshaw and Davids, 2004; Berg and Mark, 2005) from 
the data collection environment, because they could be used as informational 
constraints by participants to regulate gait behaviours. Foot placement data 
(heel-to-crease distance) of every step of the run-up, including during 
performance of the nested task, were collected using 6 stationary, elevated 
SONY Handycam cameras (25Hz) parallel with the run-up. Cameras were 
placed side by side, each focussed on consecutive 5-metre run-up sections. 
Heel-to-crease distance values for each foot placement were digitised using 
the SIMI Motion system (SIMI Reality Motion Systems, Unterschleissheim, 
Germany, Version 6) in line with previous cricket-based locomotor pointing 
research (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Two-dimensional coordinate data 
were calculated using a direct linear transformation algorithm utilising four 
points of a square from the calibration rig surrounding each heel placement. 
Error levels of heel-to-crease distance accuracy (±0.01m) were within 
accepted norms for locomotor pointing research (Glize and Laurent, 1997). 
Rectangular calibration of the performance environment facilitated 
measurement in sagittal and frontal planes of motion for measurement of 
side to side variation of foot placement in addition to the standard heel 
distance-to-crease measurement. 
 
 Foot flight time and contact time data for each step were collected 
using a high speed camera (CASIO, Exilim EX-FH20; 240Hz) positioned 
directly behind the start of the run-up 30 centimetres above the ground. 
Measured using frame-counting software, foot contact was defined as the 
first frame the participant’s shoe contacted the ground until the first frame the 
shoe was no longer in contact with the ground. This method achieved 
accuracy to within ±0.004 seconds based on validation protocols with force 
plates (Kistler) operating at 1000Hz.  
 
 A linear distance laser measurement device operating at 100Hz 
(Jenoptik LDM 301) was positioned 5 metres behind the run-up start at a 
height of 1.5m. Directed at the lower part of the back of each participant, this 
technology provided velocity data for each trial. Following a residual analysis 
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of several typical run-up trials (Winter, 1990), raw laser distance and time 
data were optimally filtered with a second order Low Pass Butterworth filter at 
1.5 Hz. Maximum velocity, and the distance from the crease at which 
maximum velocity occurred were recorded for analysis.  
 
6.3.4 Data analysis - Inter-trial analysis  
 After verifying that assumptions were met with due corrections for 
violation of sphericity (Schutz and Gessaroli, 1987) 2 (condition) x 17 (step 
number to board) mixed model analyses of variance (ANOVA) with repeated 
measures on the last factor were used to examine the effect of condition 
(umpire, no-umpire) across step number (1-17) on three gait characteristics: 
standard deviation of heel-to-crease distance, mean foot flight time, and 
mean foot contact time. The standard deviation of heel-to-crease skewness 
coefficient (2.3) was outside the bounds of normality, resulting in logarithmic 
transformation of the data for statistical analysis. For significant main effects 
planned contrasts of the mean data between each condition and at each 
footfall were undertaken. Separate 2 (condition) x 18 (trial number) analyses 
of variance were used to compare two outcome characteristics of the run-up 
(maximum running velocity and distance to crease of maximum running 
velocity) between umpire and no-umpire conditions. Statistical analyses were 
completed with SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL).   
 
 Variability of heel-to-crease distance for each step was analysed 
following the protocols of Hay (1988), as adopted in other locomotor pointing 
studies (e.g. Berg et al., 1994; Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 
2004). In line with previous work on locomotor pointing in sport, the point of 
onset of visual regulation was defined by a marked and systematic decrease 
in variability. From this point the absolute amount of adjustment across each 
step, expressed as a percentage of total adjustment throughout the run-up, 
was calculated following the equation proposed by Hay (1988).  
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6.3.5 Trial-by-trial analysis 
Following the protocol of Montagne et al. (2000b), trial-by-trial 
analysis analysed correlation between the amount of adjustment needed and 
the amount produced were completed for each step of the run-up in 
regulated trials. ‘Regulated’ trials are defined as containing any step 
length greater or less than 4% of the mean step length for that 
athlete. Thus, the total amount of adjustment made until target 
interception from the onset of regulation was also analysed (see 
Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Only run-ups 
where adjustments showed an “unmixed” pattern of regulation (i.e. 
steps were either shortened or lengthened) were used in this 
analysis methodology.  
 
6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Inter-trial analysis 
Main effects of ANOVAs are displayed in Table 6-1, showing that standard 
deviation of heel-to-crease distance, foot flight time and maximum velocity 





F (dfM, dfR) Umpire (m) No-Umpire (m) 
Standard deviation  
of heel-to-crease  
distance (m) # 
10.75* (1,16) 0.135 ± 0.025 0.168 ± 0.011 
Foot Flight time (sec) 14.87* (1,16) 0.374 ± 0.022 0.381 ± 0.021 
Foot Contact time (sec) 0.74 (1,16)  0.222 ± 0.015 0.223 ± 0.015 
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Outcome Measures        
Maximum velocity (m.s-1) 22.91* (1,18) 6.64 ± 0.026 6.50 ± 0.047 
Distance from crease of 
maximum velocity (m) 0.99 (1,18) 6.56 ± 0.18 6.50 ± 0.18 
    
Significant main effects starred (*p=0.05). dfM =Degrees of freedom of the model. dfR 
= Degrees of freedom of the residual. F = critical value for F-ratio. # Logarithmic 
transformation to correct for skewness. 
 
Table 6-1: Main effect results comparing the effect of condition (umpire, no-
umpire) on gait characteristics (standard deviation of heel-to-crease distance, foot 
flight time, foot contact time) and outcome measures (maximum velocity, distance 
from crease of maximum velocity). 
 
Significantly different main effect results for standard deviation of heel-
to-crease distance and foot flight time prompted planned contrasts of step-
by-step information to explore where main effect differences occurred within 
the run-up. Figure 6-2 displays planned contrasts for standard deviations of 
heel-to-crease distance, in which no differences were noted. Variability in 





Figure 6-2: Mean standard deviation for each footfall (m), separated by 
condition (umpire, no-umpire) 
 
Figure 6-3 presents planned contrasts of step-by-step foot flight time 
data by condition. No significant differences were noted between individual 



























Figure 6-3: Mean foot flight time for each footfall (m), separated by condition 
(umpire, no-umpire). 
 
The amount of step adjustment made, reported per step as an absolute 
percentage of total adjustment, is presented in Figure 6-4. In line with 
previous work, adjustment measures were taken from the point when there 
was a ‘systematic’ reduction in footfall variability (see Hay, 1988). In the four 
initial steps of the run-up, 72% and 61% of regulation were made in the 
umpire and no-umpire condition respectively. In the final four steps of the 
run-up (near the locomotor pointing target) 8% and 14% of regulation were 
made in the umpire condition and no-umpire condition, respectively. Results 
suggested that more adjustments were made in the early phase of the run-up 
when a vertical reference source was present, allowing decreased visual 
regulation nearer the locomotor pointing target with potential implications for 
























Figure 6-4: Inter trial analysis. Absolute percentage step length 
adjustments of the run-up for all participants, separated by condition (umpire, no-
umpire). 
 
Trial by trial analysis 
Ninety-six per cent of the current trials were deemed as being regulated 
(n = 138). Of the regulated trials, 100% showed mixed regulation, containing 
both ascending and descending stride lengths, which excluded them from 
analysis (see Montagne et al., 2000b). 
 
Step-by-step analysis examined correlations between the amount of 
adjustment needed and the amount produced on all regulated trials (n = 138) 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Statistically significant correlation values at the 




















evident (Figure 6-5). Non-significant correlations were evident through the 
middle phase of the run-up in the umpire condition (steps 9 – 5) and the no-
umpire condition (steps 8 – 5). Important differences are evident in the final 
steps of the run-up with the no-vertical condition displaying higher levels of 
regulation in the bound and nested task steps with potential implications for 
nested task performance. 
  
 
Figure 6-5: Trial by trial analysis. Relationship (R2) between the amount of 
step length adjustment needed and the amount of step length made for all 
participants separated by condition (umpire, no-umpire).  
 *Significant correlations: P < 0.05  
 
6.4.2 Summary of findings 
 Comparison of conditions (umpire, no-umpire) revealed main effects 





















* *** * * * * * ***
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maximum running velocity. Planned contrasts providing step-by-step analysis 
showed no difference in standard deviation of foot-to-crease distance or foot 
flight time at individual steps. Analysis showed final step accuracy was not 
affected by variability in start position in either condition. Step adjustment 
percentage per step and correlations between adjustments required and 
adjustment made indicated that regulation of gait occurred throughout the 




 The combination of elite coaches’ experiential knowledge and 
empirical knowledge identified that a vertical reference point might be a 
potential informational constraint which regulates behaviour in locomotor 
pointing tasks (Greenwood et al., 2013). To test these ideas, investigation of 
the effect of the presence of an umpire, acting as a vertical informational 
constraint on gait regulation, was explored during performance of a run-up by 
skilled cricket fast bowlers. It was hypothesised that the availability of a visual 
vertical informational constraint (presence of an adjacent umpire to the 
bowling crease) in the performance environment would facilitate regulation of 
gait by participants. 
 
 In the vertical informational constraint condition of this research, lower 
values of standard deviation of heel-to-crease distance, foot flight time, and 
increased maximum running velocity (Table 6-1) suggested that an umpire 
might act as an informational constraint, allowing elite developmental athletes 
to functionally regulate their gait patterns in a cricket fast-bowling task. The 
completion of the run-up at a higher velocity in the umpire condition also 
supported the notion that the presence of an umpire acted as an 
informational constraint in the bowling task. This idea could be evidenced by 
the emergence of smaller, more systematic adjustments in stride length 
throughout the run-up when compared to performance in the no-umpire 
condition. In the no-umpire condition, higher foot flight times are related to 
increased gait adjustments by the body to regulate footfall (Lee et al., 1982). 
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Previous research in the long jump (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006) and 
gymnastics (Bradshaw, 2004) associated improved performance measures, 
jump distance and post vault flight time respectively, with smaller, more 
systematic adjustments in stride length throughout the run-up. Larger 
standard deviation values and foot flight times throughout the run-up indicate 
increased step alterations in the no-umpire condition, resulting in a lower 
maximum run-up velocity. These findings contribute to empirical evidence of 
perception-action coupling occurring throughout the locomotor pointing task, 
particularly prior to the target on the ground being visible. Identification of the 
effect of a vertical informational constraint on behaviour suggests a potential 
mechanism to explain how continuous gait regulation emerges throughout 
the bowling run-up.  
 
 In the current chapter the amount of observed gait adjustment per step 
(Figure 6-3) and correlations between stride adjustments made and 
adjustment required (Figure 6-4) conflicted with data reported in previous 
locomotor pointing research. Those studies suggested that a stereotyped 
approach is adopted during the major proportion of the run-up (e.g. Lee et al., 
1982; Hay, 1988). Instead, aligned with more recent research, gait data in 
this chapter suggested that step regulation is made, as and when needed, 
multiple times throughout the run-up (Glize and Laurent, 1997; Renshaw and 
Davids, 2004). Opposed to step length repeatability, results highlighted 
participants’ reliance on visual information from the performance environment 
to guide successful interception of a locomotor pointing target. This 
interpretation is consistent with insights from ecological psychology which 
highlight a continuous, cyclical, adaptive coupling of movement and 
perceptual variables throughout task performance (Gibson, 1979; Bootsma 
and van Wieringen, 1990). For example, despite inconsistent starting points, 
athletes were able to regulate to a relatively consistent point within the initial 
5 steps and achieve low levels of footfall variability at the locomotor pointing 
target (Figure 6-2), in line with values reported from observations of elite 
cricketers (0.11m - Renshaw and Davids, 2006) and elite long jumpers 
(0.12m - Montagne et al., 2000b).  
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 Over 60% of total step adjustment was made in the initial 5 steps of 
the run-up (Figure 6-2) at distances over 20 metres from the locomotor 
pointing target prior to the target on the ground being visible. Correlations 
between the amount of adjustment needed and adjustment made in the initial 
steps of the run-up (Figure 6-5) highlighted the reliance on informational 
constraints other than the locomotor pointing target to regulate gait 
throughout the run-up. Analysis of these behaviours during performance in a 
sport-specific context showed that athletes were exploring gait regulation 
throughout a greater distance, and at increased velocities, compared to 
performance of participants in a laboratory-based locomotor pointing task 
(e.g. Matthis and Fajen, 2013). By recording task performance over a longer 
distance than in typical laboratory contexts the study reported in this chapter 
explored the role of vertical informational constraints available prior to the 
target on the ground being visible. Findings highlighted the potential role of 
multiple informational constraints in facilitating the regulation of gait during 
locomotor pointing tasks. Significantly different values of run-up velocities 
between the vertical and no-vertical constraint conditions provided insights 
into the effects on behaviour of visual informational constraints and their role 
in task outcomes.  
 
 Since athletes are able to use multiple sources of information to 
regulate behaviour (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000) the elimination of 
a vertical reference point did not result in a complete breakdown of 
performance. Instead, the magnitude of footfall variability values highlighted 
more functional gait regulation with a vertical informational constraint present. 
More functional gait regulation was evidenced in a number of ways in this 
study. For example, availability of a vertical informational constraint near the 
locomotor pointing target facilitated gait regulation earlier in the run-up, 
resulting in fewer gait adjustments close to the locomotor pointing target 
(Figure 6-4) and a higher maximal velocity. A similar shape of the distance-
to-crease variability curve across footfalls between conditions potentially 
suggested the presence of additional, less functional, sources of information 
for gait regulation in the no-umpire condition (Figure 6-2). Examples of other 
potential informational constraints might include the stumps at either end of 
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the pitch, and the presence of the batsman and wicketkeeper positioned at 
an extended distance beyond the locomotor pointing target. The presence of 
these additional information sources may explain why bowlers were still able 
to adjust their step lengths early in the run-ups in the no-vertical information 
condition. An interesting question for future research would be to manipulate 
the positioning of different vertical informational constraints near the target 
area in cricket, and other sports, to investigate their specific effects on gait 
regulation in run-up tasks. Other examples include the presence of board 
markers and judges in track and field and a vaulting horse and judges in 
gymnastics. The results of the current chapter imply that individuals have the 
ability to use multiple sources of information to regulate gait, however 
highlighting the potential role of a vertical reference point in successful 
performance of a locomotor pointing task. Despite the focus on the vertical 
nature of the reference in the current chapter, the vertical dimensions of the 
umpire were not manipulated. As a result additional research is required to 
ensure that it is the vertical nature of the umpire which facilitates gait 
regulation, not the horizontal changes or social facilitation effects which the 
umpire may also provide.   
  
 In the current investigation 96% of trials were deemed visually 
regulated. Following the protocol of Montagne et al., (2000b) all of these trials 
were excluded from further analysis due to a mixture of ascending and 
descending gait regulations present. It has previously been suggested that 
trial-by-trial methods are not applicable in the measurement of full-length run-
ups. For example, in previous cricket research nearly 80% of regulated trials 
were excluded from analysis due to ascending and descending regulation 
patterns (Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Despite appropriate application in the 
original research context, in which only the final 10 strides of the run-up were 
analysed, results suggest that this analysis method may be inappropriate for 
use in investigations of full run-up tasks. Instead correlational analysis 
between amount of adjustment required and adjustment made (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2004) provided important insights into gait regulation through 
perception-action coupling, occurring throughout the run-up task in this 
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chapter. The limitations of this methodology for examining entire run-ups 
must be understood when deciding its appropriateness in future research.  
 
6.6 Conclusion 
We used a combination of elite coach experiential knowledge and 
empirical understanding to identify the effect of a potential informational 
constraint on behaviour in an applied locomotor pointing task. Data 
suggested that the umpire acts as an informational constraint during the fast-
bowling run-up in a cricket as a locomotor pointing task. This chapter 
provides support for more recent understanding of performance in dynamic 
interceptive run-up tasks, which showed that the process of perception-action 
coupling operates throughout the run-up to facilitate behaviour based on the 
visual information available in the performance environment. The 
identification of the umpire as an informational constraint provided insights 
into how perception-action coupling occurs throughout the run-up task, prior 
to the target on the ground being visible during cricket fast-bowling. Future 
research is needed to understand the effect of these changes on nested task 
performance, whether vertical informational constraints have the same effect 
in other sport settings, and to continue to identify other informational 
constraints which might facilitate behaviour during performance of dynamic 







CHAPTER 7: VERTICAL INFORMATIONAL CONSTRAINTS REGULATE 
GAIT DURING HORIZONTAL JUMP TRAINING 
 
Chapter 7 further explores the role of vertical references as potential 
informational constraints which regulate gait behaviour in locomotor pointing 
tasks. The aim of this chapter was to manipulate the presence of vertical 
reference points to explore their role in the visual regulation of gait during 
run-ups in long jump training specific tasks. 
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7.1  Abstract 
Experiential knowledge of elite coaches and empirical knowledge of 
researchers has suggested that vertical informational constraints, located 
near a target to intercept on the ground, have the potential to regulate gait 
during locomotor pointing tasks. The aim of this chapter was to manipulate 
the presence of vertical reference points to explore their role in visual 
regulation of gait during run-ups in long jump training. During long jump 
training, gait regulation was measured in 6 elite developmental athletes 
performing run-ups at 3 standard training distances (6-step, 10-step, and full 
run-up) as the presence of a potential informational constraint was 
manipulated. Results support empirical understanding of perception-action 
coupling which highlight an individual’s ability to use multiple, varied 
informational constraints to facilitate functional adaptability of gait throughout 
task performance. Despite analogous final footfall position between 
information conditions in all run-up lengths, lower standard deviation of toe-
to-board distance in the vertical information condition at multiple steps 
suggests that gait was regulated to intercept the locomotor pointing target by 
perception of information from a vertical reference point placed near the take-
off board. Results imply that presence of potential vertical reference points, 
such as a judge, board markers, or a wind sock, may enhance the 
representative design of training tasks in the long jump. 
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7.2  Introduction 
A dynamic performance environment and the combination of interacting 
task constraints presents run-ups in sport as a natural task vehicle to 
investigate processes of perception and action (Glize and Laurent, 1997; 
Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Based on availability of 
optical information from the performance environment, a strategy for 
regulating gait in such locomotor pointing tasks has been predicated on the 
difference between current and required behaviours (Montagne et al., 2000b; 
De Rugy et al., 2002b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). In a prospective control 
strategy, it has been proposed that perception and action are tightly coupled 
and mutually regulating during performance (Warren, Morris and Kalish, 
1988). However, the nature of the information sources which drive locomotor 
pointing behaviours remains ambiguous (Montagne et al., 2000b). 
Manipulation of environmental information in empirical research can 
demonstrate an individual’s ability to use information to facilitate functional 
adaptability of gait in different settings (Berg and Mark, 2005) and knowledge 
of key informational constraints which regulate behaviour in task specific 
settings is required (Beek et al., 2003a). 
 
Research on cricket fast-bowling run-ups has suggested an important 
role for vertical reference points, located near a target to be intercepted on 
the ground (i.e. the bowling crease), in gait regulation behaviours, prior to the 
target on the ground becoming visible (Greenwood, Davids and Renshaw, 
Under Review). These ideas are supported by previous theoretical modelling 
(De Rugy et al., 2002b), and more recently by the experiential knowledge of 
elite track and field coaches which identified vertical reference points within 
proximity of the locomotor pointing target on the ground, for example marker 
chevrons and a variety of sitting and standing judges, as potential 
informational constraints to regulate gait during the run-up (Greenwood et al., 
2013). In de Rugy et al.’s (2002b) model, the use of a vertical object as a 
reference point, instead of those in the direction of motion, has been 
proposed as a potential informational constraint to continuously regulate gait. 
The vertical provides eye-foot axis information can be perceived by 
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proprioceptively when visual information is limited, providing flexibility in the 
system and support for the model.  
 
The influence of nested tasks on locomotor pointing behaviours is 
important from both a theoretical and practical viewpoint (Renshaw and 
Davids, 2006). Nested tasks shape gait behaviour (Renshaw and Davids, 
2004), requiring theoretical understanding of their influence. Practically, if 
researchers are to influence coaching practices, knowledge needs to be 
based on representative movement models. To exemplify, the dynamic 
nature of sport run-ups and nested tasks signifies that, due to workload 
limitations, injury potential, and weekly training quality, the capacity for 
athletes to practice full distance run-ups with complete nested tasks in 
training is limited (Dennis, Finch and Farhart, 2005). An alternative, 
empirically untested, strategy is to practice run-ups (bowling or jumping) with 
a reduced approach distance (e.g. 6-step or 10-step run-ups in the long 
jump) or a simplified nested task (e.g. run through or modify the jumping 
task) at the end of the run-up to reduce athlete workload, alleviating training 
load concerns (Jacoby, 2009). What is not known about these solutions is 
whether visual control demands on performers are equivalent under these 
different task constraints and whether gait regulation behaviours may be 
altered when run-up distance or nested tasks are modified during training. 
For example, one suggested practical solution in the sport of long jumping, 
running through the target area without a jump, has been shown to require 
less than half the amount of visual regulation than running-up with a nested 
long jumping task at the end (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006). In addition, 
absence of a nested jumping task did not compel athletes to orientate the 
body in the final two steps of the run-up to prepare for required take-off 
positions. The absence of these final step requirements apparently limits the 
value of practising run-ups without a nested jumping task and assessments 
of run-up precision made without these constraints may be misleading 
(Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006).  
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Coaching practice requires athletes to practise the nested tasks in a 
simplified format to avoid effects of excessive training loads on the athlete’s 
body, given the demanding nature of performing a full run-up and jump. To 
alleviate workload stress on the athletes, some coaches have devised 
methods to practice simplified versions of the full tasks. One potential 
solution to this problem used in long jump training settings is a ‘pop-off’ at the 
locomotor pointing target (Paish, 1976; Jacoby, 2009). A pop-off attempts to 
mimic the final two steps of the run-up prior to take-off followed by a small 
jump emphasising the take-off action. To differentiate from actually jumping 
for maximum distance, the take-off leg remains straight and is then used for a 
one legged landing, after which the athlete runs through the pit. This type of 
simplification of the nested jumping task raises an interesting question for 
empirical research: With the consequence to impact on visual regulation 
strategies adopted by athletes, are the visual constraints of the pop-off task 
an adequate simulation of full-jump performance?  
 
Presence of relevant informational constraints which regulate 
behaviour, alterations to run-up distance and manipulations of nested tasks 
have implications for the ‘representative learning design’ of training 
environments (Pinder et al., 2011). A change to either task or informational 
constraints of the performance environment might change performance 
behaviours during training (Dicks et al., 2009). To facilitate learning in 
practical training environments, key informational constraints must be 
available for athletes to couple to their actions in the performance 
environment (Pinder et al., 2011). Lack of understanding of the effects of a 
nested task at the end of an approach run (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006) and 
the informational constraints (Beek et al., 2003a) which regulate locomotor 
pointing behaviours in sports, such as horizontal jumping, limits the capacity 
for principled design of learning and training environments (Savelsbergh and 
van der Kamp, 2000).  
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The aim of this chapter was to explore the visual regulation strategies of 
athletes during performance of a ubiquitous run-up training method (the pop-
off as a nested task) in a long jump training simulation. Observing run-ups at 
3 standard training distances (6-step, 10-step, and full run-up), gait regulation 
behaviours were recorded while the presence of a typical vertical reference 
point near the locomotor pointing target on the ground was manipulated. 
Despite previous research suggesting that different visual control strategies 
were used when cricket and long jump run-ups were compared (Renshaw 
and Davids, 2006), the combination of experiential and empirical knowledge 
(Greenwood et al., 2013) suggested that the presence of vertical reference 
points around the take-off area would facilitate gait regulation. It was 
hypothesised that the availability of additional information sources in the 
performance environment would allow functional regulation of gait, evident 
through lower standard deviation of toe-to-board distance throughout the run-
up when a vertical reference was present. Absence of a vertical reference 
would not cause performance to fail as multiple sources of information can be 
used to regulate behaviour (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000), however 
the availability of additional information sources will support regulation of gait 
throughout the task. 
 
7.3  Methods 
7.3.1 Participants 
6 elite developmental athletes (Mean age = 20.2 ± 3.5 years), 4 males 
and 2 females, participated in the current research. Participants were 
specialised horizontal jumping athletes, sub-elite members of a national 
talent identification squad. Athletes had extended task experience as 
horizontal jumping athletes as part of the state and national talent 
development pathway (Mean duration as development squad member = 4.3 
± 1.2 years).  
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7.3.2 Design and procedure 
A total of 226 run-ups were analysed on the runway of an athletics 
stadium, the typical training environment for all participants in the sample of 
elite athletes. Each participant performed 12 trials across 3 run-up distances 
(6-steps, 10-steps and full run-up) separated into vertical reference point 
(VRP; n=6) and no-vertical reference point (No-VRP; n=6) conditions. To 
avoid fatigue effects and allow each trial to be performed at maximum effort, 
each participant completed run-ups during 4 separate training sessions. 
Training sessions were completed on different days by each participant. (Day 
1:6 trials x 10-steps, 4 trials x 6-steps; Day 2:6 trials x 10-steps, 4 trials x 6-
steps; Day 3: 6 trials x Full, 2 trials x 6-steps; Day 4: 6 trials x Full, 2 trials x 
6-steps). Condition type was evenly distributed between testing days, but 
randomly assigned in each session. Following their normal warm-up 
protocols athletes completed the trials at their own pace which allowed a 
requisite amount of rest between each trial (Mean rest time between trials: 
3:40min). In the VRP condition, chevrons were placed either side of the take-
off board and a person, representing a judge, stood 1.5 metres to the side of 
the take-off board. Participants were instructed to run-up and ‘pop-off’ the 
board with maximum effort as they would in a normal training session. All 
participants had used the pop-off nested task as a part of their normal 
training programme and were adept at performing the task consistently. 
Participants were not informed of the specific purpose of the research, nor 
was their attention drawn to the presence or absence of vertical reference 
points. A level-4, nationally-accredited horizontal jumps coach was present to 
verify trial effort and quality of pop-off performance for each trial. Only trials 
considered to be representative of maximum effort by each athlete were 
included for further data analysis. Ethical approval was gained by an 
institutional ethics review committee prior to commencement. Data on gait 
variables, foot placement, foot flight time, foot contact time, and running 
velocity, were collected during each trial. All participants consented to take 
part in this research and understood that they could withdraw, without penalty 
at any time during the experimental work. 
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7.3.3 Data collection procedures 
To evolve previous manual measurement of foot contact information in 
field-based locomotor pointing research (e.g. Montagne et al., 2000b; 
Renshaw and Davids, 2004; Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006), a multi-modal 
system was used to collect foot placement, foot contact time and foot flight 
time data during the run-up task. Optojump Next photoelectric cells 
(Micrograte, Italy) were used to collect gait data up to 34 metres from the 
take-off board and, due to system restrictions, traditional data collection 
methods were used to record foot contacts beyond that distance. Mean run-
up distance was 10.70 m, 18.36 m, and 36.95 m for the 6-step, 10-step and 
full run-up respectively. A linear distance laser measurement device 
(Jenoptik LDM 301) was used to record running velocity throughout each 
trial. 
 
Optojump photoelectric cells were placed 1.2 metres apart on either 
side of the runway (one receiver and one transmitter unit). The Optojump 
system consisted of 35, connected 1-metre segments collecting data on foot 
distance to the board, foot contact time and flight time at a frequency of 
1000Hz. Each 1 metre section contains 96 light emitting diodes at 1.041 cm 
intervals. Due to system design, diodes are positioned 0.3 cm above ground 
level and a formula to correct foot flight time and foot contact time values was 
applied to raw data (Glatthorn et al., 2011). Validation of foot placement data 
demonstrated that error levels of toe-to-board distance accuracy (±0.01 m) 
were within the range of expected values based on previous locomotor 
pointing research (Glize and Laurent, 1997).  
 
Foot contact position data beyond the Optojump system were collected 
using methods from previous research (e.g. Lee et al., 1982). Black and 
white strips, alternating colour each 50 centimetres, were placed either side 
of the runway. Foot contact position was recorded by manually panning a 
video camera (SONY Handycam - HVR-A1P; 25Hz; Shutter speed 1/1000) 
focussed on the lower half of the participant from an elevated position in the 
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grandstand. Toe-to-board distance values for each foot placement was 
digitised using the SIMI Motion system (SIMI Reality Motion Systems, 
Unterschleissheim, Germany, Version 6), in line with previous locomotor 
pointing research methods (e.g. Renshaw and Davids, 2004). Two-
dimensional coordinate data were calculated using a direct linear 
transformation algorithm utilising four points of the square surrounding each 
toe placement. Following standard validation protocols (e.g. Renshaw and 
Davids, 2004) error levels of toe-to-board distance accuracy (±0.01 m) were 
within the range of expected values based on previous locomotor pointing 
research (Glize & Laurent, 1997).  
 
Foot flight time and foot contact time data for each step beyond the 
Optojump system were collected using a high-speed camera operating at 
1000 Hz (TS3, Fastec Imaging: San Diego, CA) positioned directly behind 
the start of the run-up 30 centimetres above the ground. Measured using 
frame-counting software, foot contact was defined as the first frame the 
participant’s shoe contacted the ground until the first frame the shoe was no 
longer in contact with the ground. Operating at the same frequency, 
validation protocols demonstrated accuracy between systems within 
acceptable levels of investigations of human movement (Hopkins, 2000). 
 
A linear distance laser measurement device operating at 100Hz 
(Jenoptik LDM 301) was positioned 10 metres beyond the long jump pit at a 
height of 1.5m. Directed at the lower part of each participant’s torso this 
provided instantaneous velocity data for each trial. Following a residual 
analysis of several typical run-up trials (Winter, 1990), raw laser distance and 
time data were optimally filtered with a Low Pass Butterworth filter at 1.5 Hz. 
Data on maximum velocity, and the distance from the take-off board at which 
maximum velocity occurred, were recorded for analysis.  
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7.3.4 Data analysis - Inter-trial analysis  
Following preliminary assumption testing a 2 (information: VRP, No-
VRP) x 3 (run-up length: 6-step, 10-step, full-length) analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with repeated measures on both variables was conducted for six 
performance measures: final footfall position relative to the take-off board, 
standard deviation of toe-to-board distance, foot flight time, foot contact time, 
maximum velocity, and distance of maximum velocity from the take-off board, 
to evaluate the presence of a VRP and influence of run-up length on gait 
during training. A criterion significance level of P < 0.05 was employed with a 
Bonferroni correction applied where appropriate. Main effect and significant 
interactions between information condition (VRP and No-VRP) and across 
run-up length (6-step, 10-step, full-length) were reported, computed using 
SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Follow up testing was by 
Tukey’s HSD, with Bonferroni corrections where appropriate, for information, 
length, and interactions between information and length.  
 
Step-by-step separation of standard deviation of toe-to-board distance 
was analysed following the protocols of Hay (1988), as adopted in other 
locomotor pointing studies (e.g. Berg et al., 1994; Montagne et al., 2000b; 
Renshaw and Davids, 2004) to explore at which steps variation occurred 
between VRP and no-VRP information conditions. The absolute amount of 
adjustment across each step, expressed as a percentage of total adjustment 
throughout the run-up, was calculated for all trials (Hay, 1988). 
 
7.4 Results 
7.4.1 Main effects and interactions 
Main effects for information (VRP, no-VRP) were evident for standard 
deviation of toe-to-board distance (F (1,18) = 32.020, p = 0.001, η2 = .067) 
and distance from the board of maximum velocity (F (1, 18) = 4.167, p = 
0.042, η2 = .019). No main effects were evident for final footfall distance to 
board, flight time, contact time, and maximum velocity (Table 7-1).  
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Main effects for run-up length (6-step, 10-step, full-length) were evident 
for standard deviation of toe-to-board distance (F (2,36) = 59.336, p = 0.001, 
η2 = .211), flight time (F (2,36) = 23.270, p = 0.001, η2 = .181), contact time 
(F (2,36) = 122.100, p = 0.001, η2 = .538), maximum velocity (F (2,36) = 
195.992, p = 0.001, η2 = .651) and distance from the board of maximum 
velocity (F (2,36) = 98.086, p = 0.001, η2 = .483). No main effects for run-up 
length were evident for final footfall distance to board (Table 7-1).  
 
A significant interaction between information and run-up length was 
observed for distance from the board of maximum velocity (F (1, 2) = 5.209, 
p = 0.006, η2 = .047). No interactions were evident for final footfall distance to 
board, standard deviation of toe-to-board distance, foot flight time, foot 
contact time, maximum velocity, and distance from board of maximum 
velocity (Table 7-1). 
 




F (1,18) = 0.101,   
p=0.751, η2 = .001 
F (2,36) = 1.658, 
p=0.193, η2 = 0.16 
F (1,2) = 0.123, 




F (1,18) = 32.020, 
p=0.001*, η2 = .067
F (2,36) = 59.336, 
p=0.001*, η2 = .211 
F (1,2) = 0.280, 
p=0.756, η2 = .001 
Flight time 
(sec) 
F (1,18) = 0.001, 
p=0.994, η2 = .001 
F (2,36) = 23.270, 
p=0.001*, η2 = .181 
F (1,2) = 0.069, 
p=0.933, η2 = .001 
Contact time 
(sec) 
F (1,18) = 0.123, 
p=0.727, η2 = .001 
F (2,36) = 122.100, 
p=0.001*, η2 = .538 
F (1,2) = 0.008, 
p=0.993, η2 = .001 
Maximum 
velocity (m/s) 
F (1,18) = 0.050, 
p=0.823, η2 = .001 
F (2,36) = 195.992, 
p=0.001*, η2 = .651 
F (1,2) = 0.199, 






F (1,18) = 4.167, 
p=0.042*, η2 = .019
F (2,36) = 98.086, 
p=0.001*, η2 = .483 
F (1,2) = 5.209, 
p=0.006*, η2 = .047 
    
Table 7-1: Main effects for information, length, and interactions between the 
two IVs for 6 dependent variables 
 
Despite main effects for both information and length for standard 
deviation of toe-to-board distance follow up post hoc testing (Tukey’s HSD) 
revealed no interactions (Figure 7-1).  
 
 
Figure 7-1: Effects of information and run-up length on standard deviation of 








































A significant interaction was found between information condition and 
run-up length for position of maximum velocity from the board. Post hoc 
testing revealed that the interaction only occurred in the full-length run-up, 
where position of maximum velocity from the take-off board was further away 
from the board when a VRP was present (p < 0.05). However, position of 
maximum velocity from the take-off board did not change in the 10-step and 
6-step run-ups due to the presence of a VRP (Figure 7-2). 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Effects of information and run-up length on distance to board of 
maximum velocity values in sub-elite long jumpers. 
 
7.4.2 Variability of toe-to-board distance 
Step-by-step separation of standard deviation of toe-to-board distance 
was completed to explore at which steps variation occurred between VRP 
and no-VRP information. Step-by-step analysis presented significant 






































7-4) run-up between information, and no significant differences between 
information in the 6-step run-up (Figure 7-5).  
 
Figure 7-3 shows the results of this analysis for the full run-up with 
significant differences evident for steps 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, and 3, suggesting 
that the presence of a VRP helped athletes to regulate gait during the 
locomotor pointing task. A descending, ascending, descending pattern of 
standard deviation of toe-to-board distance is evident in the no-VRP 




Figure 7-3: Mean standard deviation for each footfall (m) in the full run-
up, separated by information (No-VRP, VRP).  




































Figure 7-4 shows the results of the step-by-step analysis of toe-to-board 
distance for the 10-step run-up with significant differences evident for steps 
8, 6, 5, 4, and 3, suggesting that the presence of a VRP helps participants to 
regulate gait during the locomotor pointing task.  
 
 
Figure 7-4: Mean standard deviation for each footfall (m) in the 10-step 
run-up, separated by information (No-VRP, VRP).  
 * Significant differences between information: P < 0.05 
 
Figure 7-5 presents step-by-step analysis of toe-to-board distance for 
the 6-step run-up. No significant differences were present, suggesting that 
the presence of a VRP did not influence gait during performance of the 





































Figure 7-5: Mean standard deviation for each footfall (m) in the 6-step 
run-up, separated by information (No-VRP, VRP).  
 
7.4.3 Adjustment percentage 
The amount of step adjustment made, reported per step as an absolute 
percentage of total adjustment for the full run-up is presented in Figure 7-6. 
In the four initial steps of the run-up 52% of total step adjustments were 
made in the VRP information condition compared to only 22% in the No-VRP. 
Conversely in the final four steps of the run-up (near the locomotor pointing 
target) 27% of regulation was made in the VRP condition compared to 46% 
in the no-VRP. Results suggested that more adjustments were made in the 
early phase of the run-up when a VRP was present, allowing decreased step 
adjustment nearer the locomotor pointing target on the ground with potential 




































Figure 7-6: Inter trial analysis. Absolute percentage step length 
adjustments of the full run-up for all participants, separated by information (No-VRP, 
VRP). 
 
The amount of step adjustment made, reported per step as an absolute 
percentage of total adjustment for the 10-step run-up, is presented in Figure 
7-7. Following a large adjustment in the first step in both information 
conditions, small corrections throughout the approach in the VRP condition 
allowed a smaller adjustment in the final step onto the board (14%) 























Figure 7-7: Inter trial analysis. Absolute percentage step length 
adjustments of the 10-step run-up for all participants, separated by information (No-
VRP, VRP). 
 
The amount of step adjustment made, reported per step as an absolute 
percentage of total adjustment for the 6-step run-up, is presented in Figure 7-
8. Following a large adjustment in the first step in both information (VRP - 
86%, no-VRP - 71%) small corrections throughout the approach in the VRP 
condition allowing a smaller adjustment in the final step onto the board (4%) 






















Figure 7-8: Inter trial analysis. Absolute percentage step length 
adjustments of the 6-step run-up for all participants, separated by information (No-
VRP, VRP). 
 
7.4.4 Comparison of adjustments across run–up lengths 
To compare distribution of step adjustment across run-up lengths each 
trial was separated in half, an initial half and final half, to normalise step 
adjustment percentage across run-up lengths. Combined data of all run-ups 
showed total percentage of step adjustments in each half were different 
between VRP and no-VRP. It was observed that 72% of step adjustments 
was made in the initial half of the run-up in the VRP condition, higher than the 
60% of total step adjustments in the no-VRP condition. In the second half of 
the run-up only 28% of total step adjustments were made in the VRP 
condition compared to 40% in the no-VRP condition. When data of step 
adjustments in all run-up lengths is combined, an increased percentage of 






























The aim of this chapter was to explore the effect of visual constraints of 
the performance environment on gait regulation during a long jump run-up 
training simulation. The presence of a VRP near the locomotor pointing target 
on the ground was manipulated to test its effect on gait regulation during the 
3 run-up training lengths (6-step, 10-step, full-length). Based on previous 
research by de Rugy et al. (De Rugy et al., 2002b) (see Section 2.4.3), it was 
hypothesised that the availability of reference points prior to the target on the 
ground being visible would regulate distribution of foot placement adjustment 
throughout the task, resulting in smaller standard deviations of foot 
placement in final phase of the run-up.  
 
Comparable final footfall accuracy across conditions and run-up lengths 
(Table 7-1) reinforces empirical research which proposed that a locomotor 
pointing target on the ground could act as an informational constraint which 
regulates gait (Glize and Laurent, 1997; Berg and Mark, 2005). However, 
despite analogous final footfall position between information conditions in all 
run-up lengths, observation of lower standard deviation values of toe-to-
board distance when a vertical information source was present suggests that 
gait in the run-up approach, prior to target interception, is regulated by the 
presence of a VRP (Figure 7-1). Results support empirical understanding of 
perception-action coupling which highlight an individual’s ability to use 
multiple, varied informational constraints to facilitate functional adaptability of 
gait throughout task performance (Berg and Mark, 2005), presenting a 
funnel-like type of control where spatiotemporal tolerance decreases as a 
target is approached (Bootsma and van Wieringen, 1990). Neurobiological 
degeneracy highlights that the absence of perceptual information sources, 
such as vertical reference points, will not cause performance to breakdown, 
instead, availability of additional information sources will facilitate regulation 
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of gait throughout the task to support functional performance (Savelsbergh 
and van der Kamp, 2000). 
 
While athletes are capable of making large adjustments in their final 
steps to intercept a take-off board (Hay, 1988), smaller standard deviation 
values of toe-to-board distance throughout task performance are associated 
with more systematic adjustments and have positive implications for 
performance of the task nested at the end of the approach (Bradshaw and 
Aisbett, 2006). Step-by-step analysis of standard deviation values of toe-to-
board distance in the 10-step (Figure 7-4) and full-length run-up (Figure 7-3) 
neatly reflect this empirical understanding. Although final footfall accuracy is 
similar across information conditions, the regulation of gait to achieve this 
performance outcome is not. Significantly higher values of standard 
deviations at multiple steps when a vertical reference is absent suggested 
that athletes were required to make large gait adaptations immediately prior 
to target interception in the no-VRP condition. Previous research highlights 
the negative impact of large gait adjustments in the approach to a target due 
to its effect on nested task performance (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006). 
Aligned with previous theoretical modelling (De Rugy et al., 2002b), as well 
as more recent experiential (Greenwood et al., 2013) and empirical 
(Greenwood et al., Under Review), findings suggest that vertical reference 
points may act as a potential informational constraint to regulate gait in 10-
step and full-length run-ups.  
 
The data support the idea that during the run-up in sport, gait regulation 
is guided by a continuous coupling between the individual and information of 
the environment (Montagne et al., 2000b; Renshaw and Davids, 2004). A 
significant interaction between position of maximum velocity from the take-off 
board and information condition in the full-length run-up (Figure 7-2) 
suggests that, as run-up lengths increase, the importance of additional 
sources of perceptual information increases. Potentially, a shorter run-up has 
less time for error to accrue during an approach, and a smaller distance to 
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the target may allow perceptual information of the take-off board to regulate 
gait in athletes throughout the task. However, as the run-up lengthens, the 
potential for error to accumulate increases, running velocity is higher, and the 
take-off board is not visible in the initial stages of the approach, emphasising 
the role of additional sources of information from the performance 
environment to regulate gait.  
 
Previous research has reported step adjustment in the early and late 
stages of the run-up, suggesting early regulation occurred as long jumpers 
attempt to stabilise spatial-temporal components of the optic system (Glize 
and Laurent, 1997). A VRP may provide a stable source of perceptual 
information to be observed by athletes at extended distances from the target. 
This possibility is exemplified through observations of consistent patterns of 
standard deviation of toe-to-board distance values in the middle of the full-
length run-up when a vertical reference is present, compared to an 
ascending accumulation of standard deviation in the No-VRP condition 
(Figure 7-3). In the VRP condition a larger percentage of total step 
adjustments were completed in the initial half of the run-up, and consequently 
a smaller amount of adjustment made nearer the locomotor pointing target, 
when compared to the no-VRP condition (Figures 7-6 – 7-8). A VRP may act 
as a stable perceptual information source to facilitate gait regulation at 
extended distances from the locomotor pointing target.  
 
In consideration of learning and training scenarios, results 
demonstrated that, as expected, decreases in run-up length simplified the 
task, indicated through a reduction in maximum velocity and required 
regulation of gait. With decreasing velocity foot contact time and foot flight 
time increase accordingly, potentially increasing the ease of adapting vertical 
impulse to regulate stride length (Hay, 1988). In addition, change to the 
position of occurrence of maximum velocity from the take-off board due to 
run-up length has implications for nested task performance (Hay and Nohara, 
1990; Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006). Simplification of tasks nested at the 
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completion of the run-up is used to manage athlete workloads in training 
(Jacoby, 2009). However, since simplification of nested tasks used in training 
alters visual control demands, transfer of this type of practice to full jumping 
tasks in competition is problematic (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006). Even 
though research highlights visual regulation changes due to the presence 
and type of nested task (Glize and Laurent, 1997; Montagne et al., 2000b; 
Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006; Renshaw and Davids, 2006), an appropriate 
training nested task which meets the requirements of long jump practitioners 
has not previously been proposed and measured by empirical research. The 
standard deviation values of toe-to-board distance observed in the current 
chapter reflect those reported in previous research on long jumping tasks 
(e.g. Lee et al., 1982; Glize and Laurent, 1997). The data from the current 
chapter also suggests that a pop-off task could potentially be used as a 
supplementary nested task through which visual regulation can be developed 
when training loads require reduction. The data reported in this chapter 
suggests that the strategy of using ‘pop offs’ to simulate long jumping in 
training may be preferable to the ubiquitous run-through tasks investigated in 
previous research which showed little similarities in gait regulation compared 
to running to jump (Bradshaw and Aisbett, 2006).  
 
Since behaviour is reliant on visual information from the performance 
environment to guide locomotor pointing performance (Glize and Laurent, 
1997; Renshaw and Davids, 2004; Greenwood et al., Under Review), 
representative learning design of training settings is required (Pinder, 
Renshaw and Davids, 2009). Exposure to relevant informational constraints 
develops a functional use of information to regulate behaviour. The locomotor 
pointing target (Maraj et al., 1998) and competition-specific vertical 
informational constraints near the locomotor pointing target (Greenwood et 
al., Under Review) should be present during training to strengthen emergent 
couplings between informational constraints and movement behaviours in 
athletes. The education of attention in training to relevant, specifying, sources 
of information in the environment can speed up the development of 
perceptual skills (Savelsbergh et al., 2004) and current results suggest it is 
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particularly relevant in full-length run-up training. Altering informational 
constraints in practice environments has resulted in coordination changes in 
performance of other dynamic interceptive actions (Pinder et al., 2009) and 
highlights the importance of the correct sampling of information to allow 
transfer to performance contexts.  
 
Since visual regulation guides performance from the initial run-up steps 
in all run-up lengths, visual attention toward the vicinity of the locomotor 
pointing target is required at the start of the run-up. Because behaviour 
seems to be regulated by multiple constraints, a specific focus on a single 
object would seem to be visually constricting and a broad focus of attention 
could be encouraged (Greenwood et al., 2013). Training tasks should 
encourage athletes to resolve foot placement variability challenges rather 
than try to stereotype footfall patterns; examples include movement of the 
start marker between trials and manipulation of informational constraints 
such as the locomotor pointing target, vertical references (judges, board 
markers, wind sock), and line markings to evolve links between perception 
and action. Current results align with previous research which demonstrated 
that variability in start position did not affect the ability to regulate gait to the 
take-off board (Renshaw and Davids, 2004; Greenwood et al., Under 
Review). Results suggest manipulation of the start position would not limit an 
individual’s ability to accurately intercept the locomotor pointing target, 
instead, it would encourage visual regulation and adaptation of gait to 
achieve the performance outcome. 
 
Through positional manipulation of the vertical informational constraint 
relative to the locomotor pointing target future research could measure an 
individual’s attunement to perceptual information, especially across skill 
levels (Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000). Despite identification of two 
potential informational constraints which regulate gait (locomotor pointing 
target, vertical references) variability of movement systems suggest 
additional informational constraints also exist within the environment which 
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regulates behaviour. Experiential knowledge has suggested checkmarks on 
the ground as a potential visual information source for future empirical 
research (Greenwood et al., 2013). Even though current data have indicated 
that the pop-off task has similar visual regulation requirements to the nested 
jumping task, it is typically utilised by coaches to reduce athlete workload. At 
present understanding of differences between the kinetic and kinematic 
demands of the pop-off task and jumping task are not known and future 
research could address this.  
 
7.6 Conclusion 
This chapter examined the effect of a potential informational constraint, 
a vertical reference point located near the locomotor pointing target on the 
ground. Its presence was manipulated to test its effect on gait regulation 
during a long jump training run-up from 3 ubiquitous distances used in 
training. Despite analogous final footfall positions, step-by-step standard 
deviation of toe-to-board distance suggested that the approach method to 
achieve the task goal was different between VRP and no-VRP conditions. 
Results suggested a potential role for vertical reference points, located 
adjacent to the take-off board, as informational constraints which regulate 
behaviour in locomotor pointing tasks. Vertical references present a viable 
information source which regulates behaviour prior to a target on the ground 
being visible and should be considered as part of the representative learning 
design of training environments in events with extended run-ups, such as 
cricket fast-bowling and the track and field horizontal jumps. Results 
highlighted the efficacy of the pop-off task as a suitable substitute for the full 
long jump nested task, however future research is required to detail the 
change physical demands between the tasks. Future research could 
manipulate the locations of vertical informational constraints relative to the 
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CHAPTER 8: EPILOGUE 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarise key findings from the 
current programme of work. A discussion of the implications of the research 
findings for understanding of perception and action in sport will be presented. 
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 Key findings 
8.1.1 Chapter 3 + 4: How elite coaches’ experiential knowledge might 
enhance empirical research on sport performance 
Movement patterns emerge based on a coupling between an individual 
and specific information sources of the perceptual environment. Because 
multiple, task specific sources of information can regulate behaviour, a 
fundamental task of empirical research is to identify informational constraints 
which link the individual with the environment (Davids et al., 2008). However, 
as emergent behaviour in dynamic performance environments is influenced 
by multiple, interacting individual, task and environmental constraints, this 
presents a significant challenge for researchers. Current lack of 
understanding of informational constraints which regulate locomotor pointing 
behaviour limits the capacity for principled design of learning and training 
environments. 
 
As understanding emerging from empirical research is limited, 
experiential knowledge of elite coaches was sought to supplement empirical 
research. Exploration of elite coaches’ experiential knowledge noted that 
their intuitions often complemented empirical knowledge reported in research 
studies. In particular, an important observation to emerge reflected coach 
understanding of athlete-environment relationships as a key focus for 
emerging behaviour. Whilst experiential knowledge will never act as a 
surrogate for empirical knowledge gained from rigorous experimentation, 
insights suggest it can clearly complement empirical knowledge to enrich 
understanding of sport performance. Specific note was made with regard to 
directing future research, assisting empirical research design, and 
highlighting limitations of current research.  
 
With appropriate methodological approaches, underpinned by scientific 
theory, the integration of empirical knowledge of researchers with the 
experiential knowledge of elite coaches presents significant benefits to both 
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researchers and coaches in sharing their understanding of athlete learning 
and skilled performance in studies of sport. 
  
8.1.2 Chapter 5: Experiential knowledge of expert coaches can help 
identify informational constraints on performance of dynamic 
interceptive actions 
Performance of dynamic interceptive actions in information-rich 
environments highlighted the human capacity to utilise a variety of sources of 
perceptual information to guide behaviour. To develop a satisfactory 
understanding of behaviour, information sources that are used to co-ordinate 
performance needs to be identified and verified in research (Beek et al., 
2003a). However, as behaviour emerges from the influence of multiple 
interwoven constraints, identification of relevant, specifying information from 
a detailed optic array is a complex challenge for researchers. 
 
To supplement previous empirical research, findings of chapter 5 
suggested how, centring on the performer-environment relationship, 
experiential knowledge can complement empirical understanding of 
performance behaviour. Experiential knowledge of elite sport coaches 
identified vertically-oriented reference points and check marks in the 
performance environment as potential informational constraints which my 
regulate gait during locomotor pointing tasks in sport. Through the distinction 
between, and utilisation of complementary knowledge sources, the chapter 
highlights the opportunity for a broader comprehension of perception and 
action in sport through this methodological approach.  
 
8.1.3 Chapter 6: A vertical informational constraint on regulation of 
gait in the run-up during cricket fast-bowling 
As behaviour emerges from a coupling between an individual and 
specific sources of information from the performance environment, 
understanding of informational constraints used to facilitate behaviour is 
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required. Based on experiential knowledge and empirical understanding the 
effect of a potential informational constraint, a vertical reference point, was 
investigated in an applied locomotor pointing task. An umpire in a cricket 
specific fast-bowling setting acted as a vertical reference point, whose 
presence was manipulated to measure the effects on gait regulation. 
 
 Results support understanding of performance in dynamic interceptive 
run-up tasks, in which processes of perception-action regulate behaviour 
throughout task based on visual information of the performance environment. 
Data suggested that the umpire acts as an informational constraint during the 
fast-bowling run-up in cricket. The identification of the umpire as an 
informational constraint provided insights of perception-action coupling 
throughout the run-up task, prior to the target on the ground being visible. An 
interesting concern for further research was whether these findings could be 
replicated under different locomotor pointing task constraints, during training. 
This issue was investigated in Chapter 7. 
 
8.1.4 Chapter 7: Vertical informational constraints regulate gait during 
horizontal jump training 
The aim of Chapter 7 was to explore the effect of a vertical reference 
point on gait during a sport specific training scenario. The presence of a 
vertical reference point, located near the locomotor pointing target on the 
ground, was manipulated to test its effect on gait regulation and run-up 
behaviour during long jump run-up training from 3 ubiquitous training 
distances.  
 
Results supported empirical understanding of perception-action 
coupling which highlight an individual’s ability to use multiple, varied 
informational constraints to facilitate functional adaptability of gait throughout 
task performance. Despite analogous final footfall position between 
information conditions in all run-up lengths, lower standard deviation of toe-
to-board distance in the vertical information condition at multiple steps 
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suggests that gait was regulated to intercept the locomotor pointing target by 
perception of information from a vertical reference point placed near the take-
off board. Results imply that presence of potential vertical reference points, 
such as a judge, board markers, or a wind sock, may enhance the 
representative design of training tasks in the long jump. 
 
8.2  Implications for future research and limitations 
A focus on an elite and sub-elite cohort of participants was a strength of 
the current research programme. The temporally constrained task facilitated 
exploration of the role of visual variables in athletes who were highly attuned 
to the performance environment in which they were immersed. 
Methodological complications and access to elite samples limit the amount of 
studies conducted on skilled performers of dynamic tasks, highlighting the 
importance of the current research cohort to existing empirical research. 
Reliance on an elite cohort resulted in relatively small sample size due to the 
availability of elite participants in the country. Although sample sizes were in 
line with previous research of the topic area, additional participants have the 
potential to increase the strength and application of results to wider sample 
sizes. 
 
Skill level effects the ability to use information of the environment 
(Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000), leaving research questions 
regarding the role of vertical references on behaviour in a sample of lesser 
skilled participants for future research. Under changing constraints, for 
example the presence or absence of a vertical reference point, behaviour of 
unskilled or lesser-skilled participants may break down or facilitate alternative 
movement couplings. In future empirical settings, positional manipulation of 
the vertical informational constraint relative to the locomotor pointing target 
could measure an individual’s attunement and reliance on perceptual 
information sources, with specific focus on individuals of differing skill levels 
(Savelsbergh and van der Kamp, 2000). Comparisons between the effects of 
these informational constraints on both elite and novice participants, and the 
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behavioural adaptions which emerge would be of empirical interest in future 
research studies.  
 
The current research has highlighted the role of vertical reference point 
as an informational constraint which regulates behaviour. However, the 
mechanism by which this coupling operates is less well understood. 
Interesting research questions remain regarding the nature of the information 
which is elicited from the vertical reference in the performance environment. 
The three dimensional shape of the vertical reference used in the current 
research could elicit visual information based on changing width, height and 
depth parameters. Manipulation of a two-dimensional vertical object across 
visual planes would provide important understanding of the informational 
properties provided by the vertical reference to regulate behaviour. The 
visual variable used in the current research was comparatively large and an 
interesting follow-up research question could also explore the relative size of 
visual variables required to provide specifying information to regulate 
behaviour in dynamic performance environments, especially at high running 
velocities.   
 
Previous modelling of locomotor pointing behaviour based on visual 
information of the environment uses direct motion to a target to understand 
adaptive behaviour (Lee et al., 1982; De Rugy et al., 2002b). Proposed visual 
variables, such as the locomotor pointing target on the floor, elicit direct 
object expansion due to their central placement in the performance 
environment. In the current programme of research the translational 
placement of the vertical reference, beside the target to be intercepted, may 
require understanding of both optic flow and egocentric direction to explore 
gait behaviour (Warren et al., 2001). The looming effect of the object may 
change, especially as the athlete nears the target and the visual angle toward 
the object increases. 
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A person was used to represent the vertical reference in the current 
programme of research to purposely sample the competition settings within 
which the chosen dynamic interceptive actions are completed. However, 
despite their stationary positioning, a person facing the performer could 
contribute to observed behaviour through social facilitation responses 
(Zajonc, 1965). Use of inanimate objects as visual references may provide 
additional understanding of information sampled from the environment to 
regulate behaviour. However, the use of this type of object may decrease the 
representative design of research settings to accurately reproduce 
competitive environments in which dynamic actions are performed.  
 
Despite identification of two potential informational constraints which 
regulate gait (locomotor pointing target, vertical references) variability of 
movement systems suggest additional informational constraints also exist 
within the environment which may regulate behaviour. Additional research is 
required to explore the potential of additional information sources of the 
environment which influence behaviour. Experiential knowledge has 
suggested checkmarks on the ground as an information source for future 
empirical research (Greenwood et al., 2013). The success of the current 
programme of research highlights that integration of experiential knowledge 
of expert coaches with theoretically-driven, empirical knowledge of sport 
scientists presents a promising avenue to drive future applied science 
research and pedagogical practice. 
 
8.3  Implications for applied run-up practitioners 
The performance of interceptive actions in dynamic environments 
highlights the ability to regulate behaviour as a function of the flow of 
perceptual information. Current research reinforces empirical understanding 
of the run-up in sport, in which gait regulation is based on a continuous 
coupling between the individual and key information sources of the 
environment. Since visual regulation guides performance throughout the run-
up task, the presence of relevant informational constraints must be available 
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within training design to allow individuals to couple to their actions to key 
information sources of the performance environment (Pinder et al., 2011). 
The inclusion of pertinent informational constraints during training, the 
locomotor target and vertical reference points, is vital for effective learning as 
representative learning design allows information and movement couplings to 
emerge and visual perception refine. 
 
Manipulations of informational constraints in the performance 
environment have theoretical and practical implications for the representative 
design of learning and training programs (Pinder et al., 2011). Manipulation 
of key informational constraints in learning and training environments is 
required to explore the relationship between the individual and specific 
informational constraints of the performance environment. Research is 
required to develop functional use of informational variables in learning 
settings to increase the rate of development of perceptual learning. 
 
Research results highlighted gait adjustments throughout the locomotor 
pointing task, whenever the athlete deems necessary. In the current research 
a significant amount of gait regulation occurred in the early phase of the run-
up. Results highlighted that visual attention toward the vicinity of the 
locomotor pointing target is required from the outset of the run-up as 
important gait regulation occurs in these initial run-up steps. 
 
As gait footfall is variable, training tasks should encourage athletes to 
resolve foot placement variability challenges rather than try to stereotype 
footfall patterns; examples include movement of the start marker between 
trials and manipulation of informational constraints such as the locomotor 
pointing target, vertical references (judges, board markers, wind sock), and 
line markings to evolve links between perception and action. Current results 
align with previous research which demonstrated that variability in start 
position did not affect the ability to regulate gait to the take-off board 
(Renshaw and Davids, 2004; Greenwood et al., Under Review), as a result 
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manipulation of the start position should not limit an individual’s ability to 
accurately intercept the locomotor pointing target, rather it would encourage 
visual regulation and adaptation of gait to achieve the performance outcome. 
 
8.4  Conclusions 
The current PhD programme presents sport specific locomotor pointing 
tasks through a theoretical framework of ecological dynamics. The 
complexity of interceptive actions, including multiple constraints which shape 
and regulate behaviour, highlight the benefit of exploring locomotor pointing 
tasks through multiple knowledge sources to unravel the complexity of 
observed behaviour. Utilising quantitative and qualitative methodologies the 
current research highlights perception-action coupling throughout locomotor 
pointing tasks based on multiple specifying informational constraints of the 
performance environment. Research and practice designs require relevant 
informational constraints to be present in the performance environment to 
allow functional, representative behaviour to emerge based on relevant 
specifying information sources. 
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